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CmU'TlLR I
Tüi PROBLia mÎ D D^riKITIÜiNiS Oî‘ UDhD
The great depression brought with it eoonomio end 
social problems of a magnitude heretofore unprecedented, 
with the advent of seemingly unlimited unemployment workers 
sought jobs promiscuously. Little or not attention was given 
to the preparation required for the particular vocation, to 
the physical end mental aspects, or to the possibility that 
the seeker might not fit into the job in any respect. The 
major criterion for the job was the fact that body and soul 
must be kept alive and a job was the means to that end. Con­
sequently, many people entered the professional fields poorly 
prepared but, only because their chosen field had been closed 
to them for various reasons, with educational standards so 
low untold thousands flocked into the teaching profession. 
Salaries were low but some salary was better than none.
Under normal conditions many of these people would not have 
become teachers.
On the heels of the depression came v.orld bar II,
Then come the greatest exodus in history of people from the 
teaching profession. Various reasons contributed to the 
exodus. The sum total was that where before we had had a 
preponderance of school personnel we now had a shortage. 
Schools could not close and wait for the war to end, so re­
cruits from ell walks of life were invited to come in. These 
two factors hove brought about a stigma that is not wholesome
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z
to the teaohlng profaaslon. Thus, a part of this study Is 
to attempt to discern, et least in part, to what extent the 
stigna still exists*
Educators have for years attempted to place their 
finger on something tangible end earmark it as those qualities 
they would like evidenced in the people who make up their 
faculty. The employing of teachers has in the past hinged in 
some degree upon these same personality traits, «̂hat are we 
to look for in teachers? Are there specific traits that go 
with teaching? Are the traits evidenced in all acceptable 
people those we wish to see in teachers? Is there any 
authority for demanding that teachers exhibit these traits?
lersonalities influence those about us; in fact they 
influence us so much we object at times to making our neces­
sary contacts. Are these personality traits detrimental?
Does teaching experience influence personality traits? Can 
we in training teachers in any way attempt to eliminate those 
undesirable traits and thus bring forth teaching personnel 
proportionately free of undesirable personality traits? '..hat 
are the traits which we would like to have eliminated and 
what are the ones we would like to retain and encourage?
I. TES i-iiOÊLiE-I
Statement of the problem. The problem presented tiers 
for consideration has three definite aspects, (1) that of 
determining whether or not such a thing as a ’’teacher 
personality" exists, (2) that of evaluating existing
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
personality traita as to their Influence oa teaohlnt^ fields 
ao evidenced by teaohere in their preferred fields, end (;i) 
that of dlacemlnG to what extent personality traits corapare 
with teaciiins Interests.
II. Lh?IMTIÜI(J OF
California Test of i ersonallty Pdult Ferles. Tho 
Cellfomla Teat of rorsonellty, Pdult Ferles, has been 
designed to Identify and reveal the status of certain 
fundamental characteristics of human nature which are hlilily 
Important In determining employability end fê enerel success in 
personal, social or vocational relations. These characteristics 
have usually been dealgnated as IntaiXtplbles because they can* 
not be measured with ordinary InteUlcenoc, knowledt^e, 
achievement, or skill testa, and cannot be estimated with any 
hlj-h degree of reliability In a short Interview.
From one standpoint, use of the term personality la 
unfortunate. Personality Is not something separate and apart 
from ability or achievement but Includes them; It refers 
rather to the manner and effectiveness with which the whole 
individual meets his personal and social problems, and 
Indirectly the manner in which he impresses his fellows.
From the viewpoint of employment, a successful 
employee must know not only his work, but he must also have 
a stable, well-balanced personality that will enable him to 
use his knowledge end skill with profit to hliaself and his 
employer.
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Verious components —— aelf—relifence» An Individual Is 
self-reliant when he epea elout his work v/lth assurance and efficiency. Once he has received Instruction or knows what to do, he depends upon himself and not on the constant supervision of others. He Is characteristically stable and responsible for his behavior.
Sense of personal v;orth. iua individual has an adequate sense o:̂ personal worth when he feels that his work Is well regarded by his superiors and fellow workers, and that his employer has faith In his ability as well ea his 
determination to make good In whatever task Is assigned to him.
Sense of personal freedom. An Individual has on adequate sense of personal 1‘reedom when he feels that he has a reasonable share In determining how ho shall do his work, provided, of course, that the results of his effort Is up to standard. Desirable freedom Includes tlje right to ask and give advice whlĉ i la In the Interests of the person himself.
Feeling of belonging. An Individual has on adequate feeling of lûêlonglng when he enjoys the respect end confidence of his amployer and his associates; when they Include him In their discussions; when his advice Is sought, even though It may not be followed; erad when he feels that he Is essential to the fullest success of those with whom he Is working.
Freedom from withdrawing tendencies. Jjo. Individual Is free from withdrawing tendencies when he is not too sensitive or too concerned about himself and his grievance, and when he cooperated with others for the good of larger interests Instead of playing a lone hand, üe keeps his feet on the ground and attends to business Instead of day-dreaming about things he Is going to do some other time.
Freedom from nervous symptoms. Individual Is freefrom nervous symptoms when he Is steadily on the job, and ready to do whatever duties are assigned, lie Is not chronically tired, worried or fretting about things timt are coming up; neither does he absent himself from duties because of worry or Illness.
Social standards, jnn Individual has desirable social standards wiien he understands his piece in the organiza­tion. lie recognizes v/hat la appropriate, dignified, proper end also In harmony with the Interests of others.
Social skills. iiU Individual has desirable social
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süilla %h@n he la eracioua, tactful, and willing to inconvenience himself to aid his associates or his superiors* Xie constantly aids people in maintaining their self-respect* xhen asked, he endeavors to explain work and policies in a courteous manner.
Freedom from enti-soclal tendencies. An individual is free from a n t i - t e n d e n c i e s  wheu~ho does not bully, 
not quarrel with his associates or attempt to stir them up against others* he takes his hard luck calmly and philosophically, and does not attempt to obtain satis­faction by destruction of property or injury to otliers*
Family relations. An individual has desirable family relations when ibe gets along with the members of his family, guards their security and their future, and is careful in managing earnings* Ills responsibility in their behalf and desire for their welfare makes him steady end reliable.
Occupation relations. An individual has desirable vocational relations or adjustment when he is happy in his job because he is assigned to work w'hich fits his capacities and interests; also, when he has developed interest, a sense of worth, and efficiency in a job previously deemed uncongenial. i:e feels that his con­tribution la important and essential.
Community relations. An individual has desirable community relations when he and hia family are respected and well treated by neighbors and friends; when he speaks well of his employer and fellow employees; when he obeys the laws and ordinances pertaining to the general welfare; and when he takes pride in improving the community in which he lives.^
Personal adjustment. The total of the scores obtained 
on the subdivisions of self-reliance, sense of personal 
worth, sense of personal freedom, feeling of belonging, 
freedom from withdrawing tendencies, end freedom from nervous 
symptoms.
h. Tiegs, L, Thorpe, and ... Clark, ..Manual of Directions. Los Angeles: California Test Bureau, 1942, p. 3.
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130 cl el adjustment. The total of the scores obtained 
on the subdivisions of social standards, social skills, 
freedom from antl-soclal tendencies, family relations, occu­
pational relations, end community relations «
Total adjustment. The total of the scores obtained 
on the personal adjustment and social adjustment scales.
ücore. A raw score of numerical value obtained on a 
test as a result of answering correctly a number of questions 
given in the test.
Percentile, a translated rank dependent upon the raw 
score obtained.
The Kuder Preference Record —  Vocetionel —  Form BB. 
This form is a means of making a systematic approach to a 
problem of determining whether or not people have chosen their 
vocations by chance influence or by a careful revievi of the 
occupational fields. Vocational light is thrown upon particu­
lar areas in the light of individual preferences. The nine 
areas in which the participant may express his interests 
are listed below,
Mechanical. A mechanical interest means the indi­
vidual li^es to work vfith machines and tools. Jobs in this 
area include automobile repairmen, watchmakers, drill press 
operators, and engineers.
Computational. An interest in computational fields 
means one likes to work with numbers, A high score in this 
area suggests that one might like such jobs as a bookkeeper, 
accountant, or bank teller.
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Solentlflo. A scientific interest means that the 
individual likes to discover new facts and solve problems* 
Doctors, chemists, nurses, engineers, radio repairmen, 
aviators, and dieticians usually have hich scientific 
interests.
Iersuasive* Such an interest means that one likes to 
meet and deal with people to promote projects or things to 
sell* ivlost actors, politicians, radio announcers, ministers, 
salesmen, and store clerks have high persuasive interests.
Artistic* An interest in artistic fields means that 
the individual likes to do creative work with his hands. It 
is usually v̂ ork that has "eye appeal" involving attractive 
design, color, and materials. I'ainters, sculptors, archi­
tects, dress designers, hairdressers, and interior decorators 
all do "artistic" work.
Literary. Such an interest shows that one likes to 
read and write. Literary jobs include novelist, historian, 
teacher, actor, news reporter, editor, drama critic, end 
book reviewer.
j/.usical. The individual is musically inclined when 
his interests show that he likes going to concerts, playing 
instruments, singing, or reading about music and musicians.
Social Service. This interest indicates that an 
individual has a preference for helping people. Nurses, Boy 
or Girl Scout leaders, vocational counselors, tutors, 
ministers, personnel workers, social workers, end hospital 
attendants spend much of their time helping other people.
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Glerlcel. ouoh an Interest means that the Individual 
likes office v/ork that requires precision end accuracy. Jobs 
such as bookkeeper, accountant, file clerk, salesclerk, 
secretary, statistician, and traffic mana&er fall In this 
area.
Iroflie, A graphic picture of translated raw scores 
for each Individual.
Fiftieth percentile. That point on a profile chart 
Vi’hlch Is used to Indicate the normal or average personality 
on the California Test of xersonality and that point above 
which preference on the Kuder Preference Record begins to be 
significant. The seventieth percentile Is generally used 
with the Kuder to represent a significent trend but since 
the fiftieth percentile indicates the normal or average 
personality on the California Test of Personality, It was 
decided to use that percentile rank In order to avoid 
referring to two separate percentile ranks.
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itdcilnlsterlng thô tests In soci© cases presented a 
problem If la oonductins the survey personal supervision by 
the surveyor was a necessity for, obviously, enough partici­
pants could not be found within his own school system. This 
necessitated contacting tiœ superintendenta of the school 
systems involved or Presidents of the local organizations 
in order to have the teachers in other school systems parti­
cipate, The teachers who were involved in the survey were 
allowed to take the tests at their own convenience. Arrange­
ments were made whereby either of the two mentioned above 
would be in charge of the distribution of the materials end 
the collecting end returning of the completed tests to the 
surveyor. In each contact made, care was taken to emphasize 
the fact that teachers were to participate only on a voluntary 
basis, No coercion, force, pressure nor any combination of 
these was used to obtain the teachers* cooperation in taking 
a part in the survey, Participation under any of the above 
would have invalidated the results in that the answers on 
the test questions would not have come from a mind free of 
compulsion. Teachers were asked not to indicate in any way 
to whom the results belonged unless they particularly wanted 
the results returned to them for their own edification.
Also, an attempt was made to assure those involved that the 
information they were imparting was confidential. It is
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Interesting to note here that over one—half of the teachers 
sending in results specified that they wanted the results 
returned to thera, k.hether this was out of curiosity or an 
ardent desire to study their own shortcomings has nothing to 
do with this survey end was not one of the questions asked 
on the questionnaire included in the materials. However, it 
does indicate the degree of cooperation shovm and the feeling 
exhibited that they did not fear confidential information 
would be exposed, thus, allowing a freedom of mind-set which 
avoided coloring the results.
Approximately sixteen per cent of the returns were 
secured by giving the tests directly to teachers who were in 
attendance at the University during the summer session of 
1950, The remaining eighty-four per cent was secured in the 
manner just previously described, Î o attempt was made to 
discriminate as to sex, fields, experiences, elementary or 
high school areas, or classroom teacliers or administrators.
In no way was the survey attempted to be controlled in order 
to secure any predetermined results.
One can realize the reasons for not personally super­
vising the giving of all the tests to the participants when 
you realize the surveyor was engaged in full time teaching 
end ooeohing during the period covered by the survey. It 
was Impossible for the surveyor to go to all the schools 
involved end meet with ell the teachers concerned at the 
convenience of the teachers. Teachers are opposed to being 
convoked after hours for something like this and it certainly
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would have been presumptuous of the surveyor to have asked 
to have school time set aside for the testing period. Thus, 
it was necessary for at least a part of the pro^^aia to be 
carried on under the supervision of someone other than the 
surveyor. It is interesting again to not© that of the one 
hundred and fifty teachers tested only two sotw of results 
came back incomplete as to the inclusion of all of the 
materials to be returned. This is further evidence of the 
cooperation of the teachers involved and their ability to 
follow Instructions that were included by latter in the 
materials.
The teachers of ..olf Point, ^oobey, Fairview, hashua, 
Terry, Jordan, Circle and Baker schools were willing partici­
pants In the survey,
1Ï. F0̂ u..3 boBD
The Kuder Breference hecord. In selecting an inventory 
record that would be acceptable for this part of the survey, 
car© was taken in order to select one which was not only 
simple end inexpensive to administer and score, but one which 
could also be relied upon to give accurate and valid results. 
Of the possible tests which could have been chosen, including 
the Michigan Vocabulary i’rofil© Test, the Otrong Vocational 
Interest Blank, the Pllport-Vemon Btudy of Values, the 
Cleeton Vocational Interest Inventory, the Lee-Thorpe 
Occupational Interest Inventory, end the Kuder Preference 
Hcoord, the latter was selected because of its simplicity.
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InexpensiveneBS to score, end its validity as proclaimed by 
previous investigators. Duper^ in a diagnostlcal survey 
found that the Kuder was more valid than the 'Strong for 
women. G. Kuder® in a statistical analysis of his record 
found that, "The results presented here indicate that the 
preference type of item is a relatively stable one in the 
sense that it measures essentially the same thing even vjîien 
put in different context end form.
David Malcolm,® in an attempt to deteimine which 
Inventory blank was tlie most reliable, carried on an inves­
tigation in which the different types of interests blanks 
were used ; and he concluded that, "The Kuder was judged the 
most useful inventory for all women’s groups and a close 
second to the Jtrong for men graduate groups.
California Test of Personality —  iidult Jeries. There 
were available a number of personality teats of which the 
i-ernrouter Personality Inventory, tiio .,;innesota ilultiphesio 
i ersonality Inventory, the Bell ndjustmm t Inventory, the
‘̂Donald 1, Super, "The Kuder x reference he cord in Vocational Diagnosis." Journal of Consulting'.  ̂sycholo/^y. ll!164-193, 1 9 4 7 , ----------------------   ^
F. Kuder, "The stability of .-.'reference Itecia," The Journal of Social 1sycholo^y. 19:41-50, l9ol.
^Loc. Git.
^Devid fialcolm, lat Inventory Should I Use," Journal of educational Heseeroh. 4i:91-96, October, 1950,
6l o c. cit.
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l.:iiine30t& Tersonality Jcale, The Korsch&ch Inkblots, the 
Llurray Thematic Apperception Test, t-nd the Californie Test of 
I'ersonelity were considered.
In lljtit of the surveyor’s limited knowledge of the 
manner of interpreting some of the other tests the California 
Test of Personality was chosen. It is simple to administer; 
lends itself well to the problem at hand, and is relatively 
easy to score end profile.
The reliability of the test does not suffer when the 
statistical data is reviewed. According to the co-authors —  
Tiegs, Thorpe, and C l a r k —  the Jelf i-djustment has a 
coefficient of reliability of ,888, and the ‘Jocial j.djustement 
,898, and the Total i^djustment ,918,
The validity of the test is based upon the study of 
several hundred ways in which adults reacted when confronted 
with the problejiia which tested tijeir self-reliano© and the 
other components of the teat. Before a situation was included 
in the test, it was evaluated upon the judgement of teachers, 
principals, test experts, personnel directors and employers 
as to whether or not it indicated what was sought; the 
reactions of employed adults as to whether or not it was an 
essential characteristic of a successful employee; the extent 
to which the results agreed with known characteristics; end
 ̂ Tiegs, Ju, Thorpe, and t,, Clark, Annual of Directions. California Test of lersonelity —  \̂dult Aeries, Los égales; California Test Bureau, 194B, pp, £-4.
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the extent to which each item was consistent with the test as 
a whole.
Clue ati onnaire. In order to give more weight to the 
survey a q.uesti onnai re was added to the materials. ^  attempt 
was made to determine why teachers entered the profession and 
what hearing unplanned entering of people into the profession 
might have had on the teaching profession. Also, to v̂ het 
extent chance influence or eny other reason other than that 
of interest in the profession influenced those actively 
engaged in teaching. Teachers were asked to indicate their 
sex in order to run a separate survey for each end then to 
combine the two for a survey of teachers in general.
Counseling is a comparatively recent innovation in 
the educational world, and it is admitted by those who advo­
cate its use that counseling will, if done correctly, 
partially avoid the evil results due to the neglect in the 
planning of one’s vocation or the opportunistic entering of 
a profession. Thus, an attempt was made to determine to what 
extent interest end personality were affected by chance 
entrance into the teaching profession.
Letter of 1nstruetlons. A letter of instructions was 
included to be sure those teachers who had never taken either 
of the tests would be able to participate without undue 
confusion; ai.d since a separate answer sheet was used with 
the California Test of rersonality to facilitate the 
repeated use of the booklet, instructions were necessary in 
this regard. Caution was also suggested in clipping the
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materials together to be sure that one Inâlvitiuel* s papers 
were not confused with those of another.
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Related materials. Rhile the Kuder Preference Record 
end the Californie Tost of lersonality are well known instru­
ments in their own rights, there does not seem to be eny 
evidence on record that these two have been used in 
conjunction with teachers in service. In fact, there has 
been no published information found where the California Test 
of Personality has been used in conjunction with any interest 
test. However, there is evidence where the Kuder ireference 
Record has been used in conjunction with other personality 
tests. The hypothesis that personality traits end interests 
ere related has been checked in a book by Ruper^ when she 
used the ^linnesota Personality Scale and the iJinnesota 
Thinking, Social, Emotional Inventory, in relation to the 
Kuder Preference Record. After testing 190 women students 
at Indiana University she reported that ** . . . Uocial 
introverts tended to score low on the Kuder persuasive 
interest scale, as did thinking Introverts, while extroverts 
of both types tended to make average or high persuasive 
scores. Thinking extroverts were low also on literary 
interests, although thinking introverts made average scores
® Donald E. Super, p̂praiaiâ ?. Vocational Pit ness. hew York: Harper and Brotnera, 1949, p. 4b6.
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on the literary sc&le*"^
In a survey in Super's book^^ correlated scores of 
thirty-five male end sixty female college students on the 
Kuder ireference Record and tlœ l/.innesota Uultlphaslo 
rersonality Inventory, finding that men's mechanleal Interests 
were negatively and significantly correlated with feminine end 
psychopathic tendencies, while paranoid tendencies were 
related to computational Interests, scientific interests with 
tendencies of paranoid and psychasthenic, end that social 
service interests were related with depressed tendencies, 
while psychasthenic end schizophrenic tendencies were signi­
ficantly end positively related to musical interests. In 
women no significant relationships were found between the 
two measured fields, although two relationships with 
validating scores were significant.
It would seem that significant scores on the social 
service scale would indicate a personality maladjustment 
but the findings indicate that social service interests are 
shown to accompany wholesome rather than unhealthy 
personality patterns,
In a preliminary study of the relationships between 
social attitudes and vocational interest during the
® /à. G. Lvena, "Gooial ^kdjustment and Interest Gcores of Introverts end hxtroverts," haucatlonei ana jsychological Jeesure merit s. 7:157-167, 1947,
Super, 02» cit.. p. 456.
H  Loo, Pit.
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depression, Darley^^ found that students with Interests like 
those of personnel nane£;,ers and Y1.ICA secretaries had the 
highest morale, and those %lth interests like those of 
engineers and chemists were lowest in morale as measured by 
the vjtrong* s Blank end the Ilinnesota Scale for the :Jurvey of 
Opinions.
D&rley’s preliminary study prompted another study at 
t*% University of Minnesota where 1000 cases of a similar 
problem were tested and it revealed there was no correlation 
between morale scores and type of interests.
In a study representing a somewhat different theme, in 
which personality values are thought of as being at a some­
what lower layer than vocational interests end social 
attitudes are found, it is significant that there is some 
relationship between these two types of interests. Sarbin 
and Berdie^^ obtained strong and ^Iport-Vemon scores from 
college students and found positive relationships between 
theoretical values and scientific Interests, and between 
welfare interests and religious values. Cimilar data was 
indicated when a study Involving a group of college women was 
conducted by Duffy end Crissy as reported by Cuper.^®
J. C. Barley, "lrelimlnaiy Gtucy of the ueletionships Between Attitudes, Adjustment, and Vocational Interests Testa," Journal of I-ducstional isycholony. 29:467-472, 1928.
ouper, 02,. clt. , p. 400.
14 T. Sarbin and R. Berdie, "Relation of Measured Interests to the ^llport-Vemon Btudy of Values," Joumal of Applied i sycholQp^.y. 24:287-296, 1940.
ouper, 02. clt.. p. 400.
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Burgemelster, in 3uper*s^® book, confirmed these flndlng;3 %ilth 
another group of college women. Ferguson, Humphreys, end F. 
k,. Strong^7 have also confirmed these trends using college 
men. Derley, in the same book by Super^^ in a further 
investigation using the Bell Adjustment Inventory end the 
^iinnesota Scale for the Survey of Opinions, reported that 
home end emotional adjustment were not related to any occupa­
tional Interest patterns; inferiority feelings were somewhat 
less common in those with welfare Interests than those with a 
technical or no primary interest patterns, end fomily attitudes 
were somewhat better in men with business detail interests than 
in those with linguistic or no primary interest patterns.
Berdie^^ used the IJinnesota Personality woale and 
Btrong‘3 Inventory and found that high school seniors with 
interests like those of engineers had inferior social adjust­
ment , whereas those with social welfare interests were better 
adjusted socially and emotionally.
In the only other study of this type known to Ar. Super 
where no correlations were found which exceeded +.25 between 
men's adjustment and interest scores for six occupations, end 
only four which exceeded +.25 for seven women*s occupations
Id Loo. clt.
L. Ferguson, L. Humphreys, and F. ütrong, "A Factorial Analysis of Interests end Values," Journal of Lduoational Isycholo^Ty. 52:197-204, 1941.
Super, o£, clt.. p. 400,
ii. F. Berdie, "Factors Associated with Vocational Interests," Journal of Lducationel sycholo/^y. H4:257-277, 194Ô,
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was couüucteû by ivlteneder and reported by üuper^^.
In a still deeper level of personality organizetion as 
studied by Triggs, found in Super’ book in whioh she cor­
related teiTiperemeiit traits as Pleasured by the Minnesota 
Jultlphesio Personality Inventory with vocational interests 
as measured by the Kuder Preference Record, it is worth noting 
that mechanical, computational, scientific, end social service 
interests ware related with positive personality adjustments, 
while more maladjustments were related with musical and 
clerical interests.
Terman, ülles and Jtrong in S u p e r b o o k ,  through 
their date on masculinity and feminity of interests, indicated 
a relationship between temperament and vocational interests, 
the endocrine basis of which has been demonstrated by 
ôollenberger.^^
One of the most outstanding articles was written as a 
result of a survey in which the Minnesota Kultiphesic 
Personality Inventory (Booklet Form), the atrong Vocational 
Interest Blank for Lien (six group end three non-ocoupational 
keys), the Kuder Preference Record (Form B), and the Bell
Buper, OP. cit.
Loo, cit.
Loo. Pit.
R. T. Bollenbergor, **3ome Relationships Between the Urinary Bxcretion of Li ale hormone by i,laturlns Boys end Their Expressed Interests end ^ittitudes.” Journal of Bsycholo/?y.9 ;179.189, 1940. -----
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AÛjuatmeiit Inventory (otudent I'ona) wero used. This survey 
conducted by V. 1111 cm C, Cottle^^ was entirely devoted to 
testing men who were all adults end veterans of '(orld vVar II, 
lie found a marked trend toward slgnlfleant relationships 
except when Interest inventories and personality inventories 
were compared,
L, 1* Goodfellow^® tested 172 students in education, 
who had been carefully studied since their senior year in 
hlgii school, with the otron£s Vocational Interest Blank, 
i^llport’s ascendancy-i^ubmlsslon Reaction Test, Laird’s 
lutroversiou-Lxtroversion Test, and Thurstons’s Lersonality 
Schedule. Ha found that interest is not correlated with 
achievemont as measured by academic standing. Interest tests 
measure an aspect of personality different from everything 
else; it is a measure of the person’s feeling life in a 
particular environiaent. The individual’s happiness will 
grow out of his interests.
Thompson^® tested sixty-six seniors in college with 
the Kuder Preference Record and the Califor.iia Test of 
personality and 158 fresiimen in college with the California
villi am C, Cottle, ”Reletionships Among heleoted Personality and Interest Inventories,” Occupations. 28:506- 310, February, 1950.
L. L. Ooodfellow, "jv otudy of the Interests end lersonality Traits of I'rospectiv© Teachers,” educational end Administrative Supervision, 18:649-658, 1952,
041 C. L, Thompson, Versonality end Interest I actors in Dental ^chooi ouocesa,” uducatiend and Bsychological tVieesureraents. 4:299-506, 1944.
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Test of Personality and the Mac'.cuarrie Test for .Xeohanloal 
Ability, Ke found that personality end interest scale scores 
show some relationsl’ilp as a criteria of success in Dental 
chool, but correlations are not of sufficient magnitude to 
be useful in individual prediction for selecting applicants 
for Dental School.
Vernon^^ Interviewed thirty-nine University educated 
women, fourteen unmarried women with a secondary education, 
and eighteen women of which five were married and thirteen 
unmarried who were applying for jobs. I’e maintains that the 
best administrators, teachers end humanitarians ere those 
with integrated personalities, who understand doubt end 
confllot, can adapt themselves to frustration, and successfully 
undertake a vjide range of differing activities. Thus, the 
individual’s cîioic© of a career or occupation in life Is to 
a great extent determined by the mein drives which are 
fundamental to the motivational side of his personality.
The I.iinnesote .Jultiphaoic i ersonality Inventory was 
used as a part of a test battery by Harmon^® in a vocational 
diagnosis of disabled veterans applying for rehabilitation.
He asserts it to be an instrument of prime utility. It has 
served to delineate personality characteristics of crucial
:i. D. Vernon, "The Relationship of occupation to Personality." British Journal of Psychology. 31:D54-;526, 1959,
28 L. R, Harmon and D. .4. wiener, "Use of the Minnesota Multiphesio Personality Inventory in Vocational justment Journal of j^pplied Psychology. 29:152-141, 1945.
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importance in the actual choice of an occupation.
In conducting an experiment with fifty white male 
insurance agents vdth ages ranging from twenty-five to sixty- 
two end fifty white female social workers wlth ages ranging 
from twenty-five to fifty-seven, using the Kuder i reference 
Record and the x̂ linnesota ^ultiphasic iersonality Inventory, 
Lewis^® found that there is a relationship between occupa­
tional interests and personality tendencies; but this field 
needs further investigation.
d. Lewis, ”Ruder ireference l:ecord and Minnesota hultiphesic iersonality Inventory Rcores for Two occupational Groups,” Journal of Consulting i sycholo^ry. 11:194-101*, 1947.
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î s the peipers were returned, they were corrected and 
the scores were plotted on profile cherts for both tests, 
ter the entire set of papers had been corrected end 
profiled, they were then divided into groups cojnposed of 
elementary women, elementary men , secondary viccien, secondary 
men, all laan teachers, all vjomen teachers, end then they were 
considered as an entire group of all teachers, Vhen the 
divisions had been made, it was found that the group composed 
of elementary men contained only eight papers. This group 
was so small that it was deemed unadvisable to attempt any 
statistical analysis and so these papers wero included in 
the information obtained from the groups of all men teachers 
and all teachers,
ikfter the papers had been scored, profiled, and 
divided into groups, a distribution of the percentiles was 
run to give a graphic picture of tlie scattering or grouping 
of the individual groups on both of the tests,
Elementary women teachers' scores on the California 
Test of Personality —  personal adjustment. Of the seventy- 
three elementary women teachers scored as shown on Table I, 
twenty-three, or 51,5 per cent, were either on or above the 
fiftieth percentile, while fifty, or 68,5 per cent, were below 
the fiftieth percentile in self-reliance, Porty-nine or
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DIoTRXBUTIOlM OE ELEiALHTüHX V.OilEN TEivCjtiEHS * SCORES 
ON TBL CALIEOKNIa TEST OF PERSONALITY, 
PERSONAL ALJTJSTikiENT
Percentiles
Self 
rel.
Per. 
worth
Per. 
f rd'̂ .
Feel,
be 1 ?.
■;7d . 
16 . "erv.s o, To tnl
95------99 4 16 6 5
QQ —-r94 6 4 17 2 2
p 5——69 2 8 5 5 3
60---84 8 1
75-----79 7 9 11 15 17 7
70-----74 6 2
65—“—69 14 1 3
60 ——64 16 4
55------59 8 14 9 7 2
50---54 4 1
45----4-1 6 6 10 6
40 ——4 4 14 6 8
Ô5—  —59 7 6 a 5 3
30--34 10 8
r 5--29 9 5 4 7 2
20 — —24 3 3 4 14 8
15——19 6 5 5 7 3 7 4
10——14 7 4 2 5 5 1
5----------9 10 1 3 1 6
0----------4 4 1 1 3 3
Tot3 Is 73 73 73 73 73 73 73
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56*9 per cent of the group were below the fiftieth percentile* 
On the feeling of belonging scale, the seme number, forty- 
six teachers, or 63 per cent of the group, were on or above 
the fiftieth percentile as on the personal freedom scale* 
la both the fields of withdrawing tendencies end nervous 
symptoms a high score indicated a freedom from such 
tendencies and symptoms, while a low score indicated that 
the group had withdrawing tendencies and nervous symptoms.
In these two previously mentioned fields the number above 
and below the fiftieth percentile was almost equal; thirty- 
seven teachers, or 50.6 per cent of the group, were on or 
above while thlrty-slx teachers, or 49.4 per cent of the 
group, were below the fiftieth percentile. In the nervous 
symptoms field only twenty-two teachers, or 30,1 per cent 
of the group, were on or above t M  fiftieth percentile 
leaving fifty-one teachers, or 69.9 per cent of the group 
below the fiftieth percentile.
Elementary women teachers * scores on the California 
Test of Personality —  social adjustment. As shown in Table 
XX sixty-eight people or 93.1 per cent of the elementary 
women teachers were on or above the fiftieth percent!la in 
social standards, and only five or 6.9 per cent were below 
the fiftieth percentile. Somewhat of a reversal Is 
evidenced In the field of social skills where fewer than 
one-half, or, thirty-one teachers or 42.4 per cent of the 
group were on or above the fiftieth percentile end forty-
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DISTRIBUTION OF BLBidENTARY TEACHERS * SCORES ON THE CALIi'OR̂ IIA TEST OF PERSONALITY SOCIAL aDJUSTLÎSNT
P e r c p !" f, 1.1 A R jOC .  81 Ctl . wO c ,  .8  51 1 1 A-'B ■hAnd . Pa IÏ.n ,
oc c .  rel . Oon, rel , Totnl .
95-- 99 5 2 11 1
90———94 10 3 12 4 6 4
85———E 9 11 9 6 13 6
8'. '———8 4 10 13 7
75-- 79 23 1 15 10 8
70-- 74 10 5
65---69 9 9 14 11 1
60--64 6
55-- 59 6 10 11 15 2
50-- 54 10 12 6
45 — — — 49 11 9 14 4
40———44 9 9 8
35-- 39 3 3 2 5
30-----34 8 8 11 4
25----------29 3 1 4
20---------24 1 9 4 7 2 1
15----------19 8 3 2 6 4
10 — — 14 1 1 3 2 1
5-----------------9 1 5 3 2 1
0-----------------4 1
Totals 73 73 73 73 73 73 73
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two teachers or 57.6 per cent were below the fiftieth 
percentile, ix^nin, in the field of enti-sooial tendauoies, 
a hijh score Indicated a freedom from aucn tendencies. In 
this field forty-six teachers or 63 par cent of the ^ronp 
wore on or above the fiftieth percentile end twenty-seven 
teachers or 36.9 per cent of the group were below the 
fiftieth percentile, lorty-five teachers or 61,6 por cent 
of the teachers in the group were on or above the fiftieth 
percentile, and twenty-eight teachers or 38.4 per cant of 
the group were below the fiftieth percentile In farally 
relations. Occupational relations showed forty-seven 
teachers or 64.4 per cent of them on or above the fiftieth 
percentile and twenty-six teachers or 35.6 per cent of the 
group below the fiftieth percentile, Comir̂ unlty relations 
showed forty-four teachers or 60 per cent of the group on 
or above the fiftieth percentile and twenty-nine teacîiera 
or 39,9 per cent of the group below the fiftieth percentile, 
lie merit a ry v;ome n teachers * scores bn t lie hud er 
Preference hecord, n similar procedure was followed with 
the Kuder 1 reference he cord scores, Table III shows timse 
scores. In the mechanical field twenty teachers or £7.3 
per cent of the group were on or above the fiftieth per­
centile while fifty-three or 72,7 per cent of the group 
were below the fiftieth percentile. Computational scores 
showed twenty-eight persons or 53,3 per cent of the group 
on or above the fiftieth percentile and thirty-five
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DISTRIBUTION OF ELLtlLNTARY WOl.lEK TEACHERS’ SCORES ON THE KUDER PREFERENCE RECORD
Pftrp.entlles He oh Comp Sc Pers Art Lit I,lus 38 Cler
9 5 — —99 1 3 2 2 8 4 8 9 1
90——94 I 3 1 2 7 1 6 2 2
05“”“"“ G 9 1 5 1 3 2 5 1 4 5
00--------84
2 2 3 3 2 2 3 1
75--------79
2 8 3 2 8 7 4 8 2
7 0— —'74
2 5 2 1 2 6 5 5 5
65——69
2 1 1 3 5 2 1 4 6
60——64
2 6 3 2 3 5 4 8
55--------59
3 3 2 3 5 7 4
50——54 4 2 4 6 10 3 4 3 2
45— —49 6 7 4 4 1 6 2
40— —44 7 3 2 4 5 5 3 1 5
55——39 4 4 3 12 6 4 1 1 4
50— —  54 6 4 2 3 5 5 3 6
25 ——29 5 6 10 4 2 2 4 1 6
8 1 9 8 3 3 1 5 4
15--------19 1 2 8 5 3 4 5 3 3
10——14 6 7 8 1 3 6 3 4
5------------9 3 3 4 5 1 1 3 1 30------------4
7 5 6 4 2 6 3 2
Totals
». _7.Ü 73 . 73 73 73 .73 7Æ.. 73
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teachers or 46.7 per cent of the group below the fiftieth 
percentile. Only twenty teachers or £7,3 per cent of the 
group were on or above the fiftieth percentile, leaving fifty- 
three teachers or 72.7 per cent of the group below the fiftieth 
percentile in the scientific field. Out of seventy-three 
teachers interviewed in the persuasive field, only twenty-one 
of them or 28.7 per cent fell on or above the fiftieth 
percentile, while fifty-two teachers or 71,3 per cent fell 
below the fiftieth percentile, iorty-seven teachers or 64.3 
per cent of the group rated above the fiftieth percentile in 
the artistic field and twenty-siz teachers or 35,7 per cent 
of the group rated below the fiftieth percentile , In tii© 
literary field the numbers were divided almost equally; 
thirty-six teachers or 49,3 per cent of the group were on 
or above the fiftieth percentile while thirty-seven people 
or 50.7 per cent of the group were belov the fiftieth 
percentile, gusioally the scores were not too different; 
forty-one teachers or 56.1 per cent of the seventy-three 
rated on or above the fiftieth percentile, and the other 
thirty-two teachers or 43*9 per cent fell below the fiftieth 
percentile. The greatest number of elementary women teachers 
expressed their interests in the social service field; forty- 
nine teachers or 67.1 per cent of them were on or above the 
fiftieth percentile end twenty-four teachers or 32,9 per 
cent of them were below the fiftieth percentile. In the 
last field, that of clerical, thirty-four teachers or 46.5 
per cent of the group expressed their interests on or above
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the fiftieth percentile, end the other thirty-nine teachers or
53.5 per cent of the group v*ere below the fiftieth percentile*
Gecondery woinen teacliers on the Californie Test of 
Personality —  persons1 adjustment. In this group were twenty- 
five teachers. As shovm in Table IV on the self-reliance scale 
ten women or 40 per cent of the group fell on or above the 
fiftieth percentile while fifteen women or 60 per cent of the 
group fell below the fiftieth percentile. On the scale of 
personal v/orth nineteen teachers or 76 per cent of the group 
rated on or above the fiftieth percentile and six teachers or 
24 per cent of the group rated below the fiftieth percentile.
On the personal freedom scale the division was again nearly 
equal. Thirteen teacliers or 52 per cent of the group rating 
on or above the fiftieth percentile and twelve teachers or 48 
per cent of the group rating below the fiftieth percentile, 
Seventeen teachers or 68 per cent of the group expressed their 
tendencies on the scale of a feeling of belonging on or above 
the fiftieth percentile and eight teachers or 32 per cent of 
the group expressed themselves to be below the fiftieth 
percentile. On the withdrawing tendencies scale a high score 
indicated a freedom from such tendencies. Twelve teachers or 
48 per cent of the group fell on or above the fiftieth 
percentile and thirteen teachers or 52 per cent of the group 
fell below the fiftieth percentile. On the scale of nervous 
symptoms twenty-five teachers or 32 per cent of the group 
were on or above the fiftieth percentile, and seventeen
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DISTRIBUTION OF SECONDARY wONEN TEACHERS* SCORES ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY PERSONAL ADJNSTivIENT
Percentiles
Self
rel.
Per. 
vjor th
êr.
f rdn. Feel, h e 1 . A-S t e > d . er'',''. s n . Tot.cl
95-- 99 6 1 1
QQ-- 94 1 2 3 1
P 5 — ——B 9 3 1 2 1 2
FO--84 4 1
75-- 79 5 6 6 9 4 1
70-----74 2 1
65---69 4 2
60—-64 7
55-----59 2 2 5 2 3
50---54 1
45-----do 1 4 4 2
40 —  — 44 4 3 2
55----59 1 4 1 4 2
50-----34 5 1
25-----29 1 2 1 3 1
20——24 2 3 3 1
15----19 2 2 1 1 2 1
10——14 5 1 1 2 3
5---------9 1 1 1 1 2
0---------4 2
To tals 25 25 25 25 25 25 25
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teachers or 68 per cent of the &roup were below the fiftieth 
percentile* In this field, again, a high score indicated 
freedom from nervous symptoms*
Secondary women teachers on the California Test of 
Personality —  social edjustment* as sho\.n in Table V on the 
social standards scale twenty-two teachers or 68 per cent of 
them fell on or above the fiftieth percentile, but only three 
teachers or 12 per cent fell below the fiftieth percentile*
In social skills eleven teachers or 44 per cent of the group 
fell on or above the fiftieth percentile which left fourteen 
teachers or 56 per cent of the group below the fiftieth 
percentile* On the fretidom from anti-social tendencies scale 
nineteen teachers or 76 per cent of them rated on or above 
the fiftieth percentile and only six teachers or 23 per cent 
of the group rated below the fiftieth percentile* On the 
family relations sacle 68 per cent of the group were on or 
above the fiftieth percentile and eight teachers or 32 per 
cent of the group wore below the fiftieth percentile. The 
number above end below the fiftieth percentile on the 
occupational relations scale was almost equal for thirteen 
teachers or 52 per cent of the group were above end twelve 
or 46 per cent of the group were below* The figures on the 
community relations scale rose again for seventeen teachers 
or 68 per cent of the group rated on or above the fiftieth 
percentile end eight teachers or 32 per cent rated below 
the fiftieth percentile.
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DISTRIBUTION OF SECONDARY A'OĵEN TEACHERS* SCORES 
ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY 
SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT
yercent1les 3oc , stdfi. 3oc •fiVi 1 1 r-. 1—.4 . 1 am,
 ̂CO . rnl . loni ,pel . I'nF.al .
95---99 1 7
90—**“94 7 5 3 3
05-- go 5 4 2 3 3
£0———0 4 3 3 1
75--79 5 1 8 1
70--74 5 3
65—--69 1 10 1 5 2
60--64 2
55--59 3 5 2 6
50--54 3 1 1
45--49 4 1 1 4 3
40 —  — 4 4 1 2 3 3
55--59 1 3 2
30— ——54- 3
£5——£9 2 1
2 0———2 4 2 1 3 2 1
15--19 2 2 1 2 1 1
10--14 1 2 2
5----------9 2
0---- 4 1
1 0 1 al s 25 25 25 25 25 25 25
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Gecondery ?tonen teachers on the Kuder Ireference Record. 
On the mechanical scale as shown in Table VI fifteen women 
teachers in the secondary field or 60 per cent of the group 
tested fell on or above the fiftieth percentile and ten 
secondary women or 40 per cent of the group fell below the 
fiftieth percentile. Fourteen secondary women teachers or 56 
per cent of the group rated on or above end eleven teachers 
or 44 per cent of the group rated below the fiftieth percen­
tile on the computational scale. Again the scores involved 
in the group were divided almost equally. On the scientific 
scale thirteen teachers or 52 per cent of the group were on 
or above the fiftieth percentile and twelve teachers or 48 per 
cent of the group were below the fiftieth percentile. The 
division was just reversed on the persuasive scale. Twelve 
teachers were above and thirteen were below the fiftieth 
percentile. Of the twenty-five secondary women teachers 
tested on the artistic scale, sixteen or 64 per cent of them 
were above or on the fiftieth percentile end nine teachers 
or 36 per cent of the group fall below the fiftieth percen­
tile. Fourteen women teachers or 56 per cent of the group 
rated on or above the fiftieth percentile and eleven secondary 
women teachers or 44 per cent of the group did not rate above 
the fiftieth percentile on the literary scale. On the musical 
scale seventeen or 68 per cent of the group fell on or above 
while eight or 32 per cent of the group fell below the 
fiftieth percentile. Of the twenty-five secondary women
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DISTRIBUTION OF SECONDLY VÛMEN TEACHERS* SCORES ON THE KUDER PREFERENCE RECORD
Pernei ti 1 es ï'.IechComo Sc Per sArt Lit I'.'IU s 5S Cler
95*”—“—99 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 1 2
90”——94 2 1 3 1 2 1 X
85--------89 3 2 2 2 1 X
80——84 2 2 1 1 2 1 X
75--------79 1 1 1 2 2 1
70--------74 1 3 2 2 2
65——69 1 1 2 2 4 2
GO—— ——6 4 3 4 4 2 1 3
55-——59 1 1 2 1 1 1 3
50-------54 2 1 2 3 4 3 2 X
4 5—— 46 2 3 2 1 1 1 3
— MB MB «M ^ 2 1 2 1 1 2
35--- 39 1 1 1 2 2
30——34 1 1
25—”—29 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1
20—— 24 1 2 1 1 1 5
15--------19 1 1 3 2 1 1 2
10——14 1 1 X 3 1 2 2
5------------9 1 3 1 1 2 2
0------------4 1 1 1 4 4 3 X X
Totals 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25
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teaoherâ tested oja the soolel service sc^Xe sixteen or 64 per 
cent of theci rated oa or above tîio fiftieth percentile, but 
only nine teachers or 36 per cent of theoi rated beloK the 
fiftieth percentile. Only six women teachers in t W  secondary 
field or &4 per cent of them were found on or above the 
fiftieth percentile and nineteen teachers or 76 per cent of 
the &roup were found below the fiftieth percentile on the 
clericcl scale.
. eoondary men on the California Test of .ersontlity —  
personal adjustment. Table VII on pa^e 39 will ^Ive the 
distribution of the scores for this {sarou;) on this test. In 
this group of forty-four secondary men teachers, thirty or 
68,1 per cent of the group were on or above the fiftieth 
percentile and fourteen men or 31.9 per cant of the group 
rated below the fiftieth percentilo on the self-reliance 
scale. On the scale of persoiifcl worth thirty-four men 
teachers in the secondary field or 7 7 per cent of the gioup 
were on or above the fiftieth percentile and ten men or 13.8 
per cent of tne group wore below tie fiftieth percentile. On 
the personal freedom scale twenty-nine men teaclters or 63.9 
per coat of the group rated on or above the fiftieth percen­
tile and only fifteen men or 34.1 per cent of the group bolow 
the fiftieth percentile • on the feeling of belonging scale 
thirty-five men or 79,b per cent of the group were on or 
above the fiftieth percentile and only nine men or 30.b per 
cent of them were below the fiftieth percentile, On the free-
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dom from wlthdlra%ln6 tendencies scale on Vvhicii a score
indicated a freedom from such tendencies, twenty-seven men 
teacîiers or 61.5 per cent of the group were on or above 
while seventeen men or 58*7 per cent of the group were below 
the fiftieth percentile. ^ high score on the nervous scale 
also indicated a freedom from such symptoms. On this scale 
twenty-six men teachers or 59,1 per cent of them fell on or 
above the fiftieth percentile end eighteen men or 40.9 per 
cent of the group fell below the fiftieth percentile •
Oeoondary men teachers on the Celifomia Test of 
Personality —  social adjustment* As shown la Table VIII, 
page 41, thirty-six secondary men teachers rated on or above 
the fiftieth percentile on the social standards scale and 
only eight secondary men teachers rated below* On the social 
skills scale twenty-nine men teachers or 65,9 per cent of the 
group fell on or above the fiftieth percentile while fifteen 
or 54.1 per cent of the group fell below* On the scale of 
freedom from anti-social tendencies a high score indicated 
a freedom from such tendencies, and in this field twenty-nine 
men teachers in the secondary field or 65,9 per cent of the 
group rated on or above end fifteen men teachers or 54,1 per 
cent of the group rated below the fiftieth percentile. 
Secondary men teachers scored high on the family relations 
scale with thirty-seven of theia or 84 per cent of the group 
on or above the fiftieth percentile while only seven men or 
16 per cent of the group scored below.
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DISTRIBUTION OF SLCONDAHY MEN TEACrlEKS» SCORES ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY PERSONAL ADJBSTMEOT
1-ere entile s
Self
rel.
8er. 
worth
Per. 
f rdrn.
j5eel. 
be le.
hh.
td.
l:erv . S’.enn. Total
95;-----99 £ 4 17 5 5
90——94 6 3 7 4 1
85------89 6 6 9 10 6
80 84 5 4
75-----79 6 7 10 10 5 5
V0“**"—7 4 6 3
65—--69 7 4
60— —64 9 1
55—--59 10 8 8 6
50-----5 4 5 1
45-—49 4 4 1 £
40——44 7 5
35------39 3 4 £ 3 1
50-----34 6 7
25--29 3 1 3 4 1
20——24 £ £ 1 3 3
15--19 £ 1 1 4 1 £
10——14 1 1 £ 1
5----------9 £ 3 1 1
0----------4 1 1
Totals 44 44 44 44 44 44 44
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Tiie oocupational relations scale sJio*«ed thirty nxen 
teachers or 68.1 per cent of them on or above the fiftieth 
percentile and fourteen men or 31.9 per cent of the group 
rated belov̂  this percentile rank. On the last of the person­
ality scales y the community relations scale, twenty-nine men 
or 65.9 per cent of the group rated on or above the fiftieth 
percentile, end fifteen men or 34.1 per cent of the group 
rated below the fiftieth percentile.
Secondary men teachers on the Kuder Freferenoe Record. 
Table IX on page 43 shows the distribution of these scores. 
Fewier than on©-half of the secondary men teachers rated on or 
above the fiftieth percentile on the mechanical scale. Nine­
teen men or 43,1 per cent of them were above and twenty-five 
or 56.9 per cent of them were below. On the computational 
scale eighteen secondary men or 40.9 per cent of them rated 
on or above the fiftieth percentile and twenty-six secondary 
men teachers or 59.1 per cent of the group rated below.
Again more secondary men teachers rated below than above the 
fiftieth percentile in the scientific field, riineteen men 
or 43.1 per cent rated on or above and twenty-five men or 
56.9 per cent of them were below. The persuasive scale finds 
exactly the suia© number on or above and below the fiftieth 
percentile as was true on the scientific scale. On the 
artistic scale the number on or above the fiftieth percentile 
dropped to sixteen men or 36.3 per cent of the group while 
twenty-eight men or 63.7 per cent of the group fell below.
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DISTRIBUTION OF SECONDARY LIEN TEACHERS* SCORES ON THE CALIFQRI^IA TEST OF PERSONALITY SOCIi»L ADJUSTMENT
Percent!lea
So c •St dn. Soc. ski n A-S tend.
I'ar'. 
rel.
Occ. 
rel,
.
rel. Total
95--99 2 X 14 3 2
90—*“—94 3 6 6 5 3 5
85--89 7 10 3 8 6
80— —84 6 8 4
75--79 7 1 5 11 3
70------74 7 3
6 5 - - - 6 9 9 7 5 9
60 —  — 6 4 5
55-----59 8 7 5 7
50---54 8 8 1 3
45-—49 5 1 2 6 1 3
40——44 4 8 4
5 5----59 4 1 3
30——34 2 4 4 3
25--29 1 1 1 1
20——2 4 1 2 2 2 1 1
15------19 S 1 1 1
10——14 1 3 1
5----------9 1 3 1
0----------4 1
Totals 44 44 44 44 44 44 44
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ûn the literary soale a few more men rated above the fiftieth 
peroontile than rated on the artistic scale. The twenty-five 
men or 56,7 per cent of the group rated on or above the 
fiftieth percentile and nineteen men or 45,5 per cent of the 
group fell below. The score goes a little higher on the 
musical scale for twenty-eight men or 63.6 per cent of them 
were on or above the fiftieth percentile and sixteen men or
36.4 per cent v.ere below. The scores and percentages for 
the social service soale were identical to those on the 
musical scale. On the clerical scale the number of scores 
on or above the fiftieth percentile again dropped. There 
were eighteen secondary men teachers or 40.9 per cent of 
the group on or above while twenty-six or 59.1 per cent of 
the group were below.
hlementery men teachers on the California Test of 
i ersoaelity —  personal adjustment. This information which 
is contained in Table X is inserted here for examination 
and not for statistical purposes. Of the elementary 
teachers tested only eigiit of thera were men. This is purely 
coincidental for no effort was made to control those who 
were being tested. On the self-reliance soale seven men or
87.5 per cent of them rated on or above the fiftieth per­
centile while only one elementary man teacher or 12,6 per 
cent of the group tested rated below the fiftieth percentile. 
On the personal wîorth scale six men or 75 per cent of the 
group were on or above and two men or 25 per cent of the
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DIG:tribütion
KUDER
OF SECQND/iRy MEN TEACHELiS » 
SCOREB ON ÏÜE 
PREFERENCE RECORD
Percentile s 7echC om p Per s Art Li t Li.is SS er
9 5——99 2 4 4 7 5 9 3
90 ——94 1 2 2 1 1 5 7 2
85-------89 3 2 5 4 1 1 2
80 — —84 1 1 3 4 1 2 2
75--------79 1 5 2 8 2 1
7 0——74 1 1 1 1 3 5 4 1 1
65——69 1 1 1 1 2 5
60——64 4 5 3 1 2 2 X 1 1
55 —-—59 2 4 5 2 2 2 3 1
50——54 3 4 4 1 1 1
45--------49 2 3 3 1 2 1 5 1
mm mm mmrnm 5 1 1 3 4 4 2 5 4
35-------39 1 3 2 1 1 1 2
30 ——34 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 2
25--------29 2 3 4 3 5 2 2
20—— 24 5 1 4 2 1 2 3
15——19 4 6 3 4 3 1 2 1
10——14 3 1 2 4 5 1 4
5------------9 2 4 2 2 5 6 1 3 6
0------------4 5 3 7 3 5 3 3 1 1
Totals 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44
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group were below the fiftieth percentile. On the personal 
freedom scale five men teachers or 6J£,5 per cent of the group 
were on or above while three men teachers or 57.5 per cent of 
the group were below the fiftieth percentile, Llementary men 
teachers rated high on the feeling of belonging scale for all 
eight of them were on or above the fiftieth percentile. On 
the freedom from withdrawing tendencies scale, in which a 
high score is desired, all eight of the elementary men 
teachers were on or above the fiftieth percentile. A high 
score on the freedom from nervous symptoms scale is also de­
sirable and on this scale six men or 75 per cent of them 
rated on or above while only two men or 25 per cent of them 
rated below the fiftieth percentile,
r.lernentary nion teachers on the California Test of 
rersonallty —  soclel ed.1ugtrrient, On the social standards 
scale, vrfhich la represented in Table XI, five elementary men 
or 62,5 per cent of the group rated on or above and three 
elementary men or 57,5 per cent of the group rated below the 
fiftieth percentile. On the social skills scale six men or 
75 per cent of the group rated on or above the fiftieth per­
centile while two men or 25 per cent of the group rated 
below. On the freedom from enti-social tenaencies, wtere a 
higii score is again desirable, five elementary men teachers 
or 62,5 per cent of the group were on or above while three 
elementary men teachers or 37,5 per cent of the group were 
below the fiftieth percentile, llementary men teachers 
rated high on the family relations scale for seven men or
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TiÆLü; X 45
DISTRIBUTIONOF ELEMENTARY MEN TEACÎÎERS* SCORES ON THE 
CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY 
PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT
3 elf Per, r’er, ]?ce 1. ■'d. rer-c.
Percentiles re 1, worth f rdn. lnel.p-. td. symo. Total
9 .5— —99 4 1 1
90“*—94 1 1 2
85------89 1 2 2 1
80---84 1 1
75------79 2 3 2 4 1 2
70------74 1 1
6 5-----69 1 1
60——64 1
55---59 3 4 1
50---54 2 1
45---49 1
40——44 1
35---39 1
30— — 34 1
25---29 1 3
20---24
15---19
10——14
5----------9
0----------4
Tot als 8 8 8 8 6 8 0
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67,6 per cent of them were on or above while one man or IE.5 
per cent of the group was below the fiftieth percentile. On 
the occupational relations soale six men or 75 per cent of 
the group were on or above the fiftieth percentile, and two 
men or E5 per cent of the group were below the fiftieth 
percentile. On the community relations scale the scores 
were divided. Four men teachers in the elementary field or 
60 per cent of the group were on or above the fiftieth 
percentile and four men or 50 per cent of the group tested 
were below the fiftieth percentile,
l  lementary men teachers * scores on the Kuder 
Preference Heoord, as shown in Table XII elementary men 
teachers scored low on the mechanical scale for only two 
men or £5 per cent of them were on or above the fiftieth 
percentile while six men or 75 per cent of the group rated 
below, On the computational scale seven men or 87,5 per 
cent of the group were on or above the fiftietii percentile 
but only one man or IE,5 per cent of the group was below.
In the scientific field five men or 62,5 per cent were on 
or above and three men or 37,5 per cent of the group were 
below the fiftieth percentile. On the persuasive scale the 
scores were eq.u£üLly divided. Four scored above and four 
scored below the fiftieth percentile. On the artistic, 
literary, musical, and social service scales the scores and 
percentages were the same with five men or 62.5 per cent of 
the group on or above end three men or 37,5 per cent of the
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DISTRIBUTION OF ELEEIENTARY MEN TEACHERS* SCORES CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY SOCIAL ADJUSTia-KT
ON THE
Percentile s
jOC • 
s t d n „
3oc *
RV1 1 1
A-S
tend
Fan, 
rel ,
Occ. 
rel .
Com. 
r e 1 . Totnl.
95“"'"—99 3
90——94 1 1 1
85---89 1
cO——84 1 £
75----79 3 1 1 1
70----74 3 1
9 5— — 69 1 3 £ 1 £
f̂O——̂ 4
55-----59 2 1 3 £ 1
50—— .54 1
4 5——49 £ 1 1
40——44 £
3 5——5 9 1 1 1
•V'O— —34 1 1 1
2 5 — —29
20—-—24 1
15——19 1
10——14 1 1 1
5----------9
0----------4
Intels 6 8 6 8 8 6
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group belovv the fiftieth percentile • Or* the clerical scale 
egcin the scores were divided with four men or 50 per cent 
of the croup on or above and four men or 50 per cent below 
the fiftieth percentile*
flenentary teachers on the California Teat of 
ersonelity —  personal e<3Juntr.ent* In this particular 
analysis the seventy-tnreo elementary vo.noa teachers and the 
eight elementary men teachers were combined to get a com­
posite picture of elementary teachers as a whole* This made 
a group of ei^hty-one teachers, a nuxaber large enough to be 
significant In the Interpretation of their sooroa* Table 
XIII shows the diotrihution of these scores. Of tho eighty- 
one of the elementary teachers tested only thirt., were on or 
above the fiftieth percentile on the self-reliance scale 
v.hllo fifty-one v.ere belov. that mark, iift^-fivo tec^chars 
were oa or above and tv;onty-aix were bolovv tîîe fiftieth per­
centile. On the feeling of belon^ping ecale fifty-four 
elementary teachers rated on or above while twenty-seven 
rated below the fiftieth percentile, vn the personal 
freedom soale fifty-ono clemeutery teachers rated on or 
above the fiftieth peroontile leaving thirty b^low the 
fiftieth percentile. On the wlthclrcwing tondenciea scale, 
where a high score indicated a freecom from such tendencieu, 
forty-five ©le.iSntary te a char 9 wore on or above the fiftieth 
percentile cavd thirty-six were below this marK. n hit>h 
score on the nervous sympto.uj soalo Inuioatod tv freedom
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DISTRIBUTION OF ELEïŒNTliRY I W  TEACHERS’SCORE 3 ON THEKUDER PREFERENCE RECORD
Per r*.r->n tile a T T p pV-, Como So Per s Art Lit ilu 3 3.3 m  er
Q 1 2
90 “ “9 4 X X X
05—-.—-.09 1 2 X X
80—&4 1 X X
75---79 1 X X 2
70--- 74 1 X X X
65—-—-69 1 X X
60——  6 4 2 2 X X X
55---59 1 1 X X X
50 —  — 54 1 X X X
45—— 49 2 1 X
40——44 X
55— — 39 I 2
30— —  54 1 1 X
25——29 1 X 2
20 — — 24 X
15——19 X
10——-14 X X
5------------9 X X
0------------4 2 2 2 X 2
Total g
_ 8 8 a 8 8 8 8 a 8
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from suoh symptoms, and out of the eighty-one elementary 
teachers in the group only twenty-eight ware either oa or 
above the fiftieth percentile while the great majority or 
fifty-three of these elementary teachers were below the mid­
point,
llementary teachers on the Celiforuia Test of 
personellty —  aociai adjustment, Of the eighty-one 
teachers in the elementary group tested the great preponder­
ance of them or seventy-three were either on or above the 
fiftieth percentile as shown in Table ilV, and only eight 
were below this mark on the sooiax standards scale. On the 
social skills scale the division was more equal, for thirty- 
seven ware on or above the fiftieth percentile and forty-four 
were below that mark. On the anti-social tendencies scale a 
high score indicated freedom from such tendencies end here 
fifty-one elementary teachers rated on or above the fiftieth 
percentile and thirty rated below, fifty teachers rated 
above or on and thirty-one rated below the fiftieth percen­
tile on the family delations scale. On the computational 
scale fifty-three elementary teachers fell on or above 
while twenty-eight fell below the fiftieth percentile, 
Forty-eight elementary teachers were on or above the 
fiftieth percentile in community relations end thirty-tliree 
were below,
iilementary teachers on the huder x reference Record, 
ivs shown in Table â V on page a large number of the
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DISTRIBUTION OFBLEMENTARYTEACHLHS* SCORES ONTHE
CALIFORIv̂IATBST OF PP.RSOÎLiITY
PARSON AL ADJLSTULNT
fSelLjT Per , Per, Feel. Wd. Nerv .
Percentilesrel, worth f rdm. be In. td. syrniD . Total
9 F — —  99 4 20 7 6
90——94 7 5 17 4 2
85——89 3 a 7 7 4
80——84 9 2
75--------79 9 IS 13 19 18 9
70 — — 74 9 3
65——69 15 1 4
60——64 17 4
55——59 11 14 13 6 S
50——54 5 2
45—--—49 9 6 10 6
40— —  44 14 7 8
3 5---39 8 5 8 5 3
30--------54 11 8
25——29 10 8 4 7 2
20——24 3 3 4 14 8
15--------19 6 5 5 7 3 7 4
10——14 7 4 2 5 5 1
5------------9 10 1 3 1 6
0------------4 4 1 1 3 3
Tot al s 81 61 81 81 61 81 81
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elementary teaohera In this group fell below the fiftieth 
percentile on the mechonioal soale. iifty-nine were on or 
above and twenty-two v.ere below. The coaputeti onal scale 
found forty-five above and thirty-six below the fiftieth 
percentile, ün the scientific soale the number below the 
fiftieth percentile increased from thirty-six to fifty-six 
on the computational soale, and the number on or above the 
fiftieth percentile dropped to twenty five. The figures for 
the persuasive scale were identical to those on the scien­
tific scale, as fifty-six were below the fiftieth percentile 
and twenty-five were on or above timt mark, un the artistic 
scale fifty-two elementary teacîjers rated on or above the 
fiftieth percentile, end twenty nine rated below the 
fiftieth percentile. On the literary soale the scores were 
divided almost equally. Forty-one rated on or above and 
forty rated below the fiftieth percentile. Musically, 
forty-six elementary teachers were above the fiftieth 
percentile end thirty-five v.ere below. Elementary teachers 
in this group scored the greatest number on or above the 
fiftieth percentile on the social service scale, for forty- 
four were on or above end twenty-seven were below. On the 
clerical soale thirty-eight elementary teachers rated on or 
above end fofty-three rated below the fiftieth percentile.
Secondary teachers on the California Test of 
Tersonality -- personal ad.lustment. This group was composed 
of twenty-five secondary veomen and forty-four secondary
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DI3TRIBUTI0ÎÎ OF ELEÜIEIITMtY TSACHERB ' SCORES ON 
CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSON̂ITY 
SOCÎUu iXJLSTlISNT
TEE
"'̂ rcentlle s
7oc.
P t rl n .
5oc .
plri 1 1
A-7 
tend.
Ten, 
r el.
<- cc . 
r el .
ôrtn , 
re]------- Tot el
95------99 5 2 14 2
90““'“94 10 3 12 5 7 4
85------89 11 10 6 13 7
80——84 11 15 6
75------79 26 1 16 11 10
70-----74 13 6
6 5---69 10 12 16 12 2
60——64 6
55---.59 8 11 14 17 2
50-----54 11 12 7
45~—“49 13 10 14 1 4
40——44 9 11 8
55-----59 4 3 3 5
30-----34 8 9 12 4
2.'=-----29 3 1 4
20 ——2 4
2 9 4 7 2 1
15--—19 8 4 2 6 4
10——14 1 1 1 1 4 2 1
1 5 3 2 1
0----------4
1
Totals 61 81 61 81 81 81 81
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mon teachers. Table XVI on page shows the distribution 
of these scores. Of the sixty-nine secondary teachers in 
this group, forty fell on or above while twenty-nine fell 
below the fiftieth percentile on the self-reliance scale, 
lifty-three of the sixty-nine rated on or above the fiftieth 
percentile on the personal worth soale and only sixteen 
rated below this mark. On the personal freedom scale forty- 
two teachers fell on or above the fiftieth percentile and 
twenty-seven teachers fell below, lifty-two teachers in 
this group made a score over the fiftieth percentile on 
the feeling of belonging scale while only sev€s:itoen made a 
score belovtf the fiftieth percentile. On the withdrawing 
tendency scale a high score again indicated a freedom from 
withdrawing tendencies, and in this instance thirty-nine 
were on or above while thirty were below' the fiftieth per­
centile. A high score indicated the same thing on the 
nervous symptoms scale and here the scores were divided 
almost equally. Thirty-four rated on or above end thirty- 
five fell below the fiftieth percentile.
Secondary teachers on the California Test of 
1eraonelity —  social adjustment. On the social standards 
soale as shown in Table XVII secondary teachers rated 
fifty-eight on or above the fiftieth percentile and only 
eleven rated below this percentile. Forty teachers fell 
on or above the fiftieth percentile on the social skills 
scale while twenty-nine fell below. /. high score indicated
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DISTRIBUTION OF ELEi^ENTAKY TEACHERS SCOiiES ON THE KUDER FEEFEREIÏCE RECORD
PeT’f'ent-.i 1 e .q i.Tn nil On-mp P r*.cî Û T'-h T.̂ Jr n 1 Rr*
95““—“99 1 4 2 2 8 4 8 11 1
90—■““■—94 1 3 1 2 8 1 7 2 3
8 5 — —89 2 7 1 3 2 6 2 4 5
80——84 2 2 3 1 3 3 2 3 2
75--- 79 2 8 4 2 8 7 5 9 4
70-----74 2 6 2 2 2 7 6 5 3
65-----69 2 1 2 4 6 2 1 4 6
60——64 2 8 5 3 4 6 4 8
5 5 - - - - 59 4 4 2 1 4 5 8 4
50——54 4 2 5 7 11 3 4 4 2
45—“ — 49 6 8 4 4 2 Ô 2
40 ——  44 7 3 2 5 5 5 3 1 5
35--------39 4 4 3 12 6 5 1 3 4
30—-—34 7 4 1 2 3 5 5 4 6
25-------29 6 6 10 2 2 3 4 1 8
20-------24 8 1 9 8 4 3 1 5 4
15 —  —19 1 2 8 5 3 5 5 3 3
10 ——14 6 7 a 2 3 6 3 5
5------------9 3 3 4 6 1 1 3 1 4
0 -------- 4 9 5 8 6 3 6 5 2
Tots Is 81 81 81 61 61 81 81 81 81
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a freedom from antl-aoclal tendencies, and on this soale 
forty-eight rated on or above and twenty-one rated below the 
fiftieth percentile. On the family relatlons scale fifty- 
four were on or above end fifteen belw. the fiftieth 
percentile, forty-three teachers rated on or above the 
fiftieth percentile vdiile twenty-six rated below on the 
occupational relations scale.
Jecondary teec.ners on the Kuder preference Record.
Of the sixty-nine teachers in this group as shown in Table 
IVIII, thirty-four rated on or above the fiftieth percentile 
end thirty-five below on the meciianical soaiw. On the com­
putational soale thirty-tv.o fell on or above the fiftieth 
percentile and thirty-seven fell below. The secondary 
teachers were divided the same way on the scientific soale 
as they were on the oomputational scale. On each scale 
thirty-one secondary teachers rated on or above the fiftieth 
percentile end thirty-eight rated below that percentile rank. 
The scores for these secondary teachers on the artistic 
scale were thirty-two on or above and thirty-seven below the 
fiftieth percentile, ü little more change waa shown on the 
distribution on the literary scale, for thirty-nine teachers 
rated on or above the fiftieth percentile end thirty rated 
below that mark. .iecondary teachers obtained their higi.ost 
score on the musical scale as forty-five rated on or above 
the fiftieth percentile and twenty-four fell below. The 
group rated a close second on the social service scale as
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DIoTHIÜLTIOrî OF ,
Ti-vJT Of -fliJur-.ilTY
ON ThA
Percentiles
Self 
rel.
Per.
worth
Per, 
f rdn .
Feel.
helûT.
”5-1 . 
th.
erv.
. TQta_L_
95----99 2 4 23 6 6
90”—94 6 4 9 7 ià
P 5 ——R 9 9 7 11 11 8
EO——G4 9 S
75----79 11 13 16 19 9 6
70------74 8 4
95—--69 11 0
60— — S 4 16 1
55-----59 12 10 13 6 3
50-—54 6 1
4 5 —  — 4 9 5 6 6 4
40— — 44 11 8 2
55-----3Q 4 8 3 7 3
50——34 11 6
25——29 4 1 6 1 7 2
20——24 4 5 1 3 6 1
15-----19 4 Ô 2 6 <0 3
10——14 5 1 2 1 4 4
5----------9 3 1 3 1 2 3
0---------4 2 1 1
Totals 69 69 09 69 69 69 69
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DISTRIBUTION OF THE SECONDARY TEACHERS' SCORES 
THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY 
social ADJUSTMENT
ON
Percentile 3
3oc . 
stdn.
So ̂ • 
skill
A— 5 
tend,
F am . 
re 1.
Cc c . 
rel.
lorri. 
r '-41. Total
«5-----99 3 1 21 3 2
90——94 10 6 11 6 3 8
8 5-—-89 12 14 5 11 9
80-----64 9 11 5
7 ------79 12 1 6 19 4
70-----74 12 6
6 5——69 10 17 6 14 2
60— —64 7
55-----59 11 12 7 13
50— —54 11 9 1 4
45-----49 9 2 3 10 1 6
40——44 1 6 11 7
75-----59 5 4 5
50——54 5 4 4 3
25-----29 1 1 3 2
20-----24 3 3 2 5 3 2
15-----19 5 3 1 3 2 1
10-----14 1 4 2 2 1
5---------9 1 2 3 1
0---------4 1 1 2
Totals 69 69 69 69 69 69 69
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forty-four were on or ebove the fiftieth percentile end 
twenty-five below. On the clerical scale the largest number 
of secondary teachers fell belov̂  the fiftieth percentile 
rating. Forty-five rated below and twenty-four rated on or 
above this percentile rank.
ixll women teachers on tne California Teat of 
Iersonelity —  Personal adjustment, There were ninety- 
eight teachers in this group. Their distribution is shown 
In Table XIJC* Of this nwaber thirty-three rated on or above 
the fiftieth percentile and sixty-five rated below. On the 
personal worth scale sixty-eight fell on or above the 
fiftieth percentile while thirty fell below this percentile 
rank. Fifty-nine women teachers grouped themselves on or 
above the fiftieth percentile on the personal freedom scale 
and thirty-nine were below. On the feeling of belonging 
scale sixty-three indicated that they were on or above the 
fiftieth percentile and thirty-five indicated that they 
were below that mark, h high score indicated e freedom 
from withdrawing tendencies and on this scale the number on 
or above and below the fiftieth percentile vms equal, forty- 
nine on each side, A high score also indicated a freedom 
from nervous symptoms but on this scale only thirty women 
teachers were on or above and sixty-eight women teachers 
were below the fiftieth percentile.
All women teachers on the California Test of 
Fersontillty —  social adjustment. As Table AX on page 64
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DIJTK IbUl I - * ] r.IP ‘ '"«r- • 4 f V»/ X -i. *
' 1 1 < ' • • •A4 •&. *•#* k f..J i 1
:;o^KY
'xllb
CL cc .;d
. L '.
Percentiles 'fechComp ScP AT .q Ar.t_ T,i f. hiq 3S "1 er
95”—“99 3 5 5 £ £ XÛ 6 xo 5
90——“94 
85 — —89
3
6
X
4
i> £
7
2
4
3 5
3
6
2
3
3
80--—84 3 3 4 1 4 3 3 3
75-------77 1 1 1 1 7 4 9 2 X
70------74 1 £ 4 1 5 7 4 'iW» X
5 5---—69 £ 1 1 3 3 4 4 5
60 ———“6 4 7 9 3 1 6 4 2 4 X
55--------59 3 5 7 3 3 3 6 X
50-—-54 5 1 6 7 5 X 4 £ X
45——49 4 6 2 3 1 3 2 4 4
40——44 Ü 3 3 4 b 3 3 Ô
35--------39 1 3 2 £ X £ X 2 4
30—— ——34 3 £ £ 1 X 2
25——29 4 1 b 5 4 2 b 3 2
20— --24 3 1 b 4 X 3 1 X e
15 —---19 5 7 6 6 3 X X 3 3
10——14 i 4 X 3 7 6 3 6
5--------------------9 5 7 3 3 5 8 X 3 8
0 --------------------4 6 4 3 7 9 6 3 2 2
Totnls C9 69 69 69 69 69 o9 69 69
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shows, woxnen teachers rated high on the social standards scale, 
for ninety of the ninety-eight were on or above the fiftieth 
percentile. This left eight which fell below that mark. The 
group was not so consistent on the social skills scale, for 
here only forty-two were on or above and fifty-six wore below 
the fiftieth percentile. On the anti-social tendencies scale 
a high score indicated a freedom from anti-social tendencies.
On this scale sixty-five were on or above the fiftieth 
percentile and only thirty-three were below. On the family 
relations scale sixty-two women teachers rated on or above 
the fiftieth percentile end thirty-six rated below that mark. 
Sixty women teachers indicated themselves to be on or above 
the fiftieth percentile on the occupational scale and thirty- 
eight were below. On the community relations scale sixty-one 
women teachers were on or above the fiftieth percentile end 
thirty-seven were below.
All women teachers on the Kuder rreference Record.
The distribution of these scores is shown in Table A l l  on 
page 66. Of the ninety-eight teachers in this group thirty- 
five rated on or above the fiftieth percentile on the 
mechanical scale end sixty-three rated below. On the 
computational scale fifty-two teachers viere on or above the 
fiftieth percentile while forty-six were below. On the 
scientific and persuasive scales the numbers on or above and 
below the fiftieth percentile were the some with thirty-three 
above end sixty-five below, ^artistically the women teachers
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DISTRIBUTION OF THE3C0RLEOF LOilEN TL̂CiiERS OH
THE CALIFGIffllii TESTOF PEREON̂LITT
PEREOILiL ADJUSTISENT
Self Per, Per , Peel. ./d. 1. erv,
Percent lie sre 1 . wor f-.hf r d:n. be 1er. ta. . Tnt.ql
95-----19 4 22 7 6
90——94 6 5 19 5 3
65---89 5 9 7 6 5
80——84 12 2
75-----79
12 15 17 24 21 8
70---74
10 3
95——69 18 1 5
60——6 4
23 4
5 5---59
10 16 14 9 5
50-----.54
5 1
45-----49
9 10 14 8
40——44
18 9 10
35----59
8 10 9 9 5
30——34
15 9
25---29
10 7 5 10 3
20-----24
5 6 4 17 9
15---19
8 5 7 8 4 9 5
10 ——14
12 1 5 2 5 7 4
5----------9
11 2 3 1 2 8
0----------4
6 1 1 3 3
Totals
96 96 98 98 98 96 98
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were eixty-three above and thirty-five below the fiftieth 
percentile, ün the literary soalo voiaon teachers rated fifty 
on or ebovo the fiftieth porceutile and forty-el;u.ht below.
On the Ciusiotl soalo the women teachers rose a little above 
their literary score, for they rated fifty-eltcht on or above 
the fiftieth percentile and forty below this percentile rank. 
On the social service scale sixty-five fell on or above tlie 
fiftieth percentile, and thirty-three bolow; and on the 
clerical scale forty rated on or above and fifty-eit^ht below 
the fiftieth percei^tile.
All meg teachers on tire California lest of . ersonelity 
personal adjustment. In this particular gro^pint^ were fifty- 
two cases. 4is shown in Table XiCII, page 67, on the self- 
reliance scale thirty-seven rated on or uoove the fiftieth 
percentile and fifteen rated belo\ . ^orty men teachers fell
on or above the fiftieth percentile on the personal worth 
scale while twelve fell below. Ou the personal freedom scale 
thirty-four were on or above end eit̂ liteen were below the 
fiftieth percentile. :leii teachers rated the hit. best on the 
personal adjustment pert of the test on the feeling of 
belonging scale, for forty-three men were on or above the 
fiftieth percentile ann only nine were below, un the with­
drawing tendency scale a high score indicated a freedom from 
withdrawing tendencies. On this scale thirty-five men were 
on or above and seventeen were below the fiftieth percan tils. 
A high score was also desirable on thu nervous symptoms
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DISTRIBUTION OF THU SCORES OF vVÜIvîEN TEACHERS 
ON THE C-KLIFOmiA TEST OF PERSONALITY 
SOCIj.L ADJU STi.iENT
Percentile s
Soc . 
s t dn.
S o c .  A—S 
skill t̂ nd.
F a in ,
rel.
Occ. 
rel.
OoiTin » 
rel. _Total
95---99 6 2 18 1
90——94 17 3 17 7 6 7
9 5 ------89 16 13 8 16 9
80——84 13 16 8
75-----79 £ 8 1 16 18 9
70-----74 15 8
65——69 10 19 15 16 3
GO---64 8
55------59 9 15 13 21 2
50——54 13 13 7
45——49 15 1 10 18 7
40 — —44 1 11 12 11
o 5——39 4 6 4 5
30——54 11 8 11 4
24——29 3 5 5
20——24 3 10 4 10 4 2
15-----19 10 5 3 a 5 1
10——14 2 1 5 4 1
5----------9 1 7 3 2 1
0---------4 1 1
Tote I s SB 98 98 98 98 98 98
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soËüLa to iaoLloate a freedom from these tencieaciea tiud hero 
thirty-t’wo ruea were on or above i hlio tv.enty v>ere belov* the 
fiftieth percentile.
,11 me a teachers on the California 3 est of 
: ersonî .lity —  aocl^-l rdjustijont. The distribution of tne 
scares for this î roup is shown in Table XXIII. ;f the fifty- 
two cases in this group forty-one of then rated on or above 
the fiftieth percentile end only eleven rated below taat 
percentile rank. Thirty-five men teachers fell on or above 
the fiftieth percentile and seventeen fell below on the 
social skills scale. hign score indicated a freedom from 
suti-social tendencies and, on this scale thirty-four rated 
on or above and eigliteen rated below ta© fiftieth percentile- 
hen teachers rated the highest on the personality test on 
the family relations scale where forty-four were on or above 
and only eight were below the fiftieth percentile. Cn the 
community relations scale men teachers rated thirty-three 
on or above the fiftieth percentile end nineteen below that 
mark.
/til men teachers on the lluder 1 reference xecord.
As shown in Table :q*IV on page 71, of the fifty-two men 
teachers twenty-one rated on or above the fiftieth per­
cent lie and thirty-one rated beio% that percentile rank, 
ûa the computetional scale twenty-five men were on or above 
the fiftieth percentile v.hll® tveuty-sevcn v̂ ero below, 
scientifically, men rated twenty-four on or atovo the
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DISTRIBUTION OF THE SCORES OF 'hOAIEN TEACHERS ON THE KUDER PREFERENCE RECORD
Percentile s I.Iech CO'̂T) Sc Pera Ant Lit 01 AT*
95————99 2 4 3 4 10 7 11 10 5
90—— 94 3 4 4 2 8 3 6 3 3
85--- 89 4 7 1 5 2 5 3 5 6
80—---84 4 4 3 1 4 2 4 4 2
"7 5—— — — V 9 2 9 4 3 10 9 5 8 2
70 —  — 7 4 2 6 5 1 4 8 5 7 3
65——69 3 1 2 & 5 4 5 6 6
60--------64 5 10 3 6 5 6 7 8
55— — 59 4 4 2 3 4 6 10 4
50——••54 6 3 6 9 14 3 7 5 3
45—  —49 8 10 6 5 2 7 5
40——4 4 9 4 4 4 5 6 4 1 7
35—— 59 4 4 3 13 6 5 2 3 6
30 —— 34 6 4 3 4 5 5 3 6
25--------29 7 7 12 5 3 4 6 2 6
20-------24 8 1 10 10 5 4 2 6 9
15——19 2 3 11 7 3 4 6 4 5
10 — — —14 7 1 7 9 4 3 7 5 6
5------------9 4 6 5 6 1 3 3 1 5
0----- 4 8 6 7 8 6 9 3 1 3
Totals 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98
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DISTRIBUTION OF THa 
Tm CALIFORNIA 
PERSONAL
SCORES OF AEN TEACRLRS ON 
TEST OF PERSONALITY
adjustment
Percentile s
Self 
re 1 «
Per, 
worth
Per. 
f rdin.
Fee 1, 
help;.
v; d.
td.
1. erv .
si.mri. Tot pi
95——99 2 4 21 6 6
90-----94 7 4 7 6 1
85-—89 7 6 11 12 7
60——84 6 5
75---79 8 10 12 14 6 7
70----74 4
65“—69 8 5
60——64 10 1
55-----59 13 6 12 7
50——54 7 2
4 5— —4'̂ 5 4 1 2
40 — — 44 7 6
35---39 4 4 2 3 1
30——34 7 7
25----29 4 1 6 4 1
20——24 2 2 1 3 3
15-----19 E 1 1 4 1 2
10---14 1 1 2 1
5—— —9 2 3 1 1
0----------4 1 1
Tot Is 52 52 52 52 52 52 52
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fiftieth peroeatile t’*vüi*tjr'~eit̂ ht bylov». On the persut.aive
fio&le tv.euty-three mon were on or above tOa fiftieth percentile 
end tv,onty-nin@ wore below* ^^.rtistically twenty-one man rated 
on or above while thirty-one rated below the fiftieth per­
centile. On both the m ,8leal end social service socles men 
teechers reted thirty-three on or tbove the fifti&th percen­
tile end nineteen below. On the clerical scale twenty-two 
were on or above and thirty were below the fiftieth percentile.
All tee on era on the Cclifo.rni& lost of . erKonc 11 ty —  
personal nd.lustment* This t,roup, one hundred end fifty casco, 
waa composed of all the tencwera who to ok n pert in the 
survey, The distribution of their scores is found in Table 
aAvV on pfec<3 üf this (/roup oi one hune red nna fifty
teachers seventy of them rated on or above the fiftieth 
percentile ind eitlity were belcv* on tne self-reliance scale.
On the personal worth scale lOO teaoJiers rates ou or above 
the fiftieth percentile cno forty-two rated below. On the 
porsonal freedom scale ninety-three teachers v.ere on or 
above aim fifty-seven were below tne fiftieth percentile,
Of the ibO te&citera in this ,pro up iOd rated on or above end 
forty-four rated below the fiftieth percentile on the with­
drawing, tendoncy scale, where a hl_h score attain indicated 
e freedom from such tcudeucles. On t:TC nervous syiptoc^ 
scale a hl& h score was al.^o oenirable bect-uao it indicated 
a freeda'l from norvoua tondencles, however, the results 
showed that aixty-tv<o were on or above ana olv:,hty-ei? ht \.©re
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UÎTRIBUTIÜÎ̂ 01 THRSCORLJ OF TFACHFRS ON
THR CiO.IFOHI'JlATEST OF PER.'ONAXITY
üOCIal ADJUSTMENT
oOO loo . A-S Pam* Occ , Comm,
Percentiles stdn. skill tend. rel. r̂ l. r 3l, Total
95-----99 2 1 17 3 2
90——94 6 6 6S 4 6
8 5——£'9 117 3 6 6
80----84 107 4
75-----79
10 1 6 12 4
70---74
10 4
65——69 10 10 7 10 2
60——64
5
55-----59
10 8 8 9 1
50-----54
9 8 1 3
45---49
7 1 3 6 2 3
40——44
4 10 4
35---59
5 1 4 1
30----34
2 5 5 4
2 5——29
1 1 1 1
20-----24
2 2 2 2 1 1
15—--19
3 2 1 1
10—--14
2 3 1 1 1
5----------9
1 3 1
0----------4
1 2
Totals 52 52 52 52 52 52 52
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bolov. thô fiftieth pcrceritile.
; 11 teachers on the Celt for": te 3 e st of .■ erbonellty —  
soclel ed just-ïieat. shov.u by 3 able h A I teachora in
general rated high on the social standardu scale for 151 of 
them, were on or above the fiftieth percontiia and only 
nineteen were belov.* vn the social @kills scale nev^rnty- 
seven rated on or above ana sevanty-tiii'aQ rated bolov. the 
fiftieth percentile. A high & core was necessary to indicate 
a freedom from anti-social tendencies aij-u on this scale 
ninety-nine teachers rated on or above and fifty-one vi/ore 
bclov^ the fiftltrtb percentile. On the fanally relations 
scale 106 teachers fell on or above the fiftieth percentile 
and forty-four fell b^low, -»lnety-six teachers rated or* or 
above the fiftieth percentile on the occupational relations 
scale while fifty-four fall belov/. cu t W  cormiiUnity 
relations scale ninety-four teachers fell on or above the 
fiftieth percentile and fifty-six fall bolov, that mark.
;>.ll teachers on the huder  ̂reference .record, Cn the 
mechanical scale of the Ludar reference üocord fifty-six 
out of the Ibü teachers rated on or above the fiftieth 
percentile while ninety-four rated below, un the oo-nputa- 
tionel scale seventy-seven teachers fell on or above and 
seventy-three fell below tne fiftieth percentile.
oient if loally fifty-seven teaohera rated on or c W v e  the 
fiftieth percentile and ninety-three rated below. Ou the 
persuasive scale fifty-six teachers were on or above and
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DISTRIBUTION OF THE THE KUDER SCORES OF MEN TEAC? PREFERENCE RECORD lEHS ON
Percentiles He ch. Comp. Sc. Per. Art. Lit. Mus. 3S. Cler
95---- 99 2 5 4 7 5 11 3
90-----94 1 2 2 2 1 6 7 3
85-----89 4 4 5 4 1 2 1 2
80-----84 1 1 4 5 1 2 5
75-----79 1 1 5 2 9 3 3
70-----74 1 2 1 2 3 6 5 1 1
65- 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 5
60---- 64 4 7 5 1 5 3 2 1 1
55---- 59 5 5 5 2 1 3 2 4 1
50---- 54 3 5 5 2 1 1 1
45---- 49 4 4 3 1 2 2 3 1
40- 3 1 1 4 4 4 2 3 4
55- 1 3 2 1 1 2 2 2
50------34 4 2 3 1 1 1 2 2
25- 3 3 4 3 1 3 2 4
20-—— —24 3 1 4 2 2 2 3
15---- 19 4 6 3 4 3 2 2 1
10- —14 3 1 2 5 5 1 5
5------- 9 2 4 2 3 5 6 1 3 7
0----- 4 7 3 9 5 6 3 5 1 1
Totals 52 52 52 52 52 52 52 52 52
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T-kCLü. XXV 7iî
LIJTiaBL'ilON OF TJX OCOXXX Ox X L L  IZAC.XiKF Ct 
TiiX C,.LIF0:X^IA TLJT ÜÏ FFJIOI'X-.LITY 
j.'LuJ.OXAL ^_LJLXTAX21T
Percentile s
Self
r e l .
Per. 
wor th
P e r . 
f r (im
P e e l .
1 O' .
cl. 
td .
"'er-'' .
■Tnt ol
P — __Qp a 8 43 13 12
P0*“ — “ —9 4 15 9 26 11 4
ir 5 — —  c 9 IE 15 18 18 12
r 0 ---— 64 18 7
75-------79 EG E5 29 38 27 15
70-------74 17 7
65——69 26 1 10
69— ———64 33 3
55-------59 E3 24 26 16 5
50— — —— 54 12 3
45 —  —  49 %14 14 15 10
4 0 —— — — 44 2& 15 10
35-̂ —39 12 14 11 12 6
30---- 34 22 16
25---- 29 14 1 13 5 14 4
20 — ———24 7 6 1 7 20 9
15—— — —19 10 5 a 9 8 10 7
10—-—-14 IE 1 6 2 6 9 5
5-------9 13 2 6 1 3 9
0 -------4 6 2 1 1 3 3
Totals 150 150 150 150 150 150 150
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biC'TRIDUTION OF Ti’b JCC 
Qi: Tb 
iQCIaL AFJU
k.-iO Ul'3T Oi
0T77.T
 ̂ ' -W It * *-X
r:..a braxiTY
3oc . Ooc. A-3 F an. Occ, Co'-'-m,
Perrifintlle sstdn. skill tend .rel. rel, rel. Total
95-----99 8 3 35 3 3
90——94r EÛ 9 23 13 10 13
85-----89 23 24 11 24 15
80——84 40 2Ô 12
75-----79 36 X 1 22 30 13
70-----74 23 12
65-----69 20 29 22 25 5
60——64 13
55-----59 19 23 21 30 3
50-----54 22 21 1 10
45 ——49 22 2 13 24 2 10
40—-—44 X 15 22 15
55-----39 9 7 e 6
50-----54 X3 13 16 6
25-----29 1 4 4 6
20——24 5 12 Ù 12 5 3
15-----19 13 7 3 9 6 1
10——14 2 5 1 1 Ô 4 2
5----------9 2 7 6 2 1 1
0---------4 1 2 *\
Totals ISO 150 15v 150 150 150 150
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ninety-four v.ere below the fiftieth percentile. On the 
ertlctlo ao&le eic^ty-four teechera fell >n or clove the 
fiftieth percentile end sixty-six fell below. Table 
shows further tfcet on the literary scale eighty teachers 
were on or above the fiftieth percentile and seventy were 
below. L.usloaily there were ninety-one on or above and. fifty 
nine below the fiftieth percentile. Teachers in general 
rated the highest on the social service scale for ninety- 
eight of theiü were on or above the fiftieth peroontile end 
fifty-two wore below. On the clerical sccJLe sixty-two 
teaciiors were on or above and eighty-eight fell below the 
fiftieth percentile.
distribution of ell the acores on the California lest 
of i ersonelity for all fcj'OUĵ a —  total personal adjustment. 
This is one of the three suw^mtion sheets on which the total 
picture Is shown. It la a conplletion of all the other 
individual group sheets which have gone before. Table 
XjvVIII on pegs 77 shows this distribution. On the total 
personal adjustment scale forty-three of the seventy-three 
elementary women fell below the fiftieth porcontiie. of 
this forty-three more than half, twenty-seven, fell between 
the fiftieth end the twenty-fifth percentiles. Of the 
thirty that rated on or above the fiftieth percentile, 
nlnetoen fell between the fiftieth and seventy-fifth 
percentiles. Of the secondary women teachers tested twelve 
foil on or above the fiftieth percentile and seven of these
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TviDLL XrVII 75
DIJTairSJ^TON OF THL SC0Xi,3 OF nJLL TL.-.C;iFkJ CN 
TÜÀ KUX'OU F i^ F L x iL ...C l. HLÜOAD
Fercentllea 1 ech. Cozap, l-;0. Fer. >irt Lit. f .us , JS Cler.
95---- 99 4 9 ? 4 10 14 16 21 6
90---- 94 4 4 6 4 10 4 12 10 6
85---- 69 8 11 1 10 6 6 5 6 8
0O““* 64 5 5 5 5 4 7 5 6 5
75---- 79 3 9 5 3 15 11 14 11 5
70---- 74 3 B 6 3 7 14 10 8 4
65---- 69 4 2 3 7 6 5 5 8 11
60**—**—"**64 9 17 6 1 9 8 8 e 9
55—— •—**— 59 7 9 7 5 1 7 8 14 5
50--- .64 9 3 11 14 16 4 8 6 3
45---- 49 12 14 6 3 1 7 4 10 6
40—— —44 12 5 5 8 9 10 6 4 11
25---- 59 5 7 5 14 7 7 2 5 8
50—— — —34 10 6 3 4 5 5 6 5 8
25---- 29 10 7 15 9 6 5 9 4 10
20— — —24 11 2 14 12 5 6 2 6 12
15---- 19 6 9 14 11 6 6 6 6 6
10---- 14 7 4 8 11 9 3 12 6 11
5----- 9 6 10 7 9 6 9 4 4 12
0----- 4 15 9 16 13 12 12 8 2 4
Totals 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150
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twelve were between the seventy-fifth and fiftieth percentiles* 
Thirteen secondary women teachers fell below the fiftieth 
percentile end eight of these fell somewhere between the 
fiftieth and twenty-fifth percentiles. In the case of ele­
mentary women teachers fifty-six were below and forty-two 
were on or above the fiftieth percentile* Of the fifty-six 
below the fiftieth percentile thirty-five were grouped 
between the twenty-fifth and fiftieth percentiles. Of the 
elementary men teachers surveyed all eight rated above the 
fiftieth percentile end of the eight, six rated between the 
seventy-fifth percentile end the one hundredth percentile* 
Secondary men teachers rated thirty of the forty-four cases 
on or above the fiftieth percentile with twenty-one of the 
thirty falling between the seventy-fifth end one hundredth 
percentiles* Only fourteen oases fell below the fiftieth 
percentile and only three of the fourteen fell below the 
twenty-fifth percentile. The picture for all men teachers 
is quite similar. Thirty-eight of the fifty-two cases fell 
on or above the fiftieth percentile with twenty-six of them 
falling between the seventy-fifth anc the one hundredth 
percentiles* Of the fourteen who fell below the fiftieth 
percentile only three rated below the twenty-fifth 
percentile. For tî e group of all teachers eighty rated on 
or above the fiftieth percentile end seventy rated below.
Of the eighty above the fiftieth percentile fifty fell 
between the seventy-fifth percentile and the one hundredth 
percentile. Below the fiftieth percentile forty-six of the
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DISTRIBUTION OF TUB SCORNS ON THE Ĉ L̂IFORftlA TEST OFPERSON^ITY, iiLL GROUPS TOTAL PERSONS ADJUSTiÆEWT
Percentiles . J1 e. 1 v'onen 6e c WO'' ! en
-'.11 wo'ne n 1--’,en j£ C -.1 : n '.11 11tencH
95-- 99 5 1 6 1 5 6 12
90——“94 2 1 3 1 I 4
8 5-- 89 3 2 5 1 6 7 12
80—— —L'4 1 1 2 1 4 5 7
7 5-- 79 7 1 8 2 5 7 15
70-- 74 2 1 3 1 3 4 7
6 5-- 69 3 2 5 1 4 5 10
60———64 4 4 1 1 5
<=5-- 59 2 3 5 5
TQ-- 54 1 1 1 1 2 3
4 5---19 Ô 2 8 2 2 10
iO — — —4 4 6 2 10 10
.5 5-- 3 2 5 1 1 6
30-- 34 8 1 9 7 7 16
25-- 29 2 1 3 1 1 4
20-- 24 8 1 9 9
15--19 4 1 5 2 2 7
10 — — —14 1 3 4 1 1 5
0---- 4 3 3 3
totals 73 25 98 8 44 52 , 150
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seventy fell between the twenty-fifth and the fiftieth 
percentiles.
Distribution of all the Ooores on the California Teat 
of fergonallty for all f:rouoa —  total social adjustment.
The distribution of the scores for this group is shown in 
Table XXIX on page 80. On this compilation sheet for 
elementary women teachers forty-six rated on or above the 
fiftieth percentile and tvventy-seven rated below that mark. 
Of the forty-six above the fiftieth percentile twenty-six 
fell between the fiftieth and seventy-fifth percentiles.
Of the twenty-seven below the fiftieth percentile only two 
fell below the twenty-fifth percentile. oecondary women 
teacMrs rated sixteen above the fiftieth percentile with 
nine of them between the fiftietn and seventy-fifth 
percentiles. Of the nine belov* the fiftieth percentile 
only two were below the twenty-fifth percentile. Of the 
ninety-eight women teachers taking the tests sixty-tvx) 
rated on or above the fiftieth percentile and thirty-six 
rated below that percentile rank. Of the sixty-two above 
the fiftieth percentile thirty-seven rated between the 
fiftieth end seventy-fifth percentiles and twenty-five 
rated above the eightieth percentile. Thirty-two of the 
thirty-six who rated below the fiftieth percentile were in 
between the fiftieth end twenty-fifth percentiles and only 
four fell below the twentieth percentile. Of the eight 
elementary men teachers tested, six rated on or above the
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fiftieth percentile with five of these six falling in between 
the fiftieth end seventy-fifth percentiles. :̂ ot a single 
elementary man teacher fell below the thirtieth percentile. 
Thirty-one secondary men teachers rated on or above the 
fiftieth percentile. Twenty of the thirty-one rated on or 
above the seventy-fifth percentile. Of the thirteen secondary 
men belov. the fiftieth percentile two fell below the twenty- 
fifth percentile. For the group consisting of all men 
teachers thirty-seven rated on or above the fiftieth percen­
tile, end twenty-two of the thirty-seven rated on or above 
the seventy-fifth percentile. Of the fifteen who fell below 
the fiftieth percentile only two were below the twenty-fifth 
percentile. For ell teachers the ratio above the fiftieth 
percentile in total social adjustment is almost two to one 
for there were ninety-nine above the fiftieth percentile and 
fifty-one below. Of the ninety-nine, fifty-tïiree rated on 
or above the seventy-fifth percentile. Of the fifty-one 
below the fiftieth percentile only six rated below the 
twenty-fifth percentile.
Distribution of ell the scores on the California 
Test of Personality for all the groups —  total adjustment. 
This is a summation sheet of the total adjustment for all 
the groups. Table XXX on page 63 gives this distribution.
The number of elementary women on or above and belov; the 
fiftieth percentile was divided almost equally, as thirty- 
seven were above end thirty-six were below. Of the thirty-
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TABLii. XXIX 80
DISTRIBUTION OF THF ON THF OF PERSONALITY, TOT.U, SOCIIJLALL GROUPS
CALIFORNIA TLST ADJUGTPiLi'JT
,1 er le c .11 Elf':! ' 11 ■ 11i'ercentl ’.vn"i (̂n wr)T"i An \70'-n'-*n nen n . •.'I n r-i ten
95-- 99 1 1 2 2 3
O0---'^4 4 3 7 1 5 6 13
e.3-- 59 6 3 9 6 6 15
c 0 4 7 1 6 4 4 12
"5-- 7-̂ 8 1 9 1 3 4 13
70-- 74 5 3 8 1 3 4 13
05-- 59 1 2 3 2 2 5
o 0 14 6 2 8 5 5 13
55-- 59 2 £ 1 1 3
50-- 5 4 6 1 7 3 3 10
45-- 40 4 3 7 3 3 10
40———44 8 3 11 4 4 15
55-- 39 5 5 1 1 6
-TO-- ?4 4 4 1 3 4 8
25-- 20 4 1 5 1 1 6
20-- 24 1 1 2 1 1 3
1 —10 1 1 1 1
10-- 14 1 1 1 2
5---- 9
0 <4
17-1 n 1 73 25 98 8 44 52 150
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seven that rated above the fiftieth percentile sixteen were 
above the seventy-fifth percentile. Of those below the 
fiftieth percentile only five rated below the twenty-fifth 
percentile. ^or secondary woraeu teachers fifteen rated on 
or above the fiftieth percentile with the fifteen being 
well distributed between the fiftieth and the one hundredth 
percentiles. Of the ten below the fiftieth percentile 
three were below the twenty-fifth percentile. For all 
women teachers fifty-two were on or above and forty-six were 
below the fiftieth percentile. This distribution of the 
fifty-two above the fiftieth percentile was well scattered 
with no clustering in any one percentile rank. Of the forty- 
six belov. tha fiftieth percentile only eight were belcw the 
twenty-fifth percentile, hlementary men teachers rated 
seven of the eight above the fiftieth percentile. Of t tie se 
seven only one rated above the twenty-fifth percentile.
The one eleiacntary man teacher who rated below the fiftieth 
percentile rated between the forty-fifth and forty-ninth 
percentiles. Of the thirty secondary men teachers tliat 
rated above the fiftieth percentile, twenty-one rated either 
on or above the seventy-fifth percentile. Fourteen 
secondary men teachers fell below the fiftieth percentile 
end of these fourteen only two fell below the twenty-fifth 
percentile. In the case of all men teachers thirty-seven 
rated on or above the fiftieth percentile. Of the thirty- 
seven above the fiftieth percentile twenty-four rated on or 
above the seventy-fifth percentile. Of tlie fourteen who
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rated below the fiftieth percentile in this group only two 
rated belov; the twenty-fifth percentile. In the case of all 
teachers eighty-nine fell on or above the fiftieth percentile 
and silty-one fell below that mark. Of the eighty-nine above 
the fiftieth percentile fifty-three rated on or above the 
seventy-fifth percentile. Of the sixty-one that fell below 
the fiftieth percentile only ten fell below the twenty- 
fifth percentile.
The Questionneire —  elementary men. Of the eight 
elementary men teachers tested their experience varied from 
one-half year to fifteen years for an average of 4.875. Of 
the eight, five had no counseling end still planned to teach. 
Two of the eight had no counseling of which one had planned 
to teach, and one of the group îmd entered the teaching 
profession by chance. One who had no counseling took 
educational treiolng preparatory to entering the army air 
corps end took up teaching after his discharge because he 
had sufficient training to get into the teaching profession 
at that time.
Questionnaire —  secondary men. The experience range 
for this group ran from no experience or a beginning teacher 
to thirty-eight years of experience. The average for this 
group was 9.113 years. Of the forty-four in this group 
thirty-two had received no counseling and twelve had 
received counseling. Of the thirty-two who had no 
counseling, twenty-four had planned to enter the teaching
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95---- 99 4 4 3 3 7
90---- 94 £ £ X £ 3 5
65—— ""-89 7 £ 9 9 9 X8
80—— *——84 D £ 7 5 5 X£
75---- 79 5 £ 7 £ 4 XX
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5Ô—• 59 X X 3 3 4
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profession and of the twelve who had counseling;, ten had 
planned to teach.
questionnaire elementary women. The experience 
for the elementary women ran from a beginning teacher to one 
who had taught for thirty years giving an average of 10,890 
years of experience for this group. Jlxty-nlne of seventy- 
three elementary women had received no counseling, however, 
fifty-six had planned to teach. Of the four who had coun­
seling three planned to enter the teaching profession. The 
thirteen who had no counseling end did not plan to teach gave 
various reasons for being in the teaching profession.
Questionnaire —  secondary women. The average number 
of years of experience for this group was 9,604. This ranged 
frcxa a beginning teacher to one with twenty-seven years of 
experience. Of the twenty-five teachers in this group 
twenty-one had no counseling end four had counseling. Three 
of the four who had counseling planned to teach, and 
seventeen of those without counseling had planned to teach. 
One of the four who had counseling entered the profession by 
chance, and four who had no counseling gave various reasons 
for choosing the teaching profession,
Correiations —  general. The original plan was to run 
correlations of each sub-division of the California Test of 
Personality with each scale of the Kuder Preference Record 
for each of the groups into which the teachers had been
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divided, but several factors prohibited this, ilrst, some of 
the croups of teachers were too isnall to £ive any authen­
ticity to the results. The elementary men teachers, a tsroup 
of only eight cases, was much too small if valid results 
were to be expected. Jocond, there were only fifteen test 
items on the sub-divisions of the California Test of 
Personality, and it wee thought that this was not enough 
items to give a good picture of v̂ hat the test was attempting 
to show. Third, the correlations between the different 
fields of the personality test ana the scales of the interest 
test should not be picked at random, i'ourth, a representa­
tive group of sufficient size should be chosen so tlmt the 
results would be indicative of the other groups, fifth, if 
the survey was to be conducted in order to secure the last 
possible bit of statistical information from the tests, the 
inter-related correlations could be run almost indefinitely.
K line had to be drawn somewhere; therefore, it was decided 
that the elementary teachers who composed t W  largest single 
group represented on the survey, should be used. The plan 
decided upon was to correlate the three personality fields, 
total personal adjustment, total social adjustment and total 
adjustment with all the scales on the interest test. Table 
XiwZJ shows these correlations. Of the twenty-seven 
correlations that were computed sixteen were zero 
correlations. Of the twenty-seven correlations computed 
nine were negative zero correlations, and six out of the 
twenty-seven were negative correlations slightly higher than
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zero. No oorreletlon either positive or negative was greater 
than .3911. Since a correlation should be at least .75 to be 
significant, the ones obtained on tills survey as shown on the 
table do not hold much signifloanoe. The highest group of 
correlations was found to exist between the literary scale on 
tlie interest test and the three scales of the personality 
test. The group showing the lowest correlations was found 
between the musical scale on the interest test end the three 
fields of the personality test. Out of the twenty-seven 
correlations computed fifteen had a probable error larger 
than the correlation.
Correlations —  miscellaneous. The surveyor has felt 
for some time that there should be correlations between 
certain personality traits end certain interest fields. 
few miscellaneous correlations were run in an attempt to 
prove or refute this assumption. In every one of the cases 
the correlations were not high enough to be significant, but 
in one or two instances the correlations did approach 
significance, h correlation was computed using the scores 
found on the occupational relations scale of the personality 
test and the mechanical scale of the interest test. The 
scores for secondary men v.hich composed'a group of forty- 
four teachers were used. The correlation found was .^950 
plus or minus a probable error of ,092:8. Then a correlation 
was computed between the musical scale on the interest test 
and the occupational relations scale of the personality teat.
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test* Again, the scores for secondary men were used. The 
correlation found was .1749 plus or minus a probable error of 
.09ÔÔ, Another correlation was computed using the scores of 
secondary women on the artistic scale of the interest test 
end the personal adjustment scale of the personality test. 
Again the correlation was found to be insignificant as it was 
negative .0909 plus or minus a probable error of ,li537,
Using the scores of secondary women again, a correlation was 
computed between the scores of the Total Adjustment scale of 
the California Test of Personality and the artistic scale of 
the Kuder Preference Record. The correlation was -.1215 with 
a probable error of .1325. A correlation was computed using 
secondary women scores of the total personal adjustment, 
total social adjustment, end total adjustment end the scores 
of the musical scale. The correlations were respectively, 
-.1073 plus or minus .1333, •U.319 plus or minus .1325, and 
-.1164 plus or minus .1329, The identical scales were used 
for secondary men and the results were as follows: musical 
with total personal adjustment was -,2197 plus or minus .0966, 
total social adjustment with musical was -,1144 plus or minus 
.1000, and the total adjustment with musical was -.1975 plus 
or minus .0974. Using the scores of the secondary men again, 
the scores on the social service scale of the interest test 
were correlated with the scores obtained on the personal 
adjustment scale, the social adjustment scale, and the total 
adjustment scale of the personality test, lor the self 
adjustment and the social service the correlation was .4466
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plus or minus .0600; for the social adjustmont scale v.ith the 
social service scale the correlation %as .4484 plus or minus 
,0709; end the total adjustment with the social service was 
.5334 plus or minus ,0726. A final correlation was computed 
using the scores of secondary women. The scores of the 
social service scale on the Interest test were correlated 
with the scores of the community relations scale on the 
personality test. The correlation found was .659 plus or 
minus ,076.
Comparison of the scores of a 11 teachers, men teachers. 
and women teachers on the California Test of iersonallty —  
total personal adjustment. In order to compare the total 
personal adjustment of the above mentioned groups ogives 
were constructed, figure 1 shoves these comparisons. :en 
teachers In general have their median felling nearly on the 
seventy-fifth percentile. Teachers In general have their 
median falling on the fifty-seventh percentile, \.omen 
teachers In general are the lowest of the groups with their 
median falling on the forty-sixth percentile.
Comparison of the scores of all teachers. men teachers. 
and women teachers on the Callfornle Teat of ersonallty —  
total social adjustment, figure 2 on page 91 shows the 
comparisons of these groups on the total social adjustment.
On this particular comparison the percentile rankings are 
closer together. Aen teachers in general are still the 
highest of the groups with teachers In general next end
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woffiOii tea chars la tisucr4ii stilX the IcR.cüt or tiifi t;rou. s. >.en 
teechers do not have aa aa aavjiattv̂ e ao tht>’ i*ad oa the
total peraoaal adjuatisent, nor do they î ive ea hlL,h « perceatiie 
reaiclaii ea they had oa the total per^onal edjua tzneat scuJUî* 
the total aocitl edjust£.i,eat acaie sica teacltcra la g;,üaerel led e 
percentile reaeia,^ oI tovcnty, end oti tiio total persontl edjuat- 
meut ucale aea la ^eacrtJ. bed a percentile reaklny oi* fifty- 
seven on the tot cl perüonr.i edjuatui«nt aoaie taic & percentile 
rtznclnt̂  of nearly alxty-flvs on the tottil £:ocltl trisnt
scale . ; ou©n toocLcra in (jenernl rose from a pcrccntils rtckl%,
of forty-six on the tctti p&rsoaLl edju&trricnt acalo to sixty- 
three on t W  tot si social s Ü j us tae nt aoslc •
Corc'srlnon of tho scores of f. 11 t at.cher.v . tccchera .
and v.omen tecche i a on t he Caj lifoinis Toot of . eroonnlity -- 
totel fedJustr̂ ffnt. i î ûre 3 on psco ohovtS the oocparison of 
those groiipa on t* e total sdjust;aeut socle . ..an in t;enorci are 
still et thtî top vdth e percentile ranXinv of seven.ty-thras* 
Teachers in (/Anarnl co.'.e next cuu. have a percentile rank in/ of 
alxty-ono# i Oruen teacners in i^eneral are still tha lot*est of 
tlio three groups vdth a percentile rank in:;, of fif ty-tno#
Cotni erlcoa of tlie scoreu of a 11 tt;ech@r% y; 1 t:i experience 
over ten years yvith the scores of 1.11 tecclierw v.jth expgrlexKîO 
under ten years, l-'if̂ urc on p&&@ Sk shows the coapnrisoa 
between the two above nientionetl groups, Inoso vit;,' over ten 
years of experience have u percentile ruiklap of forty-e ip ht 
while those with less than ten years of experience xjuvo a 
percentlie rcnklac of sixty-one.
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Cort:j.ierlson of the cores of e 11 teechers v-=lth 
e>:;;eriencc over ten yc&ro vlth th% ocorgs of those v.ith 
under ten ye&rs of experience. i.& Il£urc 5 chows the 
percentile rnnkin^ of the tv.o t%roups ou the totul aociul 
adjustment Is chunked aoaev*L&t. In this purticul&r Instunco 
teechers v i t u over ten years* experience Love & ^ercentlle 
rcîiiixii of atout seventy while teuohera %lth less thLii ten 
yecra of experience hove a percentile runicln^ of sixty-three, 
The teachers with lees then ten yenra of experience had e 
îil(i,her percentile renicin:’ on the total persojuLl sdjuotncnt 
scale than the teachers witn over ton years of experience; 
but, on the total social adjustment scale teachers with over 
ton years of experience had a hi^her percentile ranking than 
teachers with less than ton years Of experience.
Comparison of tV.e scores of r 11 tcachera with 
exLcricnce over ten years with tie scores of teachera with 
under ten years of exosrlcnce. The percentile rarJclnp̂ a of 
the tv.o eroupa are almost together on the total ad jus tn̂ ent 
scale as shown in ilè̂ ure 6. on tula pertloular com^arison 
teaohers with over ten years of experience had a slightly 
hii ĥer percentile raakific than did the toaoharo with less 
than tea years of experience. Toaoltora with over tea years 
of experience hud a %)eromntile ranking of sixty-two while 
teaohers with less thî a ten years of experience had a 
percentile ranklatj of sixty-one.
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it Lsà v«eli to ketip in nil ad that the rindln^^a obtained 
in till a survey in no way iîuply that uhat is true for the 
î roup surveyed is also true for either teacher j In ::ontana 
or teachers in general throu^aut the United tatss* 'Ihe 
findings are restricted to the croup surveyed. *.lso, the 
results obtained from the ci*oup composed of elementary men 
are civen for examination purposes only.
Com:;erlson of elementary v;omen teachers w 1th the rest 
of the f‘rou,-a —  pcr^onLl ad just:) en t . . non the scares of 
elementary women were compared with the scores of secondary
voracn on the personal adjustment scale. It was found that
a le men ta ly women have a tendency to be more self-reliant 
than secondary women, j.lementary v.oPicn îxive a tendency to 
rank ollühtly higher than the secondary women in the 
personal worth field, but bava a tendency to rank lower than 
the secondary women on the personal freedom occle. 
aleaaentary women teachors tend to have an advantage over 
their secondary sisters in the feelinti of tcloxioinj; field, 
but Qooondery wcsaen W v s  ii tendency to be more free fro.i 
withdrewiiiij tendencies, elementary woLien teachers 
indicated ttiat they iiavo a tendcsicy toward more nervous 
symptômes than secondary women toccnejm. In the total 
picture of their personal adjustment secondary woman 
teachers hsvo a allJht tendency to rate over the elenontary
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teaoLers* Ziov.aver, tUo raiôtioriarJLp bet,.8oa the 
eiffercüOô of tiio nüowiu ar̂ d th*î standard error of the 
ûlffereiiCûô is not lar£;© enough to aLov# any slgnlfleant 
ûirfereuces bet.cea tlas two £;roups.
hle:..ei;tnry v̂ oafci» teao^jora tar*a to be lower than 
elementary men teachers in all subdivisions of the psroonnl 
ndjustoient sooio but one, that of ycrsonti fraodon. hvon 
here tiio tendency to rate hlt̂ Jxor is uli^htly in favor of the 
elementary Viom«sn* j^lemmitary womtan teacZ^rs tend to be laoro 
nervous by a ratio of more then two to one; and they also 
eadïiblt the same ratio In the field of withdrawing 
toudenoles* On the total persone-l adjimtmcnt scale 
©lenentary men teachers tend to be totally better adjusted 
than olomentary v.omun teaohera by a ratio again of more thtiXi 
two to one# Tho few nuziber of oaaea involved end the 
variability of the ocoroo caused tho results of this git)up 
to bo unreliable#
condor y nan teachers tend to be better ed jus ted 
personally la every departmont tlmn ere elementary women 
teachcro# The aien tend to ohow more aelf-relier.ee by a two 
to one ratio, end also tend to have a alight edge in tholr 
feeling of personal worth, I'he only apartment in \.hlch 
the elementary c^n teachers had a tendency to be battered 
by elementary women teachers wae on the personal freedom 
scale, but even her© the ele-ucntary v.onon tond to run only 
a close second to secondary rr.t‘n# vn tho scale of a feeling 
of belonging the dlfforouco is not much but tends to cJ-ve
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the eacoadfcxy îlou the Leacfit of the doubt, .ecoauQry ir.on 
tend to Lava a ac.&ll advanta^a ou tii« fresdoa fron v.ithdrav̂ lî  
Bcwia, hut on the u&rvoua syüii'toaa wcalo t tone on cy for ttiia
advantae® lo ia favor of the ©eoondary moi. a^ala ainioat two to 
one* In tha total parhoual aajuatenant tha oeconuary û on 
teachern Lava a teudeuoy to rank than tue elwuentary
ftoseu teachora, Ihu :nean dtifferencea hotv^ecn tha a a tw*o 4ii*oû >a 
%®ra 80 sa*all that a ai^lflcant diffareaco is absent,
uhen alcaeatary woinen teaolars are coayured with all 
oloiaaatary teacnera, elementary women ixave a tendency to rate 
better on only one noale, that of peroonni freedom. The 
percentile ranks of elementary wauoa teachers tended to 
approach those of all elementary teachers only bacause the 
scores of the elementary men were computed with the scores 
of elementary women, which, In the case of tho wonon, biouccht 
their total percentile rank up and in the caoo of tho 
elementary men, brought their total percentile rank dovm, 
owcver, when elementary women teachers are cospared with 
all elementary teachers, they tend to rate below In ©very 
phase of their total personal adj us tirent but oua. The mean 
differences are not sufficiently ler^e to bo of statistical 
eityxiflcanoe,
..hen elementary worncn tone hors are com;, a red with 
secondary toaeucrs on th^ persoutii adjustment soalo, the 
tendency is in favor of tne socondary teachers. In all 
but one phase of tha persoaaL adjust^Lont scale secondary 
teachers tend to exceed the percent lie efforts of eleiientary
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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cvoaen te&ohors* On tî-«3 ;;ersonLl TreuCoi^ qql1& the elozLont^ry 
worsen teachers have e tendency to be In the hii.;h«r per cent lie 
rcnk# In the total personal adjustment the elementary v.omoa 
teachers tend to be Inferior to eecondary teachers, but not 
to nny significant decree as shoMi by the critical ratio of 
1.95.
«ben elementary vsasen teachers are compared %lth 
vsfOmen teachers la [general, the poroontlle renks of ti® 
ele^Reatery women teaohors tend to approach those of all 
worcen teachers because of the Influence of tho secondary 
women teachers* scores on the total scores. la the self- 
reliance field the number above the fiftieth percentile is 
almost Identical for each ^roup —  thirty-three for all 
women teachers, <ind thirty-one for elementary Ymmen teacher-• 
This would indicate tïiat women teachers in t^cneral teiKi to 
be more self-reliant than elementary women teachers. Cn tîio 
personal wortn scale there Is a small difference between 
ti® two g*roups with wornen teachers la ecueral havl!%p a 
tendency to hold tho edventûb®. This d u o  Indicated that 
vjoiaen teachers in g;eneral have a tendency to rate hi^.her on 
the personal wort a scale than elementary wa:,.en teacacra. 
wa the personal freedo(Yi sot lu elementary woj.;ou teachers tend 
to rank higher than %o,men teachers in t»vueral, ^n the 
feeling, of bel online, aoa^c, the frecdaa from uithdrawinj 
tendencies scale, and tr® freedom from nervous symptoms 
scale the difference attain tende to be in favor of the 
women teachers in général. bon ail woman teachers ere
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compared v*lth «leaeatary moLion teachers oa tho total persoaî.i 
adjuatZLoat scale, the dlffercatlLl tends to bo In fovor of 
tho woraaa teachers lu t^eucr&l, but tlie aoau difference 
between the two tiroups is not large enough to show any 
atatistlcal difference that is significant.
.,en teachers in general tend to bo better personally 
adjusted than olcs'̂ ontary n.ojnen teachers# In ©very phase of 
the per:iOjaal adjustment scale nea teachers In general had a 
tendency to rate ahead of cleacntsry women teachers. In only 
one field did the elecieatary tend to approach tli©
percentile ranks of tlvî rzua teachers in ^cneral, and that 
was on the personal freedom scale whero th^ men were ahead 
by only one percontace point* un tho total personal 
adjustment scale the percentile rank of men in general 
tended toward u two to one ratio over elementary women.
This difference Is siéjiifleant ©a the mean difference la 
;5#11 times the standard error of the differences.
..ban elementary women teechers were compared with 
all teachers on the total personal adjustment scale , tlm 
picture tends to change very little. Only once does tho 
percentile rank of the ©Icmeutazy women teachers terad to 
exceed tîmt of teachers la general and that is oa the sans© 
of personal freedom soula. un all other scales teachers in 
general tend to exceed elenontary women tctiliers. I he 
differences are not large, in fact they are so a;.dl that 
the critical ratio of .Ü4 on tho total personal ad jus triant 
scale is not significant#
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Coiûoarl̂ ori of i.gnjcn 11. ce/ara \ ith t h-) r 0:it
of tliO ,':rou'3 —  ojoi^l c d jui , .itile v.orüCü
n&y tü fc© on tliu Inferior old© of tno yorLonal «î.djuiît>-
inent scale, tley tend to present a sonev/bat better plotui'e 
on tbo social ©djuntmont soele. . hile eleaientery ',vo:aen
tend to exceed seoondery %oaon in only tv.o ficiùo of tliis 
edjustsent scale, tbct of uoclul otandnrdc nne. that of 
occupational relations, the y tend to rate close to their 
eecondary sisters on the rest of the subdivisions of the 
test* On the total social adjustraent seals secondary 
women teachers tend to exceed the elementary women by o m  
peroentcfje point. This slight difference is made more 
evident by a Sinall critical ratio of *43 v*hich is far from 
significant.
hlementaiy worvon tcochers tend to rank above 
secondary rrtcn teachers in tholr social standards but fall 
below the secondary tien*s percentile rank, on the socicl 
skills scale. On the freedom from anti-social tendonelao 
scale there ere only t;.o percentage points difference v.ith 
the secondary men teachers having the advtnta&c. In their 
fatally relations secondary mtm teochers have c. tendency to 
rate much higher than ©lesiontary women teachers, but there 
ia little difference between tno two groups in thoir 
occupational relations. In their coi.munity relations the 
secondary men had a tendency to rate higher thwi ©Isnaeatury 
women teachers. There is a t&indency for secondary r.m to 
rate higtmr on, their total social adjunt-nent than ele.-.tmtary
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%-oc.an but it ia only & tender;ay. '-lilo tenda.ncy ia
borna out by a critical ratio of 1.6b.
, bon elcizentary v.onen te&chcrs arc coL^parcd vrith all 
ôlcnieiitery teecnero ou tlio eoclal adjuatnient ocaiea, tba 
situation for the Gle;r*8ntary v*orron teaoiieru 1 % roves, 
zlairentary vocicu teachers tend to have better social etaudardo, 
but elementary teachsra tend to ezblbit better social skilln.
11 omen tar y vomen tencl.aro are leas likely to ba enti-social 
and tend to ï:ave better ftmily ruiations than element cry 
teachers in general, but elementary t cachera tend to have 
higher occupetional ratinya than elementary' women, l.lemea- 
tery Vkomen have a tendency to shovi better oontmunity 
rclatloxiS, but on tho total a o d d  adjustaent picture 
elementary teaehors tend to be bettor cdjuated than 
elementary vjomea teeohora. r;owover, the differt^icea of the 
means ia so small that the critical ratio of .21 is static- 
ticeliy inslgnifiof.nt.
Of tho six phases of the social ad jus tnent scale 
seoondary teachers tend to rate hi,.her then elementary 
women teachers in four. Secondary teaoxers have a tendency 
to rate hi^her in social skills, freecom from anti-social 
tendencies, family relations, anv. community relations, vdd.le 
elementary woüUîn toad to rate hi her ia incial atundards and 
occupational relations. un the total social adjustment 
picture secondary teachers tend to do better eujustod than 
elementary vomen teachers. critical ratio of 1.19 is 
evidence of only a slight tendency in favor of secondary
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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teLcharc.
. hea t l a  £.̂ a'irt.l &ro CD:%,Krt)(l vith
elücùnt&ry te&e2,orc, thore lo little üifferonc^ï In t̂ ieir
teadtuoica in the aocial adJuat:Lcnt. Ibore iv not over threo 
percontcG^ .-'oints* dlfrertnco In nny ouo or the i-'hi-sea of thj© 
sooie;! ed jua t.-ieat scf lea t t h e  tv\o jrou ,̂a. :,ln=ieat&iy 
v.or,en tencUera tend to ‘.jtive & all^̂ ht ndvi^itnce i::. their 
aooinl stundarda, tnd t*ave & teaaency to have higher social 
gjiilla; but v̂Oîe. tench era in »̂ -jj*eraI lava a teadoacy to lean 
aati-sooial. loth ^rou^o exhibitec the snua tondojicicc in 
their -farilly rulntlone* ..Icsaeritaî '' tend to iiove better
oocupBtionaX rcictlona, but v.otaca toaohera la ^oaert.1 liave a 
tendency to ahow batter cojimunlty rsjlatloao. On the total 
soclcl adjuota^mt von an tench era la ...eaaral have a tendency 
to rate hl^yhcr ti.cn cluacntery v.o.-ica t cache ra but have little 
to ButhentloBta tneir hi:,her tendoncy in o critical ratio of 
.70,
hleniantoiy' \.auan te&chsi*B tend to saov, better socii.l 
stündarcs than men teachera in e<nncral, but the rrnsi teachers 
have o tendency to rata 111̂ her than olancntary v,o :civ on all 
of the rest of tto phases of tho social ad^uotmant scale, 
hen teachers tend to have better aoclal .skills aua tond to 
be leas enti-social, la thoir faidly, occc.national, and 
coK-nunity relations men tenci.ara tent, to be Letter adjusted 
theii elementary tt;acher- • the total picture a.eu
teachers hole no statistical aavcntaj.c over «ilviiontary 
vomen aa ohovwn by tho critical ratio of l.hl.
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-■Itbc-Uc.l'i cler;cr.tary Vio:%cn t tcr.d to t :- better
scclblly eclju'jteS tnc.n tla people u^on v.lor; tho test ï.oe 
Bt£;ider<5l2ed, they still do not ccitis u;> to tho sverayo 
teeehcr cor.pared vIto teachers In y.cnertl. .̂ IcrLcitary
WO01C71 tend to have better social ntcmdnrdo than tenchern
in ^^enerel, tut that la the only field In v.hich they ten!
to renie hli tTsr* leachers In t̂ cnertil tend to heve better 
socle I skills and tend to bo lees ©nti-aocinl. Teachers in 
cenercl bsvo e tendency to e^thiblt bettor faally, occupational, 
emd oormunity relations. In the total enclyui® elementary
%omen teectioro tend to be only t close second to teachers in
general, but the tilfforeiice lacks înuch of bein̂ . aluhlficcnt 
because tho critical ratio Is only .70.
heoondsry v.onen teachers so o oars red v.ith the rest 
of the ,--,rouhs —  pe r:;ont:JL acius tr-snt. , hen secondary woncn 
teachers are corŝ areci %ltb secondary men tea oh era on this 
adjustment ncsle, the scores ahow t %.t the .aocondary men 
have a tendency to rate hl_,hor than sec undary v.o?.,eu in 
every phase of the test. . ocondary men tend to te ŝ or© 
self-reliant by a goodly ."largin; tut, on the j ereonnl worth 
scale, secondary womci'i arc out-ranked by secondary men by 
onl^ or*© percentage  ̂olnt. .--aeondary tu..c to suo'a more 
personal f re ©con, but do not ahav* as great a tendency to bo 
reticent as secondary •.<oiaen. _© eon car y womca havo a 
tendency to te m.or<j nvrvoua thcu aeoondcry men end t<f*rl to 
exhibit nior© v.lt.hdrauiü;̂  tendencies ti;an the men. a
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totally fcûjuâteâ person ou the &c jus trient seule,
eecond&ry teachers tend to Icji behind socondnry i:en.
Tho ot&tlatloul difference Is l:*ll v.hica lu not lor^e onoush 
to be otatiatiotilly sienifiount,
*.hOii secondary î ocusn tcacheru ere coinpared v»lth 
©iesiot.tnry men teachers, the cloture tri jituna just u little * 
t** this particular co?r*yorieoa elcwentery rien have a tendency 
to be aueh more self-roll eat than secondary uoinen, but 
secondary women exhibit better personal wortn tendencies* 
nleiaeutfery men have a tendency to s how more personal freedom 
end show more tendencies to bclonii; than secondary women 
teachers* Ou tho wltlidrawlao tendencies scale and the 
nervous symptoms scale seooudcry women tend to be more poorly 
adjusted thfcii elementary m*.n by a ratio of more than tv.o to 
one. On the total personal edjuatmeut scale secondary v.orisn 
tend to b© less well adjusted than elementary men teaciiex's. 
The population of the t̂ roup composed of el ©men tor y men la 
BO small ttm unreliability of the average is so crest 
sltpïificance is absent*
.econdary women teachers tend to ©xaibit better 
qualities of aclf-reliance than elementary tesdiera in 
tencrel and tend to have & Letter feellnc of personal v.oarth, 
Lhcn the personal freeaom uoalo lu atucled, elementary 
tcacocra In (general exrlbit more personal frecvotJi tendencies 
tïieu secondsny women teach ers, î oth ^^roupa ore well above 
tho fiftieth percentile on the fcellu;^ of bulonmin^; scale 
but the elementary teachers te.ni to have tha edpe.
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-‘©condary ivoiaen teachors hf va s tendaxicy to be core withdruv;- 
ln£ as % ail as Biora nervous than eiementnry teachers in 
general, but on the total personal adjustment level secoi^ary 
woaeu teachers tend to be better adjusted than ©loniontary 
teachers la general, however tbs critical ratio of 1 la not 
statistically significant.
jooondary v.ojaeu teaor^era do not show ea (^e&t a 
tendency to be oelf-reilont as secondary teachers in general.
ecoadary wo^en todohsra tend to be just as worthwhile 
personally as aecondary teaciers In general. coondary 
teachers In general, ho^vcver, tend to belong, to exhibit 
fewer withdrawing tendencies, and to be loss nervous tîian 
secondary woacn teachers. a totally adjusted ^erson on 
the personal adjustment scale, secondary wonen tend to be 
less well adjusted tljian secondary teachers In general, 
how-ever the critical ratio of 1.4L In not statistically 
significant.
,econdary wofnea teachers tend to exhibit more 
qualities of self-reliance than wo,nen teachers lu general, 
and they tend to be more conscious of their personal worth 
than are tto/aen teachers In general. ,.oao.i teachers in 
general indicated a greater t^udency for ^er.^onul freedom 
than secondary women teachers, but both groups tend to be 
equal on tbs feeling of belonging scale. omen teachers In 
general have & tendency to exhibit fewer withdrawing 
tendencies but secondary women teachers toad to be less 
nervous than women teachers In general. .owovar, secondary
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wocitsri te&chers tend to h&ve e advLnt&c^ over v.or.en
toaonara in t̂ eiiernl on a total i^eraonal «djustmesnt tcaia, cut 
the critical ratio of •10 in statistically insl^^niflcant.
j.«condary -Aoaicn teeoîiox’s toad to co^iyete v, 1 ta nen 
tescuers in £enerni In only one dcpartiitcnt —  that of n 
feelino of personal worth uharû both é̂ roups tend to be 
nearly idcatlcsl in their expressions. . .@n teachers in. 
General tend to be aore self-reliant, to exhibit more 
personal freedom, to have a greater tendency to boIonG# to 
exhibit fewer v.lthdrawin;;;i tendencies, and have a tendency to 
be leas nervous then secondary wonen teachers, ua the total 
personal adjustment scale secondary women teachers tend to 
be less well edjusted then men teachers in General. The 
critical ratio of 2.11 indicates that there are about 9Ü 
chances out of one hundred of the difference being a true 
difference greater than asro.
econd&ry women teachers have a tendency to be leas 
aelf-reliant than teacher» in general. hll© teachers in 
general tend to approach tiic level of secondary women on 
the personal worth scale, they have a tendency to be loss 
well adjusted on this scale. Teachers in gorieral tend to 
have a tetter feeling of beionfTitî , v.hll® secondary woman 
tend to exhibit more ^vithdrawing tcndancles. ..eoondary 
wOiiaeu also tend to bo more nervous. On the total porsoml 
adjustment scale the secondary %romcsn teachers tend to be 
more poorly adjusted than do teacïera in general, but again 
t W  critical ratio of .56 is co small that the difference
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hù.a no elfsnlfioanoe.
, ccondery v.or.;on te&olers ea conpered v ith tĥ i rg^t of 
th e  f . ro u rs  - •  e o c le l  a d J u a tr .s n t . e oo n u a ry  vYoiiea te n o U e rs  
have e tendenoy to exnlLlt better soolnX st&ad&rde than 
sooondary mon tencliera, nn«i eeoosTAdnry woc:wn have o tendoaoy 
t: ahov, better social skills éülbo* ..eoondur/ men tend to 
have better fanilly relations than secondary womaa teaoaera* 
secondary icon have e tendency to exhibit better oocupntlonni 
relations, but secondary %omen tend to have a tendcjicy to 
exhibit better cwmiunlty rolationu# e total socially 
tûjustod Group seoondary men teechera tend to exhibit more 
favorable aoolel traits thcai ©econdery uonsn teachers, but 
the ratio of the cifforeaoes of *59 ea aho»»n by the orltloil 
ratio Is statleticnlly Inslvnlfioont#
oeoondary %kOGien teachers tend to have better soolal 
staridurdâ than elementary men, but the eletn-entary men ïmve 
a tendency to exhibit better social ©kills tht.n secondary 
women, hlsmentary men tend to be more antl-soolfel, but 
tend 13 he,va bettor family rolationo. .,@oond&ry v.omen tend 
to exceed eleraeatary mi&i in oonm*unlty relations, but 
elementary men tend to exhibit better occupational relatlons. 
On the total social edjuatraent sonic elemcntniy men hove a 
tendency to rate bl^hcr than necondary -xc»i*en tuuchers.
the results are Influenced and not nuthentio beonuse 
of the Ĝ iall population.
elementary teachers In i^eneral tend to have better
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dooi&l stendarda cn i uoolal skills tht.n se o D n a tiry  v.o .on 
toac’ncrs, fcut elenentary toechors In ^onsrd tend to be r .o re  
cnti-sooliil • .̂eoondetry £ho« u. tendency for bettor
ffejTilly relations, but tend to fall behind elementary 
teachers in general in occupational rolutlons. ^eoondnry 
women tend to fit into the community better than elomentary 
teachers, but on. the total social adjustment elementary 
teachers in fcisneral tond to be better adjusted than 
eeosndary wcaenj however, tho critical ratio of 1 is 
statistically Insi^pnifleant#
.secondary women tend to exhibit better social 
standards than secondary toaciriera in general, but do not 
tend to exhibit as I'ood social skilla • 'eoondery teadiere 
in general seci:. to be more anti-social than secondary 
women, but tend to be better adjusted in their family 
relations than secondary women# . ocondarj^ v omcn still tend 
to fit into cojnïiunity relations better than secondary 
teachers In £eneral# l^owever, on the total social adjust­
ment level secondary teachers in general siiow a tendency 
to be better cdjuated, but of such a small dlffei'cnoe the 
critical ratio of *40 has little statistical si^nifioano©.
tiOmen teacliora in general tend to iiav© better social 
standards them* secondary women, but the ceooncary women tend 
to have better social skills# t.omcn teacliers in general 
show a toiideacy to be more a**ti-social, but in their fcaiily 
reletions secondary women have a tendency to exceed women 
tc&chcrs in general# '..omen teachers in t'oneral tend to have
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better ocoupetlonal rol&tioria, but ceoond&ry wotica terxi to 
fit into the oomaunity picture better, (•u a totf 1 socitl 
ed^ustîûônt level aeoond&ry v̂ onoxi toechars have e teiiùency 
to be better adjusted than v.oaua teucberu In ĉjneriJ., but 
with u crltlccl ratio of oiily .02 tli® clifferarxe o&n xiurdly 
be ncntloned.
secondary woaea teachers tend to have bettor social 
standarda but tend to nave poorer cooiai skills than sien 
teachers In t^oaeral* .:en touchers tend to bo raore entl- 
soclal but tend to bo better adjusted In their ffca.lly 
relations. ^;econdary tend to have poorer occupational
relations but tend to fit Into the conmunlty relations 
better than men teachers la gancral. 4.a c totally adjusted 
social group men teachers In general have a tendency to b® 
better adjusted then secondary woman. 'owovar, a critical 
ratio of .59 gives little statistical oanoo to tli®
difference.
gecondary women teachers Imvc a tendency to be a 
little better tîien teachers in general In their social 
standards, but they do not have e tendency to roach tïio 
level of teac^ars In general In social skills. .secondary 
women tend to be more entl-aocid than teachers In g^snertl. 
Neither ao secondcry women tend to reach the level of 
teachers in general In tholr funlly relations, 'ieaohors in 
general tend to have better ocoupailont1 reittions, but 
tend to bo low compared with secondary wcrnei» la tholr 
community relations. 'leachero In general tenu to be better
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0.û^MüX,eù socially thon secondary teachers, but a
critical ratio of .Ob las no statlwtlcal value.
■ >con<lary r,en teachers as co'i;ared v. 1 th the rest of 
the '̂.rou,.'3 —  ;;ersor.?iX adjusti/A'̂ nt. .,ü.a!::entary ;:an taaenera 
teno to be ïaore aslf•reliant than ocoondary l'.ou, but tend 
to tbln^ lass of their o%a personal %ortn than secondary can, 
 ̂ecoadary %en tend to have laore personal freecoai in their 
relations v.lth others tlian olemantary ncn, but clenientiiry 
3en exhibit more of a tendency to belong, . econdary uen 
have & tendency to «Itlidraw ulthln theiuaelves and hava a 
tendency to oxiiitit more nervous Ê Tapto .o than ©Xerncntary 
mon* iji a totally ecJusted personal t:roup secondery man 
tend to ret© belov, the level of elementary men. houevor, 
statistical elf:nlflcanco Is absent because of the snail 
population of the (̂ roup oausins too much unreliatllily of 
tîas averag,©#.
ylemcntery teadtiera in general have a tender, cy to 
rat© lower than secondary men teachers on tîïe pem;onal 
edjuatiisent scale, secondary te&cncra tend tu be more self- 
reliant, to consider tnomselvcs v*orth more, to bo less 
concerned about their pcrson&l freedom, to belonĵ  to larr.e 
groups, to exhibit fewer v.ltudrawliio tondcnciee, and tend 
to bo less nervous than elementary taaenero in t.omrai.
On the total personal edjuotment aoalo the critical ratio 
of £.60 only approaches sici^ificanco,
heoondary aou teacheru tend to be adjusted oa ell
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phases of the personal ad justifie nt scale tixn sooondary 
toac'iera In ĉ î̂ eral. They tend ts be lüore self-roliant, to 
rec&rd, their ov.n v.orth more highly, to enjoy more personal 
freedom, to belong more easily, to be less likely to 
withdrew within thcimsolves, and tend to be less likely to 
exhibit nervous symptoms than secondery teacnors In general, 
i;0wever, on the total personal adjustment scale the critical 
ratio of #99 is not »tutlcticelly si^znificcnt.
..omen teachers in general tend to be leas self- 
reliant and tend to have a lesser feelln^; of pern on cl worth 
t’lan secondary men tea*t.era# \ orne a teachers tend to have 
leas personal freedom, to feel that tiny do not belong, to 
withdraw more easily, end also tond to ezl.lbit to some 
extent more nervoua synptcma than secondary men teachers# 
«onxon teachers in general have a tendoney to be less v @11 
adjusted personally than secondary men teachers# The 
critical ratio of o.l7 shows this difference to bo 
statistically oignificent,
heoondary men teachers tend to show a different 
picture when they era compared with men teachers in general, 
hen teachers tend to be nore self-reliant but sscondtjry men 
tend to consider themselves or loorc persoiu 1 worth.
Jecoudary men have a tendency t.;> fool they ere uioro free in 
their personal reletioiu;, but do not have tîæ tendonc/ to 
feel as secure la their feeling of bolon,piag an mon tcacho-s 
in general# ..:cn teachers in genera 1 tend to be leas lively 
to withdraw within tnomaelvas and tend to l.avc loan evidence
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of aervous tliuxi ceooaÜ6.ry izicjj teuc.-ĥ r3. li'.j ü i-e-li
number of c&a@s fĉ ain ciua^a the uurellatiXity of tto 
avara^os to ba too threat to be vailü.
Taaobera In t;anerai Co not liave th« tendanoy to aioet 
the Xevelo of yeraoaai adjuataiont achievs.aout that aooondary 
men teaonora attain, for they tend to ba Xovaar on every 
î haaa of the i-oroortaX adjuatmont scale* lha critical ratio 
of 2.Oh bctveen the t\̂ o ^̂ roâ 'O ayproaches ai^yilficcnco,
eeondery te a cL era as eor-.pared v«l tri the rest of
the. gf.rou:'e —  socla 1 eclu:-trient» The coraparloon of &üoon tiVÿ 
mon with elementary men tend» to bo en up and down affair oa 
the social adjustnont scale. ocondary men evldencod a 
greater tendency for melntaiiiluy hlt;h social stcndardo tut 
sXmTioatary non had a tendency to out-do seoondary nun la 
their social ski 11s* . ecoadery men ehov; a tfâ dcrjcy to bo
less aatl-soolal ea\(i to show bettor family rulatioas than 
the oleïïientery mon* ilumentary men tend to have better 
occupational relations, but rate lower then aec>nuary men 
in their community relations* Th© SMaii po.ulation of tills 
eroup causes the unreliability of the averapie to bo ao <preat 
al(àdlficanoe la absent*
i-iciïiantûry teachers In t^eneral tond to hoiu the level 
of social standards quite hl(;',h, ao bi.;̂;. in fact, that 
secondary men fail la their tendsncy to reach it. ..mover, 
elementary men teachers irtnodlately' tend to fall below the 
social skills level of secondary men* ...lemcntary ino*. huva
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fi tendency to be more witl-soclel tbun eecoaUery mexu 
secondary men tend to hold thoir ov.n la their fanily and 
ocou.rfitioneX re le tlone. oa t m  coranunlty reietloaa co&lo 
fioooaoary raon have a teridoacy to co better tlma elementary 
teachers* oa the tot cl aocial adjuatocxit scale the critical 
ratio of *96 la laaif^lfleant.
Jeooadary teaor.ers la (general nave a tendency to be 
core ooncerned about their aocial relatione than secondary 
men teachers, but secondary caen do, however, tend to show up 
better on the social skills scale then ©eeondary teachers In 
general* . ocondery men have a tendency to be le so anti­
social than secondary teechors ana secondary men tend to be 
laoro GonoemeO about their ftmXXy relations than secondary 
teecJiers* */nlle second cry men evidenced a ({preater tendency 
for high scores in their occupational relations, secondary 
men did not show such a tendency in their oocmunlty relations 
On the total soclel adjustment scale secondary nexi ïitwe a 
statistical advantage of a oriticol ratio of l.O-li* This 
figure, however, is not large enough to be significant.
..omen teachers In général evidenced a tendency to 
rank higher than secondary mcr in social standards, but 
women teachers did not rate as high In their social skills 
tendencies as the secondary men. ..aacn teaonerh tend to be 
less interested in faally relatlone than secondary men* 
v.omen teachers to not show as great g tendency toy/ard 
occupation relations or ooixuunlty relations as secondary men 
teachers, secondary raen hold a critical ratio advw^tage of
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1 over woœoa tsctcuora in t^onorbl on tha totdl social 
fe«2ju3t.t.eat scale. T M a  oiffereace is statiotlcolly
laaltipilflo&rit.
Iho coaij ariaon tctv.ecs cecondar/ raon cjaa mom tcccLora 
la Goueriil has a tendency to b© an up and dov.n affair, 
secondary aioa evldoncsd a theater turidsncy tnwi jciieu teacher© 
In general In Bocial atandords, but the ciea teacïiera in 
senerel tend to show greater codai ©kills, neither GK>up 
has any serious anti-social tendencies. The îttm teaeaers in 
general tend to have better occupational rolatlona, but 
secondary men have a tendency to evidence better community 
relations. The raean differences oa the total ooolal 
adjustment scale is so iimall that the critical ratio of .13 
la statistically Insignificant.
Teachers in general tend to have better social 
standards than secondary men, but they tend to be less 
concerned about their social skills than secondary men. 
Teachers in ganoral jjcve a tendency to be more anti-social 
but secondary men have a tendency to bo better in their 
family, occupational an- community relations than teachers 
in general, secondary men hjav© critical ration of 1.03 
over teachers la general on the total social adjustment 
scale but it is statistically Iasi galficent.
Conperlson of el*; jr.entary t ê .c v. It ̂, th-:- rest 
2L  K.rou.-s —  person: 1 ad juDtviĉ rt. : lc%cntary tcach'i'ra
in gTiiieral tend to be less self-rulltiit, an : have a ttnhtancy
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to think le&a of their own per;; on ai wortn, but tend to OT.Uf.! 
eieraeiittory men teachers in their peroouel freedom tendencies, 
hiementery men tend to Imve e more definite feeling of 
belon^inÊ then eiementtry tanchera* .lemcntery teacoers are 
more prone to evidence ¥.ith<lrev.imv. tendencies than 
elementary men. nier.,eatery teachers in General tend to bo 
more nervous then elementary men by & ratio of aliuOBt two to
one. The results of thlo feronp are influenced by an
unreliable averoG® beet us© of t*>3 small population of the 
croup.
nleriCütî.ry men teachers show a tendency to be more
self-reliant than secondary teachers in but
evidenced a silently leaser tendency tLuu secondary teachers 
la a feelinc of personal worth, /.lemontary men teachers 
have a tendency to sh^w a >..reat«r leulinv of personal 
freedom aa i-ell as a feelint*. of belon,hiuî . , ecoauary 
tttaciiers tana to withdraw into tUooiac-ilvee and to show a 
Grec ter tendency to be nervous thi n the elecmatary men 
teachers.
..omen teachers in i^enerai ©vlcoaceci a teacency to be 
inferior to ele eatai-y men on each phioBe of tino personal 
edjuutuent ,-Cale, -orae.n teccherc tenood to approach the 
scores of elementary men on tv.o Instaucoa —  that of a 
feel i n o f  j^rsornl worth and tnat of a feulln^ ol ^orsoru-I 
freedom.
hie non tar y men teecaers have a tendon ey to be more 
self-reliant, but nen teacl.ors in ral ten/ to eviceiiC©
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£ hlfiher fed Inti of .̂>eraon;. l v,orth tnan elofkentwy u«n« 
;.loj,ent6ry ucn Wtid to be itore inijibiten th/yi Cien l.et*.oi*ors 
in rii.i for thevi<2eucod a leader feeling of porcon&l 
freedoo than non te&cUera» .iXenautery nen shovvod e. tendency 
to be Ion G f to be lean likely to withdraw from groupa, and to 
have e tendency to be less nervous thun men teachers in 
general*
..hen cow^nared v. 1th teechern In General, olenentury 
mea tüud to be more self-reliant, to have r slight e . ,e In 
their personal %orth texdenoies, to evidence nearly the 
6sac tendencies In their pcrcond freedom, and to nhovf e 
definite tendency to belong » Tenciiere in ha vtü a
tendency to exhibit ctorc ^.IthdreulnG tendencies tnua 
eitjaientery men, end are not as likely to ovei'cojp.e their 
nervous tendencies as easily as elementary men#
Conjsrlson of elsj^r.cntary nert tesc . era v 1th rcat
of tht!  ̂rou 3 —  aocini adjustmen t . ...lumen tar y man tend to 
fall short oi t l e v e l  of elementary teac..ero iu ti*eir 
social standards, but they do evidoaec a ^..reater tendency 
to have tetter i>ooic-l skilxa than elcnentary teucnera* 
i.lenentary teachers in G^^neral have a teitdencG t:» b-? more 
enti-iiooiti, to SiiOw poorer family reiatloi.a, and to be 
laoo interested in t' olr occupational rtlatio:.a than 
ciemeataiy man teachers, ..'ouevar, eleciantary teaoLera have 
e tendency to exhibit better coiutunity relations than 
elementary me; teachers.
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. ©cofAÛ&r/ ero Liore likely *to be ooi^csmcd with 
taelr socitil atejiiifcraü tüt-ri elei,.e:itcry r.ien, but ei eurent try 
ueii er© raoro likely to aiiow botter socitvi skills. .leJïeutciy 
Uton cre more likely to be i.r*tl-cociel then ceoondciy mer., but 
ele.: er.t&ry CtO:» show & ter;.dency to Ik.vo better ff.;T ily relations 
tbiün aecoiiciejty men. -..le'iiCntüry Siou have n tendency to 
evidence better occupmtlonni relations, tut are lees likely 
to have fca yood oormiUilty relations as soconanry men .
.omen tsachers tend to be less entl-social, to 
evidence totter social eteudtrda, end to fesl better la their 
connnuiiity reletions thi.n elenentery men, o,.;en teachers are 
1®2Q likely to evidence a tendency for ooclnl skills, or bo 
aiiovu L2 c^oc ftmlly relations an elementary men, but they 
have a tendency to do better trisn elementary men in thair 
cojiimunlty leietions.
The ooiaparison of elementary .ija n teaoners v.ith men 
teachers la general tends to be an up and down affair. .on 
tecchera la ^^oneral tend to have better sociol atannards, 
but CO not have thu tendency to an.ov, better social snllls .
;.en teachers in i^enerai tenu to to more anti-social, but 
rate better then it co'iea to family relations. Mamsntary 
men have a tendency to aiior. bettor occupatlonal relatloiuï, 
but are not likely to shoiA as c^oo co.niunlty relations as 
men teachers in general,
1 cachers In général tend to ve better socltil 
ctcndnrùB but tend to fall beî.ina elc-r.ontary rt»n tei c..ers 
In their social ukllls. . Icmcntary mon îmvc a ten car, cy to
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bo 150re c,ntl-aoci£*i, bat ht.va t. ttjhoox.cy to rate Li^>ur ti.iha 
teacher 3 la t,aa©r&l la foully reletl or/a . . logeât ary uen ere
rr.orc likely to blox  ̂better occupatlonol relations thta* 
teachere la g^aacrol, but oppuruatly toziu to bu leoa likely to 
fit into the cosiKriunXty eo readily aa teachero in Lenerel.
C Q.v. pari con of elouenten" teachers In ixunorel cltL t he 
reat of the Mrou^.n -- persona I adjust :eht. i.la icntary teoohera 
Zmve 6 tcndouoy to be loaa scif^relient than secondary tenc ©rc, 
but secondary teechero arc uore Huely to be concerned about 
their personal v*orth thua cleuentaiy tcach.eru* .ecoadeiy 
teachers ere less likely to have a ser*au of personal freev.orr. 
but are more lively to evidtu.c© & feelifu, of belon-iuf̂  then 
eloxrtcntery tee oners. i.leucntory tecchcrs s how a alij.p'itly 
hlc.hmr tendency to withdraw, but they are not as likely to 
ahow nervous ay:,ipta.is a a eeooadcry teachcro, hn t .no total 
persom l adjust.ucnt scale ti^rc la a critical ratio of l,9d 
In favor of tbc' aecoaaary teachers, but it io not lar̂ ê 
enouci to bu a i leant.
kOiuc** teachers in i/onoral tend to rate lô êr than 
eleoïeatery teac.^era in eveiy p^aoe oi tue i-ersoaal aajuati«eat 
socle but one. h W  only place that the/ aiiOVi a hiiJLier 
tendency then ti:at of tne eleu.cntuiy teacnori: iu oa the 
personal worth scale. ..Icaentary teach are ttnc to la raoro 
seir-i'elliiiit, no re llx.eiy to have a scnue oi personal 
freedom, and to be less likely to evidence >• it i.ci rowing 
tenêeiiclea or nervous symptona than woucu teachers la
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general. , tLa edvuntcge îiaitî by t: ̂  elejucatary
itOfAon of & critlotl r6»tl o ot* .09 l3 not l&r-e enouy.*; to iiûve 
aay ntatlatioî. i alt^iilflcwioe.
The picture 1& nut ao »:,ood when e3.or;.tJütery tenc-e rs 
ere ooî parecS v.itb wCn teaoLura ia &,ensrul. ,oi' tt-achera have 
a tsuilaacy to be zaore oclt-r-̂ litaiit, huve e teaue*aoy to iievo 
a better aeiise or peraonui worth uiio per^onel freecioü, cnü 
£LOre likely to iJtve e tendency to buloa_, but loua likely to 
lifeve e tendency to v. 1 thdrav̂ . /cu teachoro ere leaa likely 
to have nervous ayô utonni then elenient&ry teachers. 1 he re is 
a criticel ratio of U,.01 fcet'̂ eer. the two groupa on the total 
peroonaL adjustment scale in favor of the men. I his flaui'e 
io at&tistlcnliy si^nlficant.
The picture of elemuntdiy teac;iere com. t.red with 
teachers la .^eneral Is almost identical to tiif.' previous one. 
ulccxentary teachers toad to be leow self-reliant, tend to 
shot less personal wortn, but toad to score equally with 
toLChern In general on thts soalo rup) resenting ^ i eel int. of 
personal freeco;'i. ..l©maatax*y teachers try less llKCly to 
feel that taey belong, and are slii.utly .uorc 11 sly to 
w'ivharaw and to shov; nervous aymptoms timn teachers in 
èi,ôn©r&l. i;oy*ever, the critical ratio of 1.14 ia haroly 
lart̂ e eaouwu to tilve sicuiiicance to tnIs difference oa tus 
total personal adjustment scale.
Co.-.pgrlsorx oi oleoento-ry teacu^rs v. 1th thr) .-est of 
the ttrou.a —  social gdju3t:.i*hit. . oconaary teaCuera tend
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to fall b«hinl elencfitary toacliers in only one pntoo of the 
social ad just.i3crit scale, that of e tendency to show hi Mi 
socle 1 staiidardh, in all th« rest of the j.neoea of tliw 
social edjuotm'jrtt scale eieruontary teac^iors :wc;vs t tcnc^înoy 
to fail below t!î« level set by n e condor y teac'aerrî, un the 
total social adjanitnient socle tlic critical ratio of 1,13 is 
Insiàiiilf leant,
hoaen tcachsro in cienoral ïm.ve a sligiitly hit,.her 
tendency to evidence bettor social standards than eleaentary 
teachers, bat tnoy do not i;nv9 as hl_h a tendency as 
ôicîaentary toachers on the social shills scale, . Icncntary 
teachers tend to be azore anti-socl&1, and their fanily 
relations tend to be a trifle lower than the tendencies of 
worsen teachers in ^;cnersl, but tdey do tend to have bettor 
occupât ion si relations than wo.on teachers, . Okicu teachers, 
however, hevc & tendency to fit into th-? co^imunlty picture 
better than eier.cnt&ry teachers. ;ha critioel ratio betuoen 
tbc tv,a d,roup3 is only .14 v.hlc,. indicates no statistical 
sltyalficanoc is evident,
elementary teacnera tend to havô higher social 
standards than men tcachera In t.uneral, but on all the rest 
of tiit't social adjust; icnt so ales men touchers in (_̂ enoral have 
a tendency to ranr: a cove elersantury tea char s. .an toacaera 
have no statistical advantage over elementary teacucrs ca.i 
the total oooial adjustmont scale as the critical ratio is 
only 1.21.
heaohers ia general izavo a tenacncy to uo better tïx;ii
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©iûi.ieiittiry teaclera in every pr.aso of tî.c siOoltJL rijuj 
scale but one, that of social nt and eras, but tcuoi;«r:j in 
general lavo no statiatioi-l uavaniat^o over elaierittry 
teachers on the total rociel a d Jus t.ecn t icaie, ac cho'. n by 
t[:8 critioel ratio of .70.
C/T'i çe.Tlùon of Eoconaary teach'^ro v>lti t r C3t of t ha 
groups —  porc-on&l ed.lustr.ent. 'econoary toe eh urn îie ve ù 
tendency to be more self-reliant tlarn toechers in
gonerel, and , too, they ere core liAsly to have a better 
sense of ;>er<»onül v*orth tiian teaû.iorü. ..o^on teacliern
tend to feel they v@ Just eo aiuch personal froedon as 
seoonoery teachers, but %;onen teachexa ace not as ilKaly to 
have es bî ĥ e feeling of belonging.. ..o .on t«ecocra ahow a 
higher tendency to %it.^draw t h d o  seconder/ tcacners, and 
they exZiibit mora nervous s/u^ to..n than soconuary teac.icrs*
On the total personal adjust.üsnt ccaie a criticul ratio of 
2.0Ô is not large caou.;,!: to slo^ any Jl̂ /:lficc.nt ciffereace 
between the two groups.
uecondery teachers toi;a to bu ciore oelf-reliant than 
cieii teachers, but tend to think as hi lily of tr.-jir oun 
persoiifil worth as r,eii tcacicvro. en teachers arc llâcly to 
evidence nor a peruoniJ. frcecou c.uc a better foiling of 
belonging than secondary tenci.crs. ea tcachcra arc loss 
likely to SLOW v.ithdrawin^ taudeuoies tuc oaooncary teacæ rs 
tend to be more nervous, howover, ou the total pernosal 
adjustment scale a critical ratio of i.9t is not lar^e enough
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to bo iitatiuticuily .
«coj*ĉ e*ry t^-^achsro tend to be aore solf-rclient then 
ter-Cl^ixn In (j,cn@rel t.r.d tend to think rûera :>f their pernon&l 
VvOrtîi th«*n tef. cLera in i-vr-nort;.!; hov. over, tec cher a in re nerd 
tend to feel they Lnve rnore ..eraonal freed or. wid e better 
fedlu-. 01' belon,^iî. "l.u t\.o rrouro Lre ncerly Iciantioii in 
their tendencies to v.ith :.ren', lut tencnera in . tn;er? 1 tend to 
b& jXLore nervouo thMi neconcery teecher... C'n tie t o t d  
pern one! adjustrr.-nt a c d e  there lo no rl^;nlf leant differonco 
batvveen the tv.o ^,roup3 an nho\;n by t critic- 1 ratio of 1.1Ô.
eris jn of ne conn 6x3' t '-acnerj v, Itn tne reat of t ro_ 
Rrout'3 —  soolnx eajuntrient. .oconnnry teaenerj tend to have 
lovscr social a tan cards t n m  yoraen teachers in rni,
noisevar, in their social akilis , nntl-h.;Ciai tendencies, 
family relations, occupatioanl relations und co.uixunity 
reletlona, neooxidsr/ test hers hLV<c a tcnseno^ to r&te hi^ncr. 
Ihc GifJercncô tetv„e.jn tncne tv o yroupo oa t:;,. total .^oclal 
fedjuatrieat scala in too s;udl to be ai n*ifleant as ahov*n ty 
& critical ratio of l.Ji.
■:.acona&ry teaciiers tend to rank hi^nor in social 
ctsndcrds, cr*d tend to be less tntl-o icini then nen t cachera 
ia c.eaerd. in oors^unity relations seconder y teachers t-l^o 
have c tendency to rtnK hi./her tluoi nuo tenc^ ere In d,-hercl. 
In their social akilis, fcrnlly m l  at ion a, nun occupetloanl 
reletions jnan in y.cncrc 1 va u t^n.dcncy to rtnk hi::̂ hj6r than 
seoondtri* teac’iera, /. critical ratio of .47 iiidicntes tîiere
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la uo û-icnifleant dlfforoaco*
TaacîÆrs In t,enoral hfive a tonaec.c/ to have better 
aoolL 1 6ta xlcrdo tîiua teaoiier̂ -*, but t.iey Xt̂ ok. la
their tendency to ra*J4 higher In eociel akill^ than 
eeoondary tec^cnero, .:ocoadtry teacl'cra are leas liXely to 
be autl-a j-olfel than teachers In rcl . ' econdary teuolero
also tend to rate er in ti oir fa.:iiy relations, ocou^u- 
tlonal relations, end comlUnlty relations than tcacnaro iu 
*,©nôi^l.  ̂gain tîie difference V.etv.eon the t% ) r„rou>a Is
inooasQqucntial to ^hown by a critical ratio of .66,
Co r, arlcon of wcr :en te eel ere v.l th th- a rent of tie 
vro'.J:>a —  i/crson̂  1 a d 3u3t:.?.en t« ...ea teachers tfcud to La i».orc 
eeif-relieat tliaa %omeu touchers by a ratio of almost two to 
one, hovuver, the teudoue: does not roach t:!0^e proi>ortioas 
on the poroonul worth acalu*  ̂acre Is very little differoat-e 
In the teadsiiolos of the two roups oa tbs personal froeuom 
socle. ..en teachers tend to beload core than noaen teachera, 
but they tend to be less likely to withdraw tljan wozfmii 
teaohera. , omen teaohera iiave a tcudcacy to to more nervous 
then man toeehers by a ratio of almost tv.o to one, Cn this 
total personal adjustm«3nt ccale tliere la a cl nlficant 
difference between th;s tvo rrOv.;s in favor of the men, as 
shown by a critical r©tio of 5.19.
Tao tendency Ic* for tcaohcrs in i/iucral to exceed 
women teachers in solf-relianca, porooual v art i, . crL,onal 
freedom, and c feeliuc of aaiourriup; but v.omon teuch.ers are
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more lively to withdraw* wid more iiiceiy to ahow jiarvoas* 
ByruptOiiia, jtov.ever, on tiie tott.1 i,cr^onLl edjuotaont aoale 
the fleure 1.11 does not show any difference of stntietioel 
significance between tne tïvo groupa.
Co.'iperl̂ on of oron teachers v 1th the rest of the 
r.roupa —  social ed jiiotrent. .-oner* teach era ïXiVQ a tendency 
to oxliiblt better eoclal standards than non tocchora, but 
zen tench era have e tenden cy to altovi botter eoclul okiila. 
rea teachera are core lively to antl-aoclal, but irave a 
tendency to exhibit better ftnlly relatlorua. . ,en tcachera 
felao have a tendency to cLo% better occupational roiatloaa 
end better wnnunlty reiationa tîitua v.oraen teaohora. Cn tn@ 
total social cdjuatnont acale the critical ratio of l.SO 
©iiowa no aisîilfleant differences,
leaohera In ^©neral arc lean likely to euow as 
social Qtfmderds aa %ommi teachers, but tauy are more linely 
to anoh better aocial salila than v omen teaonera. ihe tv.o 
drouys shov, the awie tendencies or* cnti-soeial scale, 
but teachers in ^cnertl t@i*d to slum better family relations 
end better occujp&tiomsl relations than v.omeu teach era. 'ihc 
two r̂ou*)s have vei*y little difference in their tend en cl es 
in their comunlty relations. totally adjusted groups on 
tiic socle I scale the critical ratio betw.een t'ue tv.o groups 
of ,50 is Inconsequential,
Co riparlsm of non teachers wtth teechera in /eneral —  
jjcrsont 1 ecüjuctmcnt, ,:en teachers in general navo a tendency
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to bo Kore soil*—reliant tnaa toaoi^iera in e_̂ anex‘ai» ^©n teac*iarü 
toad ©loo to rank higher than toaonora in general la personal 
v^ortn, peraonnl froodom, and in a feeling of belonging* 
ïoacbars in general era more likely to exhibit %.itnürav.lng 
tendon oies, and are more likely to show nsrvoua aynptoma than 
mou teachera* On total peraounl adjuatiaont tîüB
clfforencsa b@t%@@n the t%o group© are Inalgnlfloaat as aho-v̂ u 
by a critloal ratio of E.05.
Cojnpariïton of teachers v;lth teacriers In . ancrai —
soola 1 achluatrnent. \.en teachers in gonoral have e tendency 
to to inferior to teacher© in ^enernl in their oocial 
standards, but they iiave a teuaeucy to exoaeü teachero In 
.t^enerul In aociai skiiia* :.'da teacher© linva a nii^Jitiy 
higher tahdenoy to be uuti-aooiul, but in their l"a:.JLly 
relhtiona mon teach©re liav© a tendonoy to rank hit..'̂ er than 
teoche ra ia general, ..or: teach or© tern to ij&vo better 
occupational reiatiuAS thw* touchvra iu gauerul and tz^ey also 
feel t ‘*at they fit Into the oocuuUnlty better than ten oners iu 
general* Ca tn© total sooiei (^0juotn^x.t t-caie a critical 
ratio of *6? ahov.*3 no aigiilfleant difference*
Comparison of the scores of elementary v>omcri vdth tîie
— ^  "" 'uder ; reference necord* <...ie.jK̂ sntary
women teachers ïiavo a tcnaency to be Icmer in every phase 
of tiia interest scale than secondary vx)uun, elementary 
women are lass mechanical, less computational, less scientirto, 
less persuasive, less artlntio, less literary, loss musical.
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leea inclined to Lo or & aoolt.l yervloe turn of mind, and laso 
oleriokl in their ten den ole c thwi & ecoi^d&ry v.omen tc&cnerû*
Ihe stQtiatict-l uifforoiicoa ttjtv.eun the two î roû s in nil 
pheoes of the interest test lock oiLnlfldtnee. The highest 
critical retio wes h.67 on thti i.eohenlobl sonie. This figure 
does Lpproaoa siiipiricofico*
..hen eleiaentery wouien ere compered with secondary mesa 
the tendency is somcw!^t different. Iho acconcery m m  tend 
to be more faeohenicol, but elementary women are likely to be 
more computational. .>©coudary men ere likely to be more 
scientific and more persuasive U.an ©iomentaiy v.om«ri, but 
secondary men arc likely to be lees artistic, secondary men 
are prone to b« more llternry t-nc' more musical, but the tvo 
t,i*oupa differ little in their aocitl service tcnaencias. 
llementary women, he*.ever, are more Inclined to be clerical.
In only one interest field, the artistic, ic there any 
fii/ure of statistical aldnifioancc. here tlio critical ratio 
of 2.L0 shows a sii.niflount difference in favor of the 
elementary woman.
-oconcary teacxicrs in (general itave a tenuenoy to be 
more mcchanlcax than eiemeutary women, but t.iey co not have 
as hi^n & tendency to be conyutatioi.al as tue elementary 
women* heoondar> teauhers are llwely to be more scioatific 
and persuasive, but elementary vioiicn tend to be more 
artlrtic. . econt^aiy teachers tend to be r.ore literary and 
more musical, but can mutch only tho tenaency of elementury 
in social service. . Ie;o0ntaiy women teachers tend to
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be izjoto oXerioeJ. than aecoxidury tcechera in ^anernl.  ̂
tba artlatlo uoale lü tno only aoclv t.hare tî-io re In a 
slt^irioant difference betv*aen the ^roupn an nhov^n by e
critical ratio of O.u?# ^.^ain, it ia in favor of aleruentary 
t,ozicn.
nlô*ï.ontary woiacn teaohara tcxic to be leas jnechnnlcal 
as well as less computational than v, oiaen teaehern in general. 
,.omen teachers in neral continue their tcnCcnoy to be more 
scientific, more percuaalve, more artistic, more literary, 
more musical, and more social uervice minded, but they arc 
loss likely to be clerical thon clem enta ly v-or:on* Ihere is 
not a sinple field in whicti tiî© cliffereneco between, the groups 
even ci’ roach statlatioal ai^nifIcsnoe.
Men t eaonero have a tend an oy to bo .lore aeoZtanioal 
than elementary women, but they lack the tendency tlmt the 
elementary women have to be computational. ..cn t each era 
tend to be more aeientific and more yerauaaive , but t.ey aza 
less liaely to be artistic than elementary vomen, i-ltti.exitary 
women toad to be lean literary and lens musical, but Uicy do 
rate a tie on their tendency with men teac. ora to be of a
social service turn of mind. ̂.lamentury women tenu to ïa vo
a siithit ©df̂ e over mon teachers ia t,onnrsxX %« ucn it cornea to 
clerical tendencies. >he arti^itio field in ti:e only field 
which shows & stetisticdlly si^piiileant difference. .;ere 
a^ain, the critical ratio of o.b5 shows a si^ificant
différence in favor of elementary woneri.
.-hen eloiaentary v;omca taacdaru arc conpared with
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teecàoriî la , eie:coat&ry v.oruea rt.v̂  u tonùcncy to oàc«1
la oaly ono fldid* tl.at of olerlct-1, 'ieact̂ era in trônerai tond 
to bo xr.ore Kiaohanlc&l, nore coaiputatioaai, ;>ioro scientific, 
rujora i)©rauaalve, laor© artlatlc, ruora literary, cor© cuoical, 
and mor© social service mlndea, inero la not a slxijle fie là 
that is stetistictlly slcnlfleant. Ihe ^^reateat differenoo 
lies In the ertl^tlc field ulth c orltloel ratio of 1.99.
CoC;ifarlton of secondary v.ocen t etc .ers v.ith the reat 
of the rrou:w —  huder , reference . coord, ."econdary i^ocan 
teachers tend to he more me oh cn le c l , core eoc^utatl o:uil, more 
scientific, core persuasive, ead core artistic than secondary 
mon, hut on the literary scale the two ^.rouye :cjve a tonaency 
to bo identical in their literary intoroata, . eooriclary v.omen 
tend to he more musical, ana of & more social service turn of 
mind but less clerical tiian secondary r.<vi. Ihero la not a 
single field in Vvhlch th& alfforcnccs letaecn thse tv.o groups 
even ay y roach ali^^nlflotmce.
secondary Vvancn teachers tend to ta more mechanical 
timn elementary teachers in general by a ratio of more than 
tw-o to one. The critical ratio of l.dô 1̂, nearly statis­
tically si nifleant. iney aloo tend to be nore computetiGual 
tîîun elementary teachers but only by a very small margin, 
secondary women teachers tend to be more scieritific ao veil 
as more persuasive than elementary teaar.era but tha two 
Groups ere mlmoct identical in their artistic tenaencl-jc. 
vecondary v.omen tene.ors tend tj be no re literary him more
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musiouX than eloaeatary teachor& lu tjcaarai, l̂3>*ie,̂ .ti:ry 
t®eori«r3 tend to be ol u r̂ ioro Loolal service fui’a of r.lud 
ana ere more Xl^ely to ovldenco cierici.1 tonuenciea t*ü*n 
aeûonaary »\omon taacî„«rs, /ha other tiiffarsi-cea bot^.eon tfa 
tv;o £,roupa laoiî otatisticaX oli*nlf ic«̂ nc«,
^.«condery v/js-aen Imvo a tend en cy to bo more mochaaioal, 
more oaaputetlonal, more aolentiXic, more peroueslve, end 
more artistic theui men toacherc la f^enornX, but the men 
teachers have a tendency to rank above seoonanry Vvomen In 
the literary field# u Usicnlly, secondary Vionaon toad to rate 
above men tetchera In $eaercl, and tend to be of a more 
sooial service turn of lulnh. Clerically, man teachers In 
general tend to do better than aecondar/ v.oaen teachers, 
hovever, none of the differences between the tivo cjfoups er© 
©tatl&tiodlly sicniflc&nt#
liecondcry woraen tcachern have a tendency to do Letter 
than teachers in t:,onôral In every phase or tîÆ huder 
j-reference necord, but none of the differences cy, roach 
statistical alt:nifioaaee#
Com:j*arlson of seco; Uar/ men teec'^ern % 1th other 
yxoupa on t;.-e nuder - reference record# .-acoauazy luoa 
teachers l̂ nve © tendency to bo more mtjcLanloui tut less 
eoaputatlon&l t)iua elementary teaeherc la ^onornl. 
hlaaentary tcec:rs tend to to less artistic ai*u less 
persuasive tout aro more artiatlo than eeoondary men#
Jeooacary men have a tendency to toe more literary and
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iivusical but ies3 iliiely to bc: or socl&l s -rvlce turn of ralxid 
tbta eie.teutsry teaoiiera* . laaertiary tucicr.eru tenu to b«
mor« olericûliy Inclincicl* :.ona of tlia alfferencea nr© ierc©
fcXiOUô.* to be ototiütlo&lly üi.>';iriCwit ♦
;jôconds.ry i-xen tsaciieru tend to b« aorc iteohnnloal but 
ieaa ooaij^ut&tion&l, iesa aciontirlo, eno lean yoruuaalva tijua 
toonan teucnsrs in ^;eneml« ’. oaea teucnern in (̂ .eneral Vfivo n 
tendency to bo xaore artistic uut not na literary aa acoor.dary 
jaen, ;:®concary non are more likely to be munloni end 
clerical but ivomen teaeheru in ^jikeral r*avc e tendency to bo 
more clorlccl. bone of the fields snov/ any stetiotlcelly 
sii;niflociit differenced betv.oen tno t%o i,rouyo.
.-econdery men till lave tho tendency t o be more 
mechanioal than teachers In general. cn t tjst oo .yutationnl 
aeale, now ever, teachers in f>,anerel tend to le hi,_ her. 
heoondary men tend to be more aciontlfio end a trifle more 
persuasive than teachers in £enerol, but uo not have the 
art la tic tenuonciea Xlstxt teachers In c-̂-u'iexuil have. eoondtry 
nan tend to be moi*e literory and re musical tut Imve a 
lesser tendency to ba of a social service turn of aind.
1 cachera in general vc a a 11 ̂ht edtf,0 over secondary meo. 
teachers in their clerical tcxidencleo. ,\̂ -:uin, none of tne
mean differences arc enou;yh to be si(;iilf icL:\t.
Co;nhurlion of elex.-i'-;ntery teaoh'^rd v. 1th the rest of 
t?>e t.roxi.iSi on the huder . reference eoord. x.lemontary 
teachers in &^cn@rnl l4ive a tendency to be le^s macl.unioul
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but faora co^a^utatl onal timn 3ôConde.ry ttî&chersü In r&i.
They tîlüo h&d & teadcsicy to be le au scleiitiflc as vvjll &a la as 
persuasive, but tend to to uove ortistlo thon aocouü&ry 
teachere. w.ôooriuary teucLero tend to be r%ore literary end 
iwro nus 1 oui, but tone to have tho su.io tsndenoiea ulon& 
ôooibl service li^es us ele:r*entury teucaers. ^.lonentury 
te&chers huvo n tendency to te no re olericeJL then seooadniy 
teachers* ihe only field v,hicli @ho%s eay si^ilflonnt 
difference is the artistic fiall as sLown by a crlticsl ratio 
of Ü.o5. The difference is in favor of elementary teachers*
Teachers la izeaeral tend to bs rcor© munie ally inclined 
but less computational than elementary teachers* i leiaontary 
teaonors are less laclii^d to be scientific and persuasive 
than teachers in d,eneral but are more Inclined to be 
artistic* Teachers in eonerai îmve a tendency to bo mrcre 
literary and raorc musical, but elementary teac’.ers also tend 
to be more clerical tfian teachers in ral. hone of tho 
fie Ida show any slpnifi cant differonces. The artistic field 
comes the closest to »id,xiifioanc© by a critical ratio of 1.99.
Co d>arisen of &econdnry teacf.ers In çcneral vith 
teachers lu p.enernl on tr^ r.uder > reference ..ecord* leaofjars 
in general arc less lirisly to be mec^ianicsl out more li*.ely 
to be computationst tiic.n secondary teachers. _ccondary 
teachers have e tendency to be more scientific as ucll as 
more persuasive, while teachers in ral tend to bo mrxr©
arti.tic# hecoudary teachers tend to ba ;\ literary and
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Moro n*uûical, but teiid t-u. be oC v. sociii acrvlee tuiTi or
tulnû, Twacheru in ignorai to b« noro clcricul taun
seoondar/ taucnera* . o .a oî t ‘;a fieldj e.'.ov* any dlffertoca 
or tim Dioa*'ia Itrt^o onoucli to ba ,^l.;yiifloant.
Gompariison of teechera erta v.ocon. tencners on t he 
ùuder . ref arenca ;{eoord. î eu teacWri. novo o ten dan oy to ba 
C!.ore ineobanical but vva'̂ an taaolj# r@ tend to b« more oo^iputu- 
tional* ,eu tend to b© jior© eclentlflo cr.ci nore ;:ernuesiv© 
but tend to be lean trtiatio. ::oa are ollp/.vtly raore of a 
literary and mualoni trend but are not aj llKcly to be of 
the suiso turn of mind in the social service field aa v.-omon, 
;r«u teaohorn, strange aa it :my seeing tend to be nor a 
clerieai than wonen teaeiera. There ia a airnlfleant 
differenoa betueen t M  %\̂ o (,roups in the art is tie field na 
aaown by a critical ratio of o*iw*
Comparison oi women troc.-^ra teach ore 1 n pen oral
on the ;yUdar .'refers:ee coord. Teachers in (.general tend to 
be more meohanioal sau loaa cOrn.iutatithan women toaohora, 
..ortcn teachers are likely to bu ieaa sclentlfio, leua 
persuasive, but mor© artistic, icachera in ,glanerai tend to 
be silently zwr© literary but Lli^oiiy less munical ttiun 
women teachers. ..omen taaciiers iîavtî a tend en oy to be more 
Gooiel service minded than teachers in ^oaerai but îiavo a 
leaser tendency to be clerical. ions of the dif ferenoca in 
any of the fields oveu. api roach clc'nlficfmce.
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Con .nrloou of tcfc.c\era :■ 1th tettc%crs in on
t̂ -e ::uder * i-cfer̂ sr.ce ■■ecord» ..en tfefccàorü tend to be laora 
;;.ecut*niet.i but lees oô ;̂utL.ti ouel thLii t ne cl: era in j^encrai* 
laey &r@ fclso uiortt llizcly to ba acientii'io une persuuaiva but 
lew ftrtletic then tauoLors in c^nerul. . ,an tcuc:*ers buv« a 
tcndenoy to be more litorury uno more musicui, but lass aociul 
service minded tnun toacLern h. tianerul* .-ca bevc u uliclit 
edmc over teucaera in ^caeriii in tacir clerioni ttadeacieo, 
lioae of tnc lioluo nkow uny ui julilcant ulfferoaces bet^.eau 
tbs two tdi*oupa,
...uegtlonnelre for elsnsntfcry tt̂ ac.<̂ ra> Couasciln^ Is 
e rùthor rooent ixinovttion in the eauoutional world, and 
those toeohcrs who onterod the teecniih; proroaclon Lufoi'e or 
dur in,:, tha dopreasion hud little opportimlty to be counseled. 
Of the elementury toechers v. ho entered tirjc tee china profession 
during this ceprosolon, all of them Indicated t ict thty 
planned to teach whether or not they been counseled. 
Ceventy-five per cant of thoae who m d  received counnelln^, 
eutorad the te&ci'iina profensloa, but uiiather or not tiioy 
would havu entered to© profession without nuvln^ received 
oounseiiat; was not indicated.
Ihe Lu e s tl onn ajre for sc cone cry t etohern. ..hen the 
secondary teachers were ©zumined, tha results were u little 
different. The oounacllip.. factor sô©.,is to Imva entered into 
tiia total situation more this i?urticulur ^roup but
whether or not it wna t̂ js cuusa of tliu people anterln*^ the
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toachixi,; la cirrioult t - coo.iC&ry teaci.in^
rwi&ulrea t'.jro XorziiX a:^
curiii^ tLje ütj^reûaiüii cay a t*jü eoox*..a.ilo ft-otor oaiaicctucl r.itü 
tü ü  loa^or t r a in la a  ecox.dary ta a c h e ra  l^j  ’.t.ve  had
( uôterriîia; effect, /acondtiry teacLcra h a w  a larger teaching, 
©xyerteaco aver au® ty 1.4?b  ̂@ ar& tdui €.-If;r.̂ :iLtury teucliera 
ardcli ‘aouiJ ludioatc t ’a t  soooudary toucV.era were nore likely 
to have catered t̂ ±s proi'aaalou darla^, thw à aa years,
.. lai'aor yerceatfct.3 of a‘3 0oadary teacixera v, do had couaaolln^^ 
pleumed thdlr teaordn^ careers, lidx? seeaxa to Indicate tlx at 
coimsolln^ does imvo sona laflac^.oe upon tU«s teacher’s 
eaterlny the tcaohlnd, profcoolon.
Correlations with, el-e-voutary tcac.erg, The correlations 
found uoinp rcpresontatlve ^rouy do not hov© too r.uch 
statistical cl-.nlfi 0£.iice, owev^r , In so/ie instances tlB 
correlations are hiy,n eaouch to warrant a deeper study of this 
type. Of the correlations co:iputed between the soorca received 
oa the Kuder .reference rvccord ai'id the total personal 
acjuotmeat scale of t::a California Teat of . croonailty, trare 
was not one sin^lc correlation over .Cllh and ti& majority of 
the correlations wers zero correlations. %ni the correlations 
coriiputed between social cdjua tn^it a cela aiiu the interest 
fields of the *.uder, tno hi,,host corrélation in this tsroup 
was soiTiewhat hin-cr than hle-cat one in tiw ^^revlous 
croup but it is only w.,-.ioU in not enough Ll.^hor to
be of much otatisticai value, ihc cjrrelatlous co—yuted
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between the t,3tc.1 cdjuatrient scele ot tLc Ci.iirornl6 Tê it of 
iorsonelity and tie zilna Interest fields of tViS Ludar 
I rafar@;:ce ](acord do not shciv much improve: :ent. The 
corral et Ion of ,d911 Is a all.̂ ĥt lmprovc.:.ant over t>xj ones 
obtained in tlie other tv.o eroup-s but still lo not large 
enough to be vorj signifieout.
Corra lot Iona — • n is ea 11 anoous. ‘ini* part of the survey 
Is purely of a pernont.i natira cnà lo presented here for 
e%*y il nation purposes only, for it Las little authenticity on 
the grounds t m t  the fields v^hlcL were coi'related end v>Lioh 
did show a somav.list higher corrélation did not- have sufficient 
Items In than to give e true pioturo of tVau situation., ihe 
reference her© Is to 1 1%. corrélations which wore conputod 
batv.oon the. self edjustmcsit scale on the California Tost of 
: ©rsonallty and the social service field of the I'.uder 
: reference i;ecord for secondary nan. This gave a oorrelntlon 
of •44ÜÔ* A so:u©w*i£i t smaller correlation of .4414 %as 
obtained u W n  tij© social s d jus teen t scale was correlated uitii 
the social service fle.U . : .aw ever, v.hc-i correlations were
computed between the total adjustaent noale of the person­
ality test and the social service scale of the interest test, 
a correlation of was obtained. .:owe\er, nea the
acorea of soconaary v.ome:* uare u.^cu and a corrauntion v.t-s 
oaaputed be tv,eon t**e coumunlty relations seals of ti^ 
peraonnlity test sad the social service fieia of the interest 
test, a correlation of .009 was found.
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ii of scorco of c 11 t oachcrs. pen
teeohe tb . end v.oracn tee chord on tr.e tot&l _'ercori.el 
ed.-uatr.ent> The fiftiota jeroontlle oa the California Test 
of eraonality id taat point v̂ i.ich Irtulcatea where the 
aver&g^e or normal peroon will fall when compared with ti.e 
people Upon wham teat was standarcLinoc, ..oLaea toachero 
la (j,enernl toad to be leas well adjusted then either non 
tee Che rs or te&chera in général, he It nor ere they as well 
adjusted ea the people Uj,on whom tia teat was aturjdurdiüod* 
i.OLicn toachors have e percentile rank of about forty-five; 
teachers in oneral îiavo a percentile rank of about fifty- 
six and men teackiers have a pero- ntiie rank of about 
seventy-five. The oxily alp,aifleant difference that was 
found was between men teachers and woncit tcacJiers. hero a 
critical ratio of ÏÏ.16 is otatU;ticnlly sitPiif ictmit •
Corw ari son oi tt>echero in penornl . toe chers. and
women teachers on the tot a I c oolel ad jujtmfr.it. ha the total 
social adjustment scale the picture la a little different.
Cn ti.la scale vo.uea ta sc hers tend to ba better adjusted 
socially %1'̂ u tne t̂ roup upon i.hom tha* teat vvsa atan dard i zed $ 
tut still do not reach teachers In dcneral or men teachers, 
doth men teachers and teachers in cwneral tend to rank 
higher than the people upoii who.;* the test waa standardized, 
•.omen toacners have a percentile rank of about sixty-tnroe; 
teachers in (general ikivo a percentile rank of about sixty- 
four, and men teacaors ikxve a p&rceatiiu ram: of about
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seventy, r.ono of differoucea between the ;:.roUi.a ri*vo tjay
stutlstlC€iX tsi,:jiiricnnice*
Cop.,.'e.rl>og or -̂ero in r enerf.l. c.er. t <*&cngra, and
WOP,*-."ri tt̂ &c.nt*ra on t tot^l rdJuMjnent sotJLfs. ün thlo 
profile v̂ ocsea te&chsra tend to rat© bicker than tho people 
upon wnoin the test %a@ staadnz'dXzed but tnep do not coto© up 
to either the moa teac ̂ ern or teecrerc In c^^nor&l. '-en 
teechero in c^norul end teeoiier© iià cenerai are ©till ©Love 
the people upon i&hon the teat wea staudnrdlzed. ...en tcuci^r© 
have u percentile rnasc oi about soventy-throe; teackera in 
cenerel Imv© m percentii© rank of ©bout oixty-ono, end v.œiea 
toucbera have a percentile rarsK of about fifty-two. vho 
eroL-test difference cxiata betv.oen :/iea tecohorn and v,omen 
teacnera but even hero 2.46 la not significant, but it does 
approach alcnlficence.
Co::u'&ricon o 1 tet ch.ora in ral %4 th ex:.‘erlcnce
over ten years ano ui.der ten years on t!,.o total yeroonal 
ad.1uot.y.eat. hi cure 4 on pec» %4 presents interesting 
inforjûÊtion. lhou« people who Lavo aore than ton years 
of experience, cither seconder:, or t-loiK.entury, tend to be 
leaa veil adjusted persOin.ll/ than thoue v.hto hava hud leas 
than ten years of experience, lue teachers with mar'© than 
ten years of experience îiave a perĉ .yitil® ruili of about 
forty—©itrht , and tXiOO® with lens tnun ton yeura of 
experience have a  ̂arc en til© ruiik. of uoout sixty-one. *h© 
critical ratio of î .Ol dues not show any uic.nificant
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Coft:,)e.rl L'urt of t«?f-chera In r 1 v lt\ tr.r a V n
ye«ra pf exjerlcnco v.ltn legs then t('ü y#era pf experlcTiCe 
^  tpt fe i soeltii %  t aeniw. i:it:uro & on pts-é̂e 96
aho%a iioui-o Inaprovement lu tLe f«rceritlle Cn tliia
sQClt:i C.Ü jus taon t profile toecnero v it h less then ten yeoro 
of ezperlenoe htiv« a t^nooncy to rcnk higher than te&ohesra 
V 1th Hioro them ten ye era of ezporloi.ce but the difference 
between the t%o frourra Is not ta erect ee It %&3 on the 
previous profile. Tctchera % ith nore than ten years of 
experience have a percentile renklnj of about 90.b v̂ iJLio 
those teachers v.lta lens than ten years of experience have
a percentile razî ln,̂  of atout 60. The critical ratio of *Jü6
is not ItTü® enoUi^h to be statistically Bl^^nlf leant •
Co?i:-‘arl OOP of teachers la  ̂cneral vith more than ten 
years oi experience aisi v it'\ Xoaa thin ton years of 
ex.perleaoo on the total adjustment scale . rl^ure 6 on pa^e 
97 ©howa this Inforrriatlon. on this particular profile ti;e 
panklri(-̂ s of the tv.o iproups ten à tv come to, etncr. Jn the 
total fcüjustîaeat there 1l very little difference between 
those v^ith more than ten years of experience end those v*ith 
less than ten years of experience. Those v.lti, over ten 
years of experience have a percentile ra;iK of slxty-tv;o ar.d 
those v;lth less thau ten years of oxparlciioe liavc a 
percentile rank of olxty**one. 1 nere is no statistical
difference her© betneen t;©se t«o t;roups* *he critical
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ratio of *££9 tea no aWtiotlcel alt^nlflotnoa#
^;x^eriei^e i'vea e t Ancien oy to cau^o teeonora to neko u 
lo%ver percentllo renklnti on the total peraonel edjwstment 
ctoald v-hllo oxperlenoo on the other i-end tend a to Inoreaoa tî*© 
oapeclty to niake hi porcc;*tile renkinüS on the ooc lei 
adjustrcient a oelo . Gn t m total ad juntaoat 3 cele ncltlc r croup 
hoida much of en edventece, but there la e tendency for those 
v.ith more the;, ton years of experience to rate allclitly hlijher 
than those v»lt.'. lens than ten yenrs of ez; erlenoe. Doth hrou. s , 
ho>.avor, er© higher in tholr perceritlla rarJcincs thnn the 
croup upon %hom the test w&s standardized.
the croup surveyed &&3 primarily a rural crou;, # G'h© 
teachers particle atli^ cum© from towns of po^^ulatiuua leas 
than three taouaand* ,het];er or not the sa;ne trends of 
experience affecting; ^personality traits would be as muca In 
evidence or In evldunoe at all la tr**3 lar^e urban areas oC 
iGoatniio, t hi a survey docs not reveal. Oiue of the fact ora 
which account for the trends of thin survey mit̂ ht be 
eliminated by employment la ti^ lerca urban areap. A survey 
of the00 urbtai areas would be valuable in ettemptln(; to 
determine to what extent ta© peraonullty traits which cause 
uiideelrtlly Lc:justed teachers would bo eliminated by 
employnent in those larc®f cities.
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-ho lnfor_:&tIcn atudiac oa tlio forei^oinc iJQc®̂  Is &n
E&ttëzipt W  heter:;'il£i© to lAb&t extant a ’’toachor perüontJLity 
existed, an ©valuation of exlatinc personality traita as 
they influeïicod teachln,i, fields, and to ùinoarn ta idiat 
extent eXi.ressed Inter© a to co£.ipered v»ith p era until ty traits* 
The survey showed that teachers tended to rate higher 
on tnelr peruoaul, social ai.d total adjustment than tïa 
people upon uhoia tj*o test v as standcrdizes. ..owever, it is 
difficult to OLj tint hi y I reokln^s in particular 
personality traits are peoullar to teaoiiers only* It is In
favor of t*io teachers to say t.-at teao-iers as a v.nole do
not lisve nwiy abnoirial personality tencenoies as revealed 
by the reoulta of thu survey* j. "teachin,- peraouflLit/" 
id»© -nouid infer that teachers nave two paru on all tie s, one 
for the d a  so room and one for out aide the clasarooia. hi le 
teachors do evidence particularly hiji social stanuarco, 
one ounnot say that only teachers have hlph standards and 
t. at this hiuh raukia:- can be &:% lied as a r̂ n̂rt of a 
"tcaoMnp. personality". Teuchors taneod to rank hi_a in 
the social service field snd certainly teachin^ lieu within 
this cate^jory, but Ciiain onw cannot say that tala 
ranking, is peculiar only tu toacr»ers*  ̂a a totcily acljuated
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i n d i v i d u a l  t e a c h e r a  t e n d  to rtuièc h i ' . h e r  t h a n  p o o ; I d  I n  
t ; e n e r e l j  b u t  a p p a r e n t l y  t e e c n o r n  h a v e  I n t e r e n t a  v .h lo h  a r e  no  
Dior© p e c u l i a r  to t h e i r  p r o f  eat: i o n  t h a n  those o f  o t h e r  
prof©anions•
It in Cifflcuit to evaluate peraont.llty traits as 
they luriueiioe tc&cnlng fields for cuoh e problem ultirdtely 
involves the tiutsatloa of tecchinc.̂  nuoceas. Ihla ourvcy in 
no v»ay attez:;ted to evcluate the success of teachers.
. t>v.over, the re is a tendency for spécifie field teachers to 
©videuoe per^ioueiity traits *.oouller to theaselvea. hi^h 
school teachers vdij arc in spoclfio flvjlca have a tmcieacy 
to te bettor adjusted pernsnail/ enc cociaily than oicsoutery 
teachers. ,hiCt. ur or not this is true because of the areas 
of apeolflc teaohiUo fields in school, cannot be stated
as a certainty. elementary taacherri are more î̂ eneral in 
their interests thn.* secondary teachers as evidenced on the 
Interest teat inventory, Inis is no doubt due to the lac^ 
of field speoi&ilzatlon to uiiioh el amen tar y teachers are not 
required to oocoly. Just why elc.^entûiy teachers tend to bo 
loss well adjuated has not been doterniined by this survey.
The field of correlations in t ’is study showed tlie 
need of further study. There in little to substantiate tite 
belief that interests anu por-onality traita are correlated 
to any groat extent. ..ov.evor, uno.;- one vclvcs into the 
specific subdivisions of th* personality tost and the 
interest test, the correlations tend to be i:ioro rovealixq;, 
but as far as authentic infor .ation is obtained this study
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doca not rcvocii any eorr^lntioa tsxiàsriclca or any otatioticaX 
valuo.
The which ha:; plagued the teaching profeaaion
becauso of Ita previous low training: stcndarda, haa caused 
oo,aO surreptitious lL.pl 1 cations. Tlda survey showed tx 
tendency 5or teachers In penorsl with tw. or wore years of 
experience to be less well adjusted .jersoiially* ..pecifloti^y, 
elementary woncn teacJiora had the t^rcateat tendency tl ong t*la 
line* .;het}:cr or not t la evidence of poor personal adjust­
ment was due to the Inflltratloa of poorly trained people into 
the te&chln,^ px'ofeaal .-sn during th j period of lax controls, or 
whcthur teachers cvldcnolnc; these tnndonoieo ivere thesis elves 
poorly adjusted, or wfietLor there were factora encountered 
while teaching, that onuued tnia poor adjuntrsunt, wan not 
brought out in thin survey. .iovever, elerueatcry woraen. 
teachers liad tixs lon^^eat avera<;e of tead. expericjnce, and 
it wea thin au..X) t_;roup t:mt exl*iblteci a tundei.cy to tlie
hiiiheat withdrawing,: tezzdeuolen irnc; norvou;s ay:;pto:-:3. It h&a 
boon only In recent years that nen have entered the 
profession in any numbers on levels below the colleco or 
university. ..on evidenced bettor pcruonal adjustment tîien 
elementary worsen, thus the implication is tha t the poor 
showing of the elojnantary teachers on the withdrawing 
tendencies and nervous aymptooia seal©3 was duo primarily to 
elementary women. ._:l:iOu ©lcr*entary woaiou had the lon^,out 
average In thoir years or experience, and ülnce they showed 
© tendency to be lean well adjusted poraouaily, the
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I s a ^ ^ i ic t - t lo n  n i i ^ h t  bo t û a t  t h o - a  c l e j i u n t k r y  v.olioïi o n t c r l n ^  t h o  
jPrQfcûsion durln,: thsci itx periods Uod lesu v̂ oll «làjuatcd 
p 6 r : . o a & . l l t l a  s e t  t  ho t i ;s o  o f  t - i o i r  t iu te r l i< ^  o r  v .e ra  ô a a i l y  
I r i l l u Q o c e d  b y  f a c t o r o  e n o o u o t c r e d  V t l i i i e  t c a c h l r i e *  T e a c h e r s  
\^ i t h  t e r i  o r  CiJi's y a a r a  o f  © X j^ e r lo n o e  r w ik o d  1 ; ^ e r  o n  th ©  
p e r a o n e l  a d ^ u s t u e n t  s c a l e  t L a u  t i jo  p e o p le  u p o n  vJiOta t h e  t e s t  
\vfes s t a n d a r d i z e d ,  V h la  f a c t o r  v^ould f u r t h e r  s t r e n g t h e n  t h e  
a b o v e  i f î i p l i c n t l o n .  ;O v.ev©r, t t a c .  c r s  i n  u n e r a l  %*or© a b o v e  
tb s  l e v e l  o f  t h e  p '^ o p le  i n  n b - o r a l  upon v.ho:a t h e  t e s t  v»aa 
a t i n i û s r d l z c û  on  t h «  p o r n o a a l  a d j u n t j i e n t  s c a l e ,  •vunich ïv o u ld  
i n d i c a t e  t i i s t  t h e  p r o f e s s i o n  a s  e  v h o le  h a s  n o t  s u f f e r e d  
s e r i o u s l y  f r o r r  tiÆ  i n f i l t r a t i o n  o f  s o - o a l x c d  u n d e s i r a b l e s  
u u r ln p ,  t h e  l a x  p e r i o d s *
fT r . Î r
I n  l l c , h t  o f  tïiÉj I n f o n j f c t i o n  t h a t  t h i s  s t u d y  has  
r e v e a l e d  t h e  f o l l o w l n , . ,  c o n c l u s i o n s  ht.vo t  o o a  d ra w n  w h ic h  
p e r t a i n  o n l y  t o  t h i s  s t u d y ,
l i r o t ,  t e a o s e r s  l u  ^ p n .e r s l  d o  t e n d  t o  m ako h l^ /.h o r  
p e r c e n t i l e  r a i * k l r < .d  on a l l  p h a s e s  o f  t h e  C a l i f o r n i a  T e s t  o f  
. e r K o a a l l t y  than t}>o p e o p l e  u::;on whorn th e  t o s t  w as s t a n d a r d i z e d ;
narnaly, people in o^ucral*
h s o o n d ,  w onion t e a c h e r s  t e n d  t o  r .s k o  c . a l l e r  p e r c e n t  lia 
r a n k i n g s  o n  t b e  t o t a l  p e r s o n a l  a d j  us t::ijn  t  e c a l e  t h e n  n o n  
t e a c h e r s ,  t e a c i i e r s  I n  i;^ent3rc l, o r  t  so s c  upon uho..i t l iu  t e s t
W'as standardized.
T h i r d ,  t e a c h e r s  lu ,̂,0a c r a l  i ^ v e  a t o n d e a c y  t o  do better
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t h t n  wo-r.e;; ts c ^ c h e rs , b u t to  do l e a -  w a l l  tk a ii  men
ta a c '.it irs  on th e  t o t a l  p e r ;;ont 1 tidjuo t .u e n t,
F o u r t h ,  v.o:%an t e d c h c r ^  t u a d  to  iur-to b o t t e r  s c o r e s  o a  
t h e  o o o i n l  Ù.ÜÙ t o t a l  n d ju a t ia ta o t  a c a l e s  t r i t n  t h o s e  u p o n  v.hom 
t h e  t e s t  vms s t s r i d n r d l a e d , b u t  do n o t  z in xe  o s  £,ood n s c o r e  a s  
e i t h e r  m ca t e n  a h e r s  o r  t o n c h e r s  I n  jp a n a rn l#
F i f t h ,  non t  j o c h o r s  a s  c v h o lo  t e n d  t o  b a  t l io  b e s t  
%eUL a d j u s t e d  £ r o u p  s u r v e y e d *
C l z t u ,  t e n o h i n : '  e x p e r i e n c e  s o e n l n ; : l y  h a s  e d s t r l i ^ i e n t u l  
e f f e c t  u p o n  t h e  p e r s o n a l  e d j u s t r . i e n t  o f  a t e a c h e r  r o j u r d l e s s  
o r  s e x  o r  t c n o h i %  t r e e ,
l e v a n t s ,  ta a c h i i is ;  c x p a r i ;? n c e  t e n d s  t o  i n c r e a s e  tl^«  
p a r c e u t i l e  r a r j^ ln ^ i  on th a  s o c i a l  e d j u s t n o n t  s c a l e  o f  e  
t i^ a c h e r  r e & n r d l c s s  o f  s a x  o r  t e a c h i n g  a r e a ,
h i i i i i t n ,  t e a c h e r s  r a n k  h l^ ^ h e r  o n  c e r t a i n  p h a s e s  o f  
p e r s o n a l i t y  s c a l e s  t h a n  t h o s o  u p o n  v.hoii t h e  t e s t  v.-as 
s t a n d a r d i z e d , b u t  t o  ©ve.; s u iu .e st t h a t  t h i s  v .o u ld  t e n d  t o  
c a t e g o r i z e  t h e s e  t r a i t s  a s  b e l o n g  i n  p. t o  a  ” t e a c '2© r  
p e r s o n a l i t y "  l a  o u t  o f  t  le r u c e t i o n .
: ’i n t h ,  c o u x i s e l l n p  h e s  nc.d so.ze I n f l u e n c ©  u p o n  t h o s e  
%bo h a v e  e n t e r e d  t h e  t e a c h i n g  p r o f e s s i o n ,  b u t  t h i s  s u r v e y  
h a s  n o t  d e t e r s i i n o d  t o  v,h&t e x t e n t .
T e n t h ,  e l e m e n t a r y  t e e c . i e r s  a s  a  % ?iOie p r e s e n t  a  
problem s b y  t h e i r  t e n d e n c y  t o  e v i d e n c e  n e r v o u s  e y rs p to n s ,
h l e v e n t h ,  s e c o n d a r y  t c s c h e r e  a s  a  v h o le  t e n d  t o  b©  
b e t t e r  a d j u s t e d  t h e n  c l c e i a u t a r y  t e a  m e r s .
T w e l f t h ,  t e a c h e r s  an e u h n lc  .make Li._.h s c o r e s  o a  t h o
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o o c l i k i  JJtfc^dtirda a o a lo u  o r  t h e  n e r t ,o w ï l l t y  t e a t »
I h i r t e c r k t ' r i ,  ursi t e t i o l - c r a  tv ^ .d  to  t ie  b e t t e r  * - e r a o n o l l y  
f e d ju i i t e d  fciia \ oÆôn t * !60L u r i  t e n d  t o  b o  b e t t o r  c o c i t l l y  
f c d j u s t e d .
F o u r t o o r i t h ,  /Lon t o e o U s r s  t e n d  t o  b o  raare  r u c o h t n i o c l , 
t ï - îr®  s o i o n t i f i o ,  £:ioro i 'o r a u a a i v Q ,  jr iore l i t e r a  r y , :%oro n u a l o t l  , 
©cid j i i r o  o l e r l o a l  i n  t n e l r  i n t e r e s t  a r e a s  cs  shovat on  t î io  
iCudor v v h ilo  tcyiion t e a c h e r s  t e n d  t o  b e  m o re  c o i n p u t a t l o n a l ,  
r.'iore a r t i s t i c ,  a n d  u ioro  o f  a s o c i a l  e o r v l c e  t u r n  o f  n i i . o  i n  
t h e i r  i n t e r e s t  a r e a a .
i i f t e e n t h ,  s e c o n d e r ) '  t e & o h e r s  iin ve  a  t e n d e n c y  t o  bo  
iiior-â» f f . e o h a a i o & i ,  a a r o  s c i e n t l f l o ,  m o re  y c r ^ u s s i v e ,  m ore  
l i t e r a r y ,  fciiei m ore  m u s i c a l  i n  t i i e l r  i n t e r e s t  a r e a s  no siio\i-n 
b y  t n e  i’i .u d e r  W i l l e  e l e m e n t a r y  t e a c h e r s  t e n d  t o  be m o re  
c o m p u t a t i o n a l ,  m o re  a r t i s t i c ,  m o re  o f  a s o c i a l  s e r v i c e  t u r n  
o i  m i n d ,  and m o re  c l e r i c a l  i n  t h e i r  i n t o r e a t  a r e a s #
. s i x t e e n t h ,  t c e c h e i 's  i n  Amènerai do n o t  m ake h l c h  a c o r u s  
i n  t h e  f o l l o v . l n o  s c a l e s :  m e c h a n i c a l ,  a c i o n t i f i o ,  p e r s u a s i v e ,  
end c l e r i c a l ,  b u t  t h o y  do make a  s c o r e  o i  o v e r  t h e  f i f t i e t h  
p o r c e n t l l s  o n  t h e  r o l lo v » in L '  s c a l e s :  c o m p u t a t i o n a l , e r t l o t i o , 
l i t e r a r y ,  m u n l c a l ,  and s o c i a l  s e r v i c e *
S e v e n t e e n t h ,  t h e r e  i s  p r a c t i c a l l y  no c o r r e l a t i o n  
b e tw e e n  p e r s o n a l i t y  t r a i t s  and e x p r e s s e d  i n t u r e s t s  a a  
r e v e a l e d  by t h l a  s u r v e y .
^ . i o h t e e n t h ,  e l  n e e  t e a c h e r s  t e n d  t o  r a t e  o n  t h e
s o c i a l  s e r v i c e  o o a io  ,  t n l o  m ay be a  p r s r o i ^ u i a i t o  fox* t o a c i . i r .^ : ,  
N i n e t e e n t h ,  t o u c h e r a  do n o t  sh ou  e n o u ^ n  p e r j u a a i v e
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ttndexicy for It to bo a j^rorequlolte for toachltxt»»
*¥.Qîiti«tb, there io g tendoncy for e acoro In
muaicRi Interoats to be part of t tot cher profile,
' i i r * e r i t y - f i r a t ,  i f  t t e c c h e r  p a t t e m  c o u ld  b e  f o r a u l c t e d ,  
i t  a h o u l d  i n c l u d e  a  £.oo<i s e n s e  of p e r ^ io a o l  u o r t l i ,  a v o r t o o  
s e n s e  o f  p e r s o n a l  f r e e d o ia ,  a  oOod f e e l i n g ,  o f  b e lo n g / in ^ i ,  a  
f a i r  s e n s e  o f  f r e e d o r a  f r o n  n e r v o u c n o o a ,  t.n e v e r a ü «  s e n s e  o f  
f r e e d o m  f r o  . w i t h d r c .v . i i iü  t u n d e n o i c s , a f a i r  s e n s e  o f  s e l f -  
r e l i a n c e  o n  t:m p e r s o n a l  a d j u s t m e n t  s c a l e , a to o t i  c o n c e p t i o n  
o f  a o c l a i  s t a n d a r d o ,  fov. a n t i - s o c i a l  t e n d e n c i e s ,  ^ o o d  f t a - k l ly  
r e l a t i o n s ,  an d  b e t t e r  t h a n  a v e r a g e  o c c u p a t i o n a l  e n d  c o i . tn u n l ty  
r e l & t l o n a  o a  t n c  s o c i a l  a c . j u s t i i c n t  s c a l e .  I t  sh ov tid  i n c l u d e  
an  averaè^ e  I n t e r e s t  i n  o c w n p u ti ic  t h i n g s ,  a l e s s  t h a i i  a v e r a g e  
i n t e r e s t  I n  ; * . e c t t a n io a i ,  s c i e n t i f i c ,  a r iu  p e r s u a s i v e  f i e l d s ,  a  
b e t t e r  t h a n  a v e r a g e  i n t e r e s t  i n  a r t i s t i c  t h i n g s ,  a  b e t t e r  t h a n  
a v e r a g e  i n t e r e s t  i n  l i t e r a r y  t h i n g s ,  gooc m u s i c a l  and s o c i a l  
s e r v i c e  I n t o r v a t e ,  a n d  a  l e s s  t h a n  a v e r a g e  i n t e r e o t  i n  
c l e r l O L l  t h i n g s ,
Tvïcnty-second, secondary teachers as a group do not 
present a problem In their tendency to evidence nervous 
syraptoms,
Tv«enty-tbird, the teachiac piofesaton apparently has 
not been seriously influenced as far as tbnorr.ial personality 
traits arc concerned by ths Influx ol poorly trained 
personnel} for teacher.-?, as e group, tend to ranic hip,her oa 
their total adjustmiont than those upon v,hom the tost «as 
standardized.
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i ^ v Q i i . t y - r o u r t h ,  o e r t a i j i  c o r r e i a t l o u ^  I n o i c a t e d  t h a t  
f u r t : , 0r  c t u O r  ^xiuulci be  r a ^ /a r d ln ^ ;  t h e  c o r r t - l a t i o n a
bet%@a:; a ; > e c i f l o  a u b h l v l r i i Q n y  o f  t h e  p e r ^  m t l l t y  t e a t  a n d  
i i p e o l f t o  ü u b d l v i w l o n s  o f  t h e  i n t e r e s t  t e s t ,
T  % o n  t y - f i f t h ,  acsn t«  e o ^ o r y  t e n d  t o  l ia v e  b e t t e r  f a c i i l y  
r e l a t i o n s  t h a n  w o n en  t e a c l i o r a  a s  shown on t h e  o o r s o n a l l t y  
scale,
T w o n t y - s i x t h ,  men t e a c h e r s  t e n d  t o  Siav© b e t t e r  
o c c u p e t i o n n i  r o l a t l o n s  t ls -n  women e s  snovm on t h e  p e r s o n a l i t y  
s c a l e ,
I ’w o n t y - s e v e n t V i ,  n a a  t « a c L o ,  o t e n d  t o  hiavo b e t t e r  
c o u *a .u n ity  r a  l u t  Io n a  t h a n  women a s  ohov.n ou tin-? p e r s o n a l i t y  
s c a l e ,
T w e n t y - e i n b t n , a s  t i l s  was a  p r e l i m i n a r y  s t u d y ,  i t  i s  
re c o r im o iid e d  t h a t  f u r  t . e r  s t u d i e s  bo  ma de a io u :^  t h i i .  l i n e  
w u lo . ;  c o u l d  be  u s e d  f o r  p r e d i c t i o n .
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